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Letter of Instruction
given to the Elders of the
Southern States Mission
June 16th 1899.
―Dear Breathern:
On account of conditions
frequently presenting them
selves, it has become necessary
for me to address you at some
length on matters appertain
ing to our financial condition
in general and our commissary
in particular. The business
I desire to lay before you
is of such a nature that
I do not care to have it made
public through the Star,
but the matter is of no
less importance and I ask the
brethren to pay close attention
to what I may say.
There is one feature in the
mission that makes it
distinct from any other
mission in the Church,
namely our commissary, and
through it we are able to
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extend favors to our Elders that
are unknown to those of other our
brethren whose lot has been cast
in other parts of the world.
But with such favors to our Elders
there must necessiarily follow
obligations on your part, which I
am desirous that you should understand most thoroughly, and much ill
feeling, which has arised in through
a misunderstanding in the past
will never be known in the future.
In pleading with our Elders to go
well dressed, and to appear respectable
before the public we accompany
that pleading with a helping hand
stretched forth, by saying, Brother,
if you have not the means on
deposit wherewith to purchase at
preasant, we will be pleased to
help you by advanceing it until
you can gain assistance from
your loved ones at home.
Elders have appreciated this offer
very much in the past, and have
availed themselves of the opportunity
as will be shown by our books
where we note that this mission
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is today carrying the Elders to the
extent of $5,000 while we in turn
are owing other Elders.
It should not be hard for our brethren to understand what a strain
this becomes at times on the office,
and that we too must have assistance.
To whom should we go to but those
whom we have befriended in
the hour of need, we feel that our
friends at home appreciate the
mission’s generosity in this respect,
and are willing to assist us in carrying
the burden, if it was only made
known to them. We are most
willing to do our full share, but
through circumstances which have
arrisen in the past we have at
times been led to think that the
more we do the more we are expected
to do, and the more fault is found with
us if we enter even the slightest protest
when we feel we are being imposed
upon, We think we are doing our
full duty when we say to our fellow
laborers: If you are in need of any of
the necessaries of life, such as we
carry in our commissary, we will
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gladly send it to you, post or express
charges prepayed, and wait until your friends at home can send you the necessary
assistance. We think that we are imposed
upon when Elders send in for money,
not necessiary in their fields, unless
they have it to their credit in the
office from which to draw, except in
case of severe sickness or danger. We also
feel it an imposition as well as showing the
Elder guilty of the great sin of ingratitude, for
the Elder to expect, or even desire to return
home before his acc’t at the office is first
settled. We are in duty bound to look after
the financial wellfare of the mission, first,
to protect those elders who have deposited here, and second for the spread and progress
of the work. We cannot extend privileges to
one Elder and withold them from the other. We
must have but one policy, We can, however, choose

between two, is: Refuse to allow any Elder to
over draw his acc’t, or, if such a privilege is
given, it must be with the distinct understanding on his part, and on the part of his friends
at home, that he should not desire to leave
this mission with an honerable release and a
debt that will be a source of annoyance to the
cause and those he leave behind.
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Elders have in the past returned home without settling their acc’t, on the promise, that
when once among friends at home, they would forward means to liquidate any and all debts. Some have
failed in keeping their word, and as a consequence
we have debts of that kind now ammounting to
nearly a thousand dollars, and dating from Pres’t
Kimbal’s time, yes, and I am sorry to say that among
such Elders are some that were most prominent
in the missionary field. Now brethren do not be
angry, nor think of us unkindly, but concider the
responcibility resting upon us here, and then give
us your aid, and assistance by making your friends
acquainted with the conditions upon which we
favor our Elders. Still, one thing more, Elders should remember that when goods are ordered, not carried by
us, it some times takes at least from one to two
days longer to reach their destination. We try to cary
only the best values, but should a cheaper article be
desired, we will obtain them for you, but we warn the
Elders against cheap goods. We receive frequent complaints
that hats arrive in bad condition at their destination.
It is very difficult, brethren, to secure hats from the
rough treatment they are exposed to in travling
through the mail. We suggest that where it is
possible, even though it requires you to walk
a little out of your way, that you have them
sent to you by Express, giving us the nearest
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place where we can reach you in that
way, and your hats will arrive in good condition.
Go home well dressed brethren, uncomplimentary
remarks have been made about the shabby appearance of some of our Elders when they return home
from the South. Be jelous of the Missions honor, and
guard it as you would the virtue of one of the Daughters
of Eve. I councel you to record this communication
in your journals, then send a coppy of it to your
loved ones at home. In conclusion I once more
counsel you to be neat in your atire. Don’t go
shabby don’t be careless in your dress and toilett,
don’t go ragged, ask and you shall receive. We are in a
possition now when assistance from those whom
we have befriended would be of great value and benefit.
Your Bro. in the Gospel.
Ben E. Rich.‖
Left my home to fill a mission to the
Southern States June 11th at 8:30 A.M., arrived at
Holts 7 P.M. stayed over night and continued to Modena
on the 12th. Took the train at 5: P.M. for Salt Lake
City stopped off at Pleasant Grove at 8:15 A.M. on 13th visited
relatives until the morn. of 14th, when at 8:20 A.M. took
train for S.L. City arrived there at 9:30 A.M. and went direct
to Pres. Office to report; informed that we would be
set apart in Anex at 2 P.M. I was set apart by Apostle
Owen Woodruff, stayed with him over night and attended to
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busines next day preparetory to taking our departure June
15th over the D and R,G. at 9: P.M. After a sleepless night,
we arrived at Grand Junction 7: A.M. continueing spent a day
of sightseeing along the Grand and Arknsas Rivers, arrived at
Pueblo 7:20 P.M. changed cars to Mo.Pac.R.Y. and continued
our journey: Awakening the morn. of 17th to find ourselves
flieing over the plains of Kansas. Arrived at Kansas City
6:15 P.M. changed cars and continued, arriving at St. Louis 2:25
A.M. where we stoped until 8:28 A.M.. Being met by the
other division of our party, who came in on the W.P we
continued to Evansville on the S. and N.R.Y. arriving at 2:18
P.M. After a 20 minutes stop proceeded to Nashville, which
place was reached 8:15 P.M. Thence continued to Chatta
nooga, arriving there at 2:15 A.M. and registerd at the Rosmore.
We wer awakened next morn (19) at 7:56, and informed that Pres.
Ritch wished to meet us at 8 o-clock, Being assembled he gave
us some timely instructions and bade us enjoy ourselves
until later called for. and at this A.M. five of us visited
the National Cemetry. and spent the afternoon writing home
retired early and had a refreshing nights rest after our
long journey across the Continent. After breakfast on the
morn of the 20th we met as per appointment at 9:30 in
one of the rooms of the Rosmore to receive our final instructions also our appointments of Confrences we were
to labor in, from thence we proceeded to the Photo
Galery and had our picture taken. At 12:30 P.M. enjoyed din
ner and at 2 P.M. joined in company and proceeded to Look
out Mt. where we spent two hours very pleasantly.
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After our trip up the Mt we relished our suppers and arra
inged our grips for departing to our fields of labor, which
after bidding adieu to those of other appointments, we took
at 9: PM. over the Cincinatta Southern and arrived Loui
ville on 21st 8 A.M. and went to the Victora Hotel where
we met Pres. Arrowsmith and others laboring in Louis
ville. Finding there had been a blunder made by some
one in sending us here, as there were no experinced
Elders here with which we could labor; we registerd
at the Hotel and had to be content until Pres. Arrowsmith
could send to Chattanooga for Clergy permits and money
to take us to Vanceberg, where we should have went.
Our money and permits came by telegram and we procured tickets to Maysvill and started at 2 P.M. of the 22nd
after a ride of six hours we reached our destination
and finding there would be no train going our way
until 10:30 next morning, we took a passage on
the steamboat Avron up the Ohio River to Vanceberg arriving at the above place at 2:30 A.M. of the
23rd and after roosting in a lumber pile until daylight
we went in search of breakfast, which we got at the
Nichlos Hotel for 25c. After breakfast, we started, as
directed, to Bro Pribbles on Pleasant Hill. After a four
mile walk up a steep road, arrived at Bro
Haucks ate dinner, stayed the afternoon and after
supper rode with Edd. Pribble about two miles to his
father’s, here we found shelter for the night. next
day and night. Met here by Elder Walch on 24 and
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on 25 accompanied him to Beachburg, here meeting
several families of Saints and held a meeting in the evening
at bro Rolph’s, where we found shelter for the night.
After a refreshing nights rest, arose to behold
the light of a beautiful morning 26th, at breakfast
after which walked about two miles to Beachburg
propper, where we worked on Church House, being erected
by Saints. Dined with bro Housten also found shelter here
for the night. Next morning, 27, after relishing a good
breakfast continued our labors on House, until about 5 P.M.
when we quit, cleaned up and walked about two miles to one
Edd. Rolphs where we had an pappointment to hold meeting th
evening. Our meeting was fairly well attended, and after I
in my feeble way addressed them for a few moments. Elder
Johnson dwelt at some length on the principle of repentance
after meeting we retired and in our silent slumber were tumbled
to the floor by the clats giving way, which caused us to rool over and

go to sleep again. Arose greatly refreshed in the morning
28th walked the distance back to Beachburg and spent another
day on House and again dined with nie bro Housten
with whom we had stayed for several days previo.
29th continued working on the House, took dinner
with bro Call, and supper with bro Housten where
we stayed for the night, Also spent 30th on
the House which we almost pushed to completion
and held porth at Bro Housten’s again for the night.
Arose all well next morn, July 1, refreshed for the
labors of another day on the House, which days
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labor finished putting the roof on and so near completed
the building that we held meeting in it that
evening, and had an enjoyable time although there was
but few present, after meeting went home to bro.
Houstens and retired. Another unmolested night was
spent in silent slumber and this the 2 of July, being
fast day did not arise very early, the morn was
spent in douing some writing and at ten o-clock wended our way to our new building, where we held
services, which were very well attended, attendance 30.,
the two hours spent bettwen meetings, was in talking
to friends and saints at bro. Houstens, and also in writing a
letter to my dear little wife. Two o-clock found us
again in our humble little Church comencing meeting.
which was a fast meeting and five of the bro. saints and two
of the sisters stood up to give a reason for the hope
that was within them, also Elder Jonson and I spoke a
short time. After meeting we went and took supper with
bro Call. supper over we walked as per. appointment
about two miles to bro. Edd Rolphs, where we held meeting
in the evening and stayed over night. Breakfast over
next morn. July 3 and bidding them all adieu started
for Ringo’s Mill, twenty miles away. After an uninsidental
and hard day’s walk arrived at Ringo’s Mill 5:30 P.M. and
were made welcome by bro and Sister McRoberts Relishing
a nice supper and taking a bath, we being very tired retired
early. July 4th, arose feeling greatly refreshed, from the
effects of our previous days labors, fasted at breakfast and
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spent the fournoon writing up our Record and jounal also
writing letters to our dear ones at home, 12 A.M. ate dinner
after which we walked about two miles to one bro. Gardners,
Chairman of the bord of school trustee, to obtain permission
to hold a few meetings in the school house, he being
absent to the selebration of the 4th at Flemingsburg, our labors
were fruitless and we returned to bro McRobert’s ate supper and
after some little talk on the Gospel retired. Next morning 5th
arose refreshed and well, after breakfast we again wended our
way to the home of the trustee, where we found him and he glad
ly gave his consent to our request providing at least that one
of the other members of the board be willing. Having obtained
the concent of the other, after taking dinner at bro McRobert’s
we proceeded to tract the neighborhood and notify them of our
meeting. Early candel light found us at the schoolhouse singing a
few songs as we sang the people began to gather in until we
had a nice little congregation, about twenty, Our opeining hymn
and prayer over. I proceeded to introduce Elder Johnson as the speaker
who spoke very fluently for about 45 minutes after which I offerd a
few closing remarks and gave out appointment for meeting the following evening, sang, and dismissed. At the close of our services we were

invited home by Mr. B.P.Likes (by the way we happened in to his place
about supper time and were invited to sup with them which we gladly did) and were accomidated with a very nice bed for which we were thankful.

At early morn we were called from our bed of slumber by Mr. Sikes

informing us that breakfast was ready. Breakfast over we again
started to visit and distribute tracts among the people finishing our
tracting in this part we returned to Bro McRoberts and wrote
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up our journals, accepted his invitation to dinner at
twelve A.M. and spent the afternoon writing to my dear
one, studieing, and sleeping. Bro. McRoberts again invited us
to sup with them which we thankfuly did at six P.M.
Supper over, we wended our way to the school house
again to hold meeting. Soon after arrivel at the school
house the people began to come in and in a short time
we had a congregation of about forty. After openig exersises Elder Johnson dwelt at some length on the principle of Repentance, making very plain the position
of man on earth, which I do not think any could take
exception of. after which I offered a few words of exaltation and gave out appointment for meeting next evening. After dismissal, we were again invited home by
Mr. Likes and gladly accepted his cordial invitation again
thankful for the good bed God had provided. July the 7th
breakfast bell rang while we were yet in bed, but
we were not long in arising and arrainging our toilet
prepeared for the same. After breakfast we took our chairs
on to the front porch, where we sat and studied the greater
part of the fournoon and then went down to the post office
to see if there was any mail from our dear ones, there not
being any we went over to bro McRoberts and did some
writing, at 12 A.M. were invited to dinner, of which we thank
fuly partook. The after noon was spent resting and studieing
After supper we again traversed the road to the school
house where we were to hold meeting. Our meeting
was well attended, being about forty present. Opening
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exercises over, I addressed them for a short time on the
principle of baptism, after which Elder Johnson very ably
continued the same subject and gave out appointment that we
would hold two more meetings next friday week comencing at
two thirty P.M. Meeting desmised and as we had no other invi
tation we went home with bro. McRoberts and enjoyed another
nights rest under his welcome roof. Arose feeling well and
refreshed ate breakfast and as we wanted to wait until the
mail came in as we expect some mail and while waiting w
wrote up our journal until this A.M. July 8th. As we had
to wait so long for the mail and being envited to dinner
thought best to partake before starting on a journey of seven
miles to Grangetown where we had an appointment to
hold meeting in the evening. Dinner over we started
for the above named place our path lay through woods and
farms after a walk of about two hours and a half. we arrived
at our destination and were made welcome by a Mr. Williams
at and spent the afternoon talking about the gospel and
writeing a letter to my dear one. Six P.M. being envi
ted to supper, thankfully partook after supper strolled
around the garden a while eating berries and apples. At early
candle light assembled in the house and proced to hold
meeting after opening exercises I spoke a short time
on the principle of faith after which Elder Johnson
continued the same subject. there were not very many
preasant. Dismissed and went to bed. July 9 being fast day
did not arise very early, it being about eight oclock when we
did so, and as there was to be a meeting in a church about two
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miles away so arrainged our toilet preparetory to going after
returning to Mr. William’s resetd until supper time six
P.M. after supper and early candle light we convened in
meeting, there being a very nice little crowd. Elder Johnson
addressed them at some length on Repentance after which
I spoke a short time. meeting over I retired and enjoyed
a refreshing nights rest. July 10th arose ate breakfast
after which we started out to see the school trustee
to get permition to hold meeting in the house for
a few nights. But they not being at home did not
succeed. but in our travels we delivered a few tracts
and had a few Gospel conversations. In our travels we
visited one sister Secrets, who envited us to dinner.
After our days tramp returned to Mr. William’s
had supper and held another meeting at which I spoke
for a few moments on Baptism after which Elder
Johnson continued the same subject. Meeting over we
went to bed. July 11 arose hearty and well ate breakfast
talked a little while with an old gentleman on the
subject of religion, shaved and prepared our toilet in rediness for a journey to again see the trustee to try and get
the schoolhouse, The first gentleman we met was
Jas. Crofford, one of the trustes whom it was said was
very prejudice toward us elders, but we found him to
be just the contrary, he envited us in and treated us as
gentlemen and after eating dinner with him and obtained
his concent to use the school house, after which we bade
him good bie and continued on our errand, but as Mr
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Secrets was away from home and had the key so again our
efforts were in vain. Returning to Mr. William’s were informed
that the little house at Beechburg had been destroyed which
was sad news for us. Supper over we again met in meeting
at Mr Williams and Elder Johnson dwelt very instructively on the
gift of the Holy Ghost after which I added a few words, dismissed
and went to bed. At 6 A.M. July 12 arose to go forth in the
labors of another day ate breakfast and prepared to take our
departure from Grain City which we took at half past
eight and retraced our steps back to Ringos Mills and were again made
welcome by bro John McRoberts, who informed us that our appoin

tment which we had left to hold meeting at Rock Lick
school house, had fell through, as the trustee had became and
instrument in the hands of the eavel One and closed the
doors against us. Mother Mc. invited us to dinner at twelve
thirty P.M. which was thankfuly accepted. Our mail received
here consisted of the Star and Deseret News, which we spent the
after noon in reading and also in studieing the principles
of the Gospel. Ate supper about seven P.M. and at nine thirty
retired. After a refreshing night’s rest we arose to behold
the beautiful lights of the morn. Of July 13, Thankfuly partook of
breakfast, and after waiting until the mail came in
it being eleven o-clock when it did we ate dinner before
taking our departure, which we took at quarter to
twelve and after a walk of five miles found ourselves at
a little settlement, at which place we tried to get the Church or
school house in which to hold meeting but were unsuccessful
and so continued our journey and at about six P.M. arrived
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at Hamberg about five miles farther north, here again
we tried for the houses and again failed, on acc’t of the
comotion caused by the tearing down of our little house at
Beechburg. It now being night we asked entertainment
of Mr. Ulissis Hedge, and of school trustee, for the night, which
was granted us. We were mad welcome with some chairs
on the porch, where Elder Johnson and I sat and talked until
envited to supper, which we thankfuly partook of and retired.
July 14th Arose feeling well and refreshed, ate breakfast and again
took our chairs on the porch, where we talked on the Gospel
in company with our hostess, until nine A.M. at which
time we took our departure for bro Figin’s about ten
miles to our north east. arriving there, after a brisk walk at
two P.M. Here we met Bro and Sister Figgins, sister Houston
and her daughter Anabel, who were all greatly excited
over the threates made against us Elders and also
the saints of this locality The threats were so
strong that bro Housten thought it best not
to stay around so went to Ohio. Bro Figgins
went to Beechburg to get our mail, but as usual
did not get any for me. After discussing the
conditions of things ate supper and retired.
After a sweet and refreshing nights rest arose
to behold the beautiful light of the morning
of July 15 all well as usual and having decided to
have a two days fast did not eat breakfast. Spent
the day at bro Figins’ writing and studieing, In the
evening and fore part of the night we kept a close
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watch for mobs as there had been various threats
made against us. But as we felt perfectly safe
in the hands of the Lord, we retired at ten thirty.
July 16th After a sweet and unmolested nights rest
arose to behold the light of another beautiful morn
and continued our fast until about one thirty at which
time we partook of a nice and palatable dinner.
Dinner over and a letter written, we walked over to bros.
Edd and Jas. Rolphs, from here we went down to Beechburg to
see if there was any mail, while here we went down to
bro Calls and after passing the time of day with him
we continued our journey back to bro Figins’, where we
arrived at 7:15 P.M. and after talking for a short time on the
Gospel plan of life and salvation we retired, at which time
it was raining and lightning very freely.
After enjoying a good nights rest arose to behold the morn
of July 17 very cloudy and raining some, arrianged our toilet,
ate breakfast, and packed our grips preparatory to leaving for
other parts, Bidding bro Figgins and family adieu we started
out in a drizzling rain, our course lay in a south westerly
direction until we reached Walingford about three miles, here
we went to the Store where Elder Johnson purchased a pair of
shoes, from here continued in a north westerly course over a pike
to Flamingo about seven miles farther, passing through
this place continued in the same direction and when about
a mile out of town stoped and thankfuly ate a lunch, which
sister Figgins had put up for us, Resting here an hour continued our walk through Lizevill kepping the same direc-
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tion as above stated, until two miles beyond Lizeville
where we took a south westerly course to Popular run at which
place we procured the use of the school house and gave out
appointment for meeting in the evening, being invited to
supper by Mr. Evans, thankfuly partook of the same, after
which we repaired to the schoolhouse and held meeting, not be
ing mainy present, our meeting was necesiairly short.
As per invitation we loged with Mr. Evans.
July 18th arose hail and hearty, to behold the light of a beautiful
clear morning, ate breakfast, wrote up my journal and also a
letter to my dear wife, also a note to bro. Call to have
him forward our mail from Beechburg to Ewing. At
the request of our hostes, we sang a few songs, which they
seemed greatly to appreciate. The remainder I spent in study and
in being acoosted with an invitation to dinner at 12:15 PM.
willingly partook. Dinner over we procured some tracts from
our grips and proceeded to tract the neighborhood on the west of
the branch, during which we had an enjoyable time talking
with the many different families visited during our afternoons labors. Returning to Mr. Evans about sundown, ate
supper and prepared for meeting, to whch we started about eight
oclock P.M. Once in side the school house, it being my turn to
preside I did so. Prayer and singing over I introduced Elder
Johnson as our speaker, who gave us a very interesting discourse on Faith. Our attendance was very good also there was
was very good attention paid. After dismissal we repaired to Mr.
Evans’ and retired to a very nice and feathery bed for the night
How beautiful is the morning of July 19th after such a sweet and
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refreshing nights rest. All nature seems to smile as we arise
again from our beds of slumber and makes us feel to continue thanking

God for our existence and as having been counted worthy of being
ministers of the Gospel. Again we enjoyed a very nice breakfast
with Mr. Evans breakfast over I wrote up my journal and supplied
my self with tracts preparatory for tracting on the
east side of the branch. The first place visited was a
Mr. Argoes and to his cordial invitation we took chairs on
the front porch and engaged in conversation on the plan
of life and salvation, at twelve thirty he envited us to dinner
dinner over we again took up our position and continued
on the same line of talk for another hour or two, gave
him a tract, and left him feeling very good natured
and with an invitation for us to call on him again. Walking
about three quarters of a mile to the next neighbors, visited them
but as the gentleman of the house was not in our stay here
was necessiarily short and after explaining the purpose of our
visit and giving the lady a tract, we retraced our steps back
to bro Evans’ and being a little drousy lay down and slept about
an hour after which we did a little studdieing until supper
time. Supper over we took our departure for the school house
to again hold meeting as appointed. Elder Johnson presiding
the usual opening exersises being over Elder Johnson
introduced me as the speaker. To which I responded for
a short time. speaking on the principle of repentance,
after which he continued the same subject, dimissed
and returned to Mr Evans’ and retired. to our bed as usual on
a double sofa in the parlor.
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The morning of July 20th dawned on us clear and delightful
and we greeted it in the best of spirits and health, and heartily
embraced the beautiful sunlights. Having desided to fast
we waived our invitation to breakfast and proceeded to write
up my diairy. Our labors for the day were to continue our
tracting, which we did, starting about eight oclock, and after
visiting thre one house near by, continued our visit to a house a
bout a mile farther up the poke, here we delivered our mesage
and tract, after which at our request the parents of the house
favored us with some sweet music on the piano and violin
for which we thanked them and took our departure, the next
place visited was with out incident, but the fourth visit was
very lengthy and interesting, The gentleman being interested
in our call engaged us in conversation until dinner was ready
at 2 P.M. which at his invitation we thankfuly partook of. Dinner
over we again took up our position in the front room and at
their request favored them with a few songs and conversed
on one subject and another until 6 P.M. when we retraced our
steps to Mr. Evans’ and prepared for meeting, meanwhile refusing
an invitation to supper. Our meeting was well attended and we had

a goodly portion of the spirit made maifest. Elder Johnson dwelt
on Baptism very ably. Not many minutes after we found ourselves again in the hospitiable bed at Mr. Evans’.
July 21 arose weather very clowdy, ate breakfast, wrote in
my journal and prepared to walk over to T. Run, three miles
south to engage the school house in which to hold meeting
on the way there we stoped to enquire the route and while
doing so delivered a tract. Continueing we arrived at Mr
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Farris’ the chairman of the trustee of the T. Run
school house 11.15 A.M. obtained his consent to use the house
and at his invitation to stop to dinner we thankfuly did so and
enjoyed a very nice dinner. Dinner over we continued in search
of the other two trustee one of whom lived two miles south in
a bend of the Licking River. Almost to his place and inquiring for
the same were informed that he was not at home so
changed our steps towards the other trustees, whom we found
and obtained his concent also, then again going back to Mr. Farris
to inform him of our succes and have him give out an appointment for Monday night, From here we retraced our steps
back to Popular Run, (by the way when we were on the Licking we went in baithing.) and called on Mr Ogar who
envited us to supper, supper over we went to Mr. Evans’
to get our books before going to meeting. Our meeting as
usual was fairly well attended, the subject treated was
the Holy Spirit, which was ably dwelt upon by Elder Johnson.
Soon after meeting we found our selves again retireing at
Mr. Evans’. Arose to behold the morning of July 22nd
cloudy and raining some little, ate breakfast, wrote up
my journal and prepared for the labors of the day
At the second house visited we were invited to
stop to dinner which we did, Dinner over we took
chairs out under the trees and had a long talk on the
gospel, with the man and wife of the house, from here we
proceed on up the branch and visited four other families
at one of which we met a lady who had been confined to
her bed, for seven months, but was feeling a little better
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At another home were made happy by the straines of an
organ, which was played by a young lady who had envited us in
her parents being absent, which we regeted as they were
very friendly to the Elders, having at times in the past
entertaned them. But being contrairy to instructions for
Elders to stay at places where the male is absent, On this
account we were disapointed as we had thought to get supper
here; but the circumstances being thus we returned to bro
Evans’ and accepted their ever hospitiable supper, after
which we again wended our way to the School House and
held meeting, Elder Johnso treated on the ―Redemption‖ and
I also tried to do my part. Meeting dismissed, we
find ourselves again at Mr. Evans’
Sunday July 23 arose, clear and warm. As usually
fasted and at ten o-clock went to the school house
and held meeting it being my turn to preside open
ing exersises over Elder Johnson dwelt on Faith and works
after which I spoke a short time, dismissed and on
invitation of Mr Argo accompanied him home and
here stayed until Sundy School time three P.M.
attended the same and again accepted Mr Argo’s
hospitality and ate supper with him. and returned to
the school house and held another meeting at
which I spoke a short time on the 15. ch. of
St Luke and Elder Johnson followed with some
very timely instructions at his conclusion one
of the bro moved a vote of thanks be tendered us
which was done. Being invited home by Mr
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Grashin accepted the same and were again
thankful to Heaven for the nice bed offered.
July 24 dawned hot and bright and my first thoughts on
arising were of the glorious times they would have
in Utah on this the birth day of our Mt. Home.
As usual all well, ate the delicious breakfast prepared
by Mrs. Grashin, thanked her for the same, and start
ed for Mr Evan’s where we wrote up our journals and I wrote
a letter to my dear wife, after which we walked to the
Post Office at Ewing, about three miles expecting some mail
from our dear ones; as yet I had not received any letters from
home, and made sure I would be rewarded with one this time,
but was sadly dissapointed, Being thus dissapointed sadly
retraced my steps to Mr. Evans’ where we ate our dinner
changed under clothes and lay down and slept until three thirty P.M.

at which time we bid adieu to the people of the house,
and took our departure for Tea run district arriving there
after a three mile walk. at five thirty P.M. visited a fam
ily or two and being invited to sup. with a widow Grey
thankfuly did so and after our nice supper proceeded to
the schoolhouse to fill our appointment for meeting
on our arrival the house was lighted and a good crowd
present. As this was our first meeting we started at the
foot of the lader dwelling on the principle of faith.
Meeting over we were envited home with one Mr. Michels
which invitation we thankfuly accepted and soon
arrived at the beautiful land of nod.
Tea Run July 25 arose to find the sun obscured
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from view by dence and rainy clouds, ate breakfast and erased the
fuz from my face, and otherwise arrainged my toilet, After which
we supplied our selves with tracts and started on another day of
canvassing. first visiting the third trustee, whom we had not
seen. obtained his concent to the use fof the school house
and gave him a tract, called on another family awarded them
a tract, walked a short distance down to the Licking River
and went in bathing while in we crossed the river into
Nicholas Co. A dark looking cloud coming up we huridly
dressed and made direct for the nearest house in sight
ariving there at just in time to avert a good soaking
as the liquid poured from this heavy laden cloud all
most in bucket fulls, when the storm abated we took
our departure for Mr. Michels, where we arrived just in
time for supper. After thankfuly partaking of the same
we went to the school house, but on account of the
rain there was a slim attendance, so did not hold
meeting but returned to Mr Michel’s and retired.
How beautiful is the morning of July 26th
as I arose form my sweet bed of slumber and ate my breakfast and prepeared for a nother day of tracting. Our days vis
iting was without incident worthy of note until about
five P.M. at which time we visited a widow Grey
who had a large family of boys, the latter of whom
envited us to the organ to sing which we were glad
to do. After giving them a few selection, at our request
they furnished some nice singing. At this time the
kind lady bade us come to supper, which was thank-
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fuly relished. supper over all of the boys got ready and
accompanied us to meeting. On our arrival at the house
we found a large congregation awaiting us and after they
sang a couple of songs at our request we proceeded with
our servises. Elder Johnson dwelling on Faith in Christ, I
also added a few remarks. and the congregation rendered
the closeing hymn. Meeting over and at the request of Mr.
Michels, we soon found ourselves thankfuly retireing on
one of his hospitiable beds.
July 27 arose hearty and well to find the sun
almost obscured from view by a dense fog, ate the delicious
repast offered by Mrs Michels, wrote up my journal and dep
arted for Popular Run, where I was awarded with those long
looked for letters from my dear ones (three from my darling wife
and one from my dear old mother) After exchangeing greetings
with Mr Evans and family, who had been so kind as to get
our mail at the Office at Ewing, and reading my welcomed
messages, were envited to dinner. It being so hot we dec
ided to stay until the cool of the evening before retracing our
steps, and during our stay of the afternoon were envited to sing
which we did. About four P.M. we bid adieu to the Evans’
Family and after a mile and a half walk called on a Mr Hunt to
talk and deliver a tract and at his request stoped and took supper
after which we continued to the school house and as usual
were met by a larg congregation. Singing furnished by congregation

I spoke a short time on Repentance at the close of which
Elder Johnson continued the subject. At the request of Mr
Hunt we accompanied him home and retired.
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July 28th dawned upon us hot and clear. The
delicious breakfast prepared by Mrs. Hunt, was very thank
fuly partaken of, after which we spent an hour or
two talking on the Gospel with Mr Hunt who seemed
to be interested in the same. Taking our departure, walked
to the Tea Run school house where we spent a few hours
studieing and sleeping, from here we went to Mr Michels
wrote up my journal, also a couple of letters one to Jas.
Rolph, the other to my dear. During the afternon it rained
very hard and consequently our meeting was not very wel
attended, at which bro Johnson treated on the Atoneme
nt, I also spoke a short time on the same. Meeting
over, on invitation of the Mrsers. Greys accompanied
them home and as it was very dark and muddy, took advantage of an opportunity to ride at the end of which we
ended upon a nice feather bed.
At five thirty A.M. July 29th we were diving
into the washdish preparetory for the breakfast of
Mrs Grey, After breakfast we spent several pleasant hours at the organ in the parlor. from here we
walke to Mrs. Farris’ where we were served with din
ner, After which we proceded on our journey to
see the trustee of the Tunnel Hill district to obtain
access to their school house, partialy succeeding we
retraced our steps to Mr. Michels, shaved and went to
meeting, on account of the inclemency of the weather there was but few present, nevertheless we
held meeting. At the close of which we accompanied
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a Mr Hammond home on the strength of a former
invitation and enjoyed a sweet nights’ rest under his
hospitiable roof.
Breakfast is ready, called out Mr. Hammond
on the beautiful morn of July 30th; but it being our
custom to fast every Sunday, declined his invitation
and after a face washing, went down to Mr. Michels where
we prepared for Sunday School which we attended after
dismissal retraced our steps to Mr. Michels and spent
the time until two P.M. writing, at which time we
wended our way to the School house to again meet
in meeting, had an enjoyable time after which went
home with Jas. Hammond to supper and there remained
until time for meeting of the evenig, This by the way was
the best meeting yet. after it we accompanied Mr Hammond
home and retired.
Just think of it July 31st and so cool that
the people had a fire in the grate as we arose to be
greeted with the invitation to dine once more having our
apetites satisfied we proceeded to our grips at Mr Michels
where we wrote some letters as we were going to the
office and would have a chance to mail them. Nine A.M.
found us ploding along toward Mr. Evans’ again who had
proffered to get our mail, but on our arrival there were
apprised that he had not received any. and after a short stay
here, during which time we were blessed with our dinner
we continued to Ewing where I was awarded two letters
from my dear one and one from my sister Bell who was
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who was at the time of writing in Brooklyn N.Y.
also four Wash. Co. News two Deseret News, and two or three No of the

Southern Star. Bro Johnson also received a good am’t and
light hearted and thankful we retraced our steps ariving at
Mr. Evans four P.M. bade them goodbie and continued on to
Mrs Arogos’ who had been kind enough to wash our clothes,
which we got and after thanking her for her kindnes
continued toward Tea Run where we arrived about sundown
and rested a little while until meeting time. at which we
asembled and Elder Johnson ably handled the subject of
Faith and Works. Meeting over, the friend that God had raised
up for us being none other than Jas. Hammond again, we
were soon again located on his hospitiable bed.
Aug. 1st Arose with thanks in my heart
to God for this the light of another beautiful morning
which dawned the month of August upon us, took break
fast with our kind friend and bid them goodbie and God bless
them for their kindness, thence proceded to Mr. Michels
wrote a letter to my sister Bell, wrote up journal, and did some
reading to Mr. Michels. Ate dinner with our hostess at
twelve A.M. Being filled I continued talking and reading form the Star until one thirty P.M. at which time
we began preparing to leave the neighborhood, which
we did at two thirty having bid goodbie to Mr. Michels and
family. Our next stop was at Mr. Pharis’, the chairman of the
school trustee, to tender him our apreciation of the use of
the house, thence proceeded to Tunnel Hill and confered with
a Mr. Terl one of the trustee of the school house, and were
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informed by him that as yet the school board had not
decided weather to allow us the use of the house or not upon
which said would be done on the marrow and bade us mean
while, to abide with him. The closeing hours of the day
was spent chatting with him, also in playing a game of croquet. That evening a crowd gathered at the school house expecting us to hold meeting, and as we were not admited to the house
had to disapoint them for which we were sorry. Thus the
evening wore on until bed time.
August 2nd dawned sunny and bright arose ate
breakfast, and wrote up my journal and being informed
that we could not get the school house, but received
intimation that we might gain access to the church
and working to this end on received concent of two of the
Elders, we retired into the woods on the banks of a little
stream and shaved and cleaned up a little, after which we contin
ued on our journey arriving at Mr. Floors an officer of the
church and not finding him at home, accepted the invitation
of his wife to stop to dinner, dinner over we walked
about a mile to see Mr. Floor about the advisability of
holding meeting in the Church, but not being favorably
impressed with the information gained; desided not
to hold meeting with them and another cause for not do
ing was that we were out of our Co. being in Nichlos
Co. Consequently returned to the residence of Mr Floors’
where we had left our grips, doned the same and walked
about a mile and a half to Mr Bussel’s where we spent the
remainder of the afternoon and night.
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Aug 3rd Arose, weather clear and hot, ate
breakfast and wrote up my journal and did other writing
during fournoon. Accepted the greeting to dinner at 12:30 P.M.
after which we continued writing until 4 P.M. at which
time we repaired to the Fleming crick and took a bath
and changed under cloths returned to John Bussels, ate supper
and prepared to hold meeting at his house by arranging
seats in the house. A big crowd was present and we had
a good meeting I spoke for a short time on the principle
of Faith after which Elder Johnson continued the same
subject. At the close of meeting, being requested to do some
we favored them with a few songs and gave out app’t
for meeting next night and after the crowd had gone
retired.
The advent of Aug. 4th dwned another bright
clear morning. Arising arrainged our toilet and as we had
desided to fast waived our invitation to breakfat and took
chairs out under a big apple tree and wrote up my journal
also a letter to little Clio, at this juncture an old
gentleman by the name of Henry Grey came up and
accosted me on the bible, expecting I believe to just
eat a little mormon, and we had it up and down for
about three hours, during which time quite a crowd
gathered around and from the expressions of their faces
I judged that they thought the old gentleman was
pretty well done up when he left at 12:30 P.M. After
this conflict walked a mile and half to the Pleasant Valley
Post office and was awarded with thre letters from my dear
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wife, home paper, Des. news Stars, etc. Thence returned
to Mr. Bussets. on Mexico Hill and after a short rest ate
supper, and at early candle light convened in meeting at the
resident of our Host, at the close of which retired.
Aug. 5 dawned clowdy, looking much like
rain as we arose to partake of the delicious meal
prepared by Mrs. Bussel, after which I wrote up my
journal, also wrote the balad to a song entitled The dieing
Child’s Request to leave one of the girls. and bid them goodbie
at 9 A.M. and started for other parts. A walk of two miles bro’t
me to Widow Grey’s, where we took shelter from a nice rain
meantime took dinner at the request of the Hostess. At the
abating of the rain 1.30 P.M. we continued our journey to Hill
top (arstling Mr. Buchess by the way) not receiving much incou
ragement, continued to Battle Run about mile south and
called on the deacon of the church to see what chances
there was for admission of Mormons to the Church house
and were informed what the prospects were for us by the
presence of two Christian preachers who said they
were holding meetings. and it now being night we dec
ided to stay and attend their services. We accepted the deacon
invitation to supper after which we attended meeting, and being
tendered a bed by the deacon thankfuly accepted.
The first Sunday of Aug. being the 6th and
our regular fast day, did not arise very early But when
we did we made ready for S. School and Meeting which
lasted until 1.30 P.M. Spent the remainder of
the day at T. W. Vaun’s writing and studieng.
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As per invitation ate supper at seven P.M. After
which we attened a meeting held by our Christian
bro. at the close of which we retired at Mr. Vaun’s.
Aug 7th dawned cool and clowdy, all well.
Called to breakfast about five A.M. on acct of the
Christian preacher wanting to get off early Breakfast
over we prepared to take our departure which we
did at seven A.M. and walked to Olive branch district three
miles S.E. applied for admission to the school house
but were refused, and on invitation of one of the trustee
ate dinner, after which we talked at some length
with him on the Gosple. Leaving him about two P.M.
walked five miles to a small vilage known as Sherlan.
applied for admission to both Church and school hous
but in bothe instances met with refusal, a from thence
we retraced our steps back the pike two miles
where we were granted shelter for the night by
one John Smith.
Aug 8th Arose weather very clowdy ate
breakfast with Mr. Smith, after which wrote up my
journal and rote a letter Jos. Opborrou, sewed up my
shoes which were very badly ripped. This done we again
shouldered our grips and walked four miles to Concord
and here made an other attempt at getting a house
to preach in, however we did not visit but one
of the Elders with whom we had quite an experience
talking with him for about four hours and bearing
him in connection with the family our solemn
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testimony to the Gospel message we were bearing
Meanwhile we had accepted their invitation to dinner
and it was two thirty when we left them walked down
to the office and posted a card and thence three miles
east to South Lick district and made applications
for the school house but were denied. our request; but
the Trustee whom we had called on gave us our supper
and said he was not fixed so he could keep us all night
which we thanked him for and walked about a quarter
to Mr. Wm T. Arnold’s and were made welcome for the night.
Aug. 9th dauned cool and clowdy, arose at
five A.M. refreshed and well enjoyed a good breakfast
after which adjourned to the parlor and spent the time
until ten o-clock argueing on the plan of salvation
at which time we doned our grips and started for the
Sythe school district three miles to our east arriving
there about noon and stopped to enquire for the trustee
at Mr. -------- where we were pleased with our dinner
and favoring the family with a few songs, went on in sea
rch of the trustee; but not being able to find any of them
at home deceided to wait at John Leforgee’s (one of their
number) until night when they would be home. It was
quite late when Mr. Laforgee came home and after obtainhis concent to the use of the house. accepted his invitatation to supper and a shelter for the night.
Still clowdy and raining a little Aug 10th as
we arose for the labors of the day. Fasted and proceeded to
consult the others of the trustee, the first one met
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willingly gave his concent, but the third streniously
objected and as the other two’s concents were on conditional that
all were willing, of course this made them all envalid and
being thus denied the privilege sought repaired to our
grips and wrote journals and a letter to mother Oxborrow
after which continued our journey eastward two
miles, called in to enquire the way and were served
with dinner and at two P.M. continued on to Sun Set
about four miles south east; but not being impressed
that we could get admition to their houses passed on
to Hillsborrow and thence to Ringoes Mills where I was
favored with a letter from my dear wife also one from
Rone and were here made welcome by Bro. McRoberts
Ate supper and attended a Methodis meeting at the close
of which retired at Bro. Mc’s.
Aug 11th awakened at two A.M. by heavy
peals of thunder and rain pouring down in streams. Arose
about 5 A.M. ate breakfast, took a bath and washed my pan
ts to which were smelling very badly, having obtained a pair
of Bro. Mc’s. to wear while they dried and thence proceeded
to write up my record and a letter to my dear wife
did some mending, such as sewing up shoes, rips in
cloths and buttons on. Twelve A.M. again around the
table spread with luscious food. Dinner over and dishes
washed sister Mc. proceeded to do our washing, in which I desired to lend a helping hand, but she would not allow it. Spent
the afternoon writing and studieing, ate supper about sundown
and at early candlelight went to Methodis meeting, after which returned and retired.
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Arose to behold a cloudy sky Aug 12 cool and pleasant
ate breakfast, mailed letters, did the churning for Aunty, and
recorded the labors of the eleventh, studied a little and packed
my grip prepared to leave when uncle John returned
with mail. Returning, he had a letter from Bell also
papers and stars. After taking a huried glance over them
th

ate dinner and bid goodbie to Bro. and Sister McRoberts at 12 A.M.

walked four miles to oppisite poor house where we met one
of the trustee to Crane Crick school house, who was going our
direction for a short distance, with we had a long conversation
in which we approached him for the use of the house and were
informed that he had no objections and as he was on his way to another

trustee we acompanied him and gained their consent to the use of
the house and left an appointment for Saturday night week and
continued on over into Round Co to visit a Mormon bro. by the
name of Isaac McGlothen arriving here about sundown after
a twelve mile walk. encountered a hard shelled Baptist for
a little while, ate supper and retired.
Aug 13th arose after a night with the bed bugs, observed
fast day, recorded previous days work, and spent fournoon
reading papers and studiing also wrote a letter for
sister McGlothen, Held meeting at their house at two
thirty P.M. I presided, and Elder Johnson spoke on Baptism
At dismissal we accepted an invitation of Mr Jas. Conn
to take supper with him, his place being two miles away kept
us buisy to get there and back in time for meeting which
we held at bro. McGlothens at seven thirty Elder Johnson
presiding, I spoke at length on repentance. Meeting over retired.
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Arose at five A.M. Aug 14th well and hear
weather cool and clear, ate breakfast, wrote up journal
made out report to president, and started a letter to my
dear ones. At this juncture we were called to a sick
neighbors Mrs. Little was suffering from heart disease.
Stayed at her side until one P.M., but shed did not seem
much better when we left. Returned to Bro McGlothens ate
dinner, finished letter to dear one, also wrote one to dear
Mother, did some little reading and studing. ate supper and
convened in meeting at eight P.M. I presided, Elder Johnson
delivered a fine lecture on the Gospel, after meeting engrosed in conversation with T.B. Hem, who seamed to be
interested in the Gospel as taught to us, at the end of which
conversation - we retired.
Aug 15th arose, all well, wrote up my journal
and ate breakfast, after which proceeded to shave, Eight oclock
found us on the way to the Cooper School district, where we
arrived at ten, enquired for the trustees, and waited on one
Mr. Dick Cooper, obtained concent to the use of the house, and
while there were favored with dinner. Two P.M. retraceing our
steps to Pawn Lick, having gave out an appointment at place
just visited, arived there at four P.M. gave out an appoint
ment for night meeting, ate supper, and covened in Mett
subject delt with Faith in Christ. Meeting over. accepted
Mr. Vill Thornsbury’s hospitality and at the end of a miles
walk arrived at his humble cottage and retired.
Pawn Lick Aug 16th Five A.M. arose, ate brea
kfast, retraced my steps to Bro. McGlothens, wrote up record
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and spent fournoon studieing. One P.M. partook of dinner
and resumed studieing until three P.M. at which time I
proceeded about a quarter to a nice pool and took a bath, after which
walked into the woods about a mile where we had promised

to go and talk with the men working there on a shingle mill
we here held a short conversation and returned in company
with the workhands to Bro. McGlothen’s, where we parted
and we went in and ate supper, after which I conducted our meet
ing as appointed. Elder Johnson treated on Faith and works and
on dismissing again accepted the hospitality of Wm Thornsbury.
Wm Thornsburys, Pawn Lick Aug 17th Arose feeling
splendid, fasted, retraced our steps to Bro. McGlothens, wrote
up record, and spent fournoon in study. One P.M. ate
dinner and resumed studies until six P.M. when we ate
supper and walked to Mr. Jas Coon’s about one and one half
miles to hold meeting in which I spoke on ―The wages
of sin after which elder Johnson continued the subject.
Meeting over we had a short confrecation with our host
on the Gospel and then retired.
Jas. Conn’s Pawn Lick Aug 18th dawned clear
and bright all well, ate breakfast, and bade them goodbye.
Walked about two hundred yards to another Mr. Con’s and there
remained talking on the Gospel until One P.M. during which
we were favored with dinner, after which we proceeded to bro.
McGlothens. I wrote up my record and spent the time until
six P.M. studieing at which time we paid a visit to the sick
lady, Mrs. Little, while there held a lively discussion on the Gospel

with her husband returned, held meeting, and retired.
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Aug 19th arose feeling well, wrote up my
record, ate breakfast, wrote a few lines in the
letter I had written the day previous to my dear
wife, and packed Grip prepared to start to Bro. McRoberts
at Ringos Mills. Comenced our march at 7:30: A.M. walk
ing up Pawn Lick two miles crossed over devide onto brushy
fork of Triplet one mile thence on to Ringos nine miles
through a forest country, all the way suffering from the
intence heat; nothing of any note occuring except meeting
a huge rattlesnake, which we were glad to leave unm
olested. Arrived at bro Mc’s at twelve noon our clothing
being as wet as thought it had been diped in a crick.
All the mail bro Mc. had for me was a letter from my
dear one and one containing two, one from E.M. Mc. and Mot
McArthur. perused them with pleasure, ate dinner
and spent an hour or two in study, changed under cloths
which kind Sister Mc. had washed for us, and then
started for Crane Crick to fill our appointment there
A four mile walk bro’t us to our place of app’t and
after a short rest until the school house door was oapen
comenced our servises, attendance mostly young people
I delt for a time on ―Faith what it is,‖ at the close of which
Elder Johnson offered some very good remarks on the same.
Dismissed and no one enviting us home accompanied bro
Mc. over the four mile walk, arriving at Ringos at 11P.M
rested a little while, ate a lunch and retired.
Ringos Mills, Aug 20th being Sunday and
fast day did not arise until quarter after seven,
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prepared, and retraced steps to Crane Crick to fill
app’t to hold meeting at ten A.M. Arrived here
shortly before ten. Comenced meeting at ten, Elder Johnson
lectured on Faith in Christ. I then offered a few remarks
Dismissed and not receiving any invitation to share the poples
hospitality, remained in the school house and wrote out
report to pres. and also recorded all doen up to the present
time, twelve noon. Remained in school room until two
thirty, when the people gathered in and we comenced meeting
I spoke about twenty five minutes on Repentance at the
close of which Elder Johnson added a few remarks. Dismissed
at four P.M. accepted a Mr. ------- home to supper and
while with him discussed the Mormon question a little. Returned
to school house and held another meeting, Elder Johnson spoke on
Baptism, I also addad a few remarks. At the close of which
accepted the invitation of Mr. Wm Roberts to share his hospitality
and on spanning a walk of a mile and a half entered the shades of
his hospitable roof and were soon conducted to the land of nodd.
Nighsight P.O. Crane Crick Aug 21st Arose, all well,
ate breakfast, had a short conversation with the lady on the west
ern country, and recorded all up to the present. At this einght
A.M. comenced raining, which caused a couple of pass
erbies to seek shelter at my hostesses and this afforded us
another conversation, lasting until ten o-clock at which
time it seased raining and our visitors passes on. and
busines necessiating us going to Ringo’s, started the muddy
walk of three miles, arriving there at eleven fifteen, was aw
arded a letter from my dear one. and one from Gene and Emma.
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Perused their contents joy fuly, noting all well at
home. Ate dinner and answered my dear wifes letter
also wrote an order to the office for a pair of shoe and
some paper and envelops, and after a short chat wended
our footsteps back to kind Mr. Robeson’s, ates supper
and shortly after sundown started for school house and
held meeting. I spoke a short time on faith
and works, and Elder Johnson continued the same sub
Dismissed and accompanied Mr. Robertson home and retired.
Nighsight P.O. Aug 22nd dawned clear and
bright and also hot, arose, ate breakfast, after which talk
ed awhile on the Gospel. On acc’t of Elder Johnson
having a sore throat and not feeling very well we demed
it wisdom to take a days rest and accordingly proceed
ed to Bro. McRoberts, at Ringos where we arrived at nine
A.M. and after a short rest shaved, wrote up my record
and ate dinner. Spent the afternoon sleeping and studieing,
Ate supper at six P.M. after which read circular letter
from pres. also the blessings which we received at setting
apart to bro and sister McRoberts, bowed in family
prayer and retired.
Ringo’s Mills P.O. Aug 23rd arose, night
very cool and pleasant, also very cool this morning. fasted,
did the churning for sister Mc. and choped a little wood
which raised two blisters on my softened hand.
studied awhile until uncle John came with mail
which consisted of a letter from my dear, also photo of her
and Clio, and papers. sketched them over, ate dinner, and at 12 o-c
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noon started for North Fork of Triplet twelve mi to our S.E. after
a six hour unsidental walk reached our destination and were
made welcome by Mr. John Royce, whose wife and belonged to the
Mormon Church. Sister Royce was suffering from a severe atact

of fever. Being favored with supper held a short conversation and
family prayer and retired Elder Johnson feeling much better.
North Fork of Triplet, Morehead P.O. Aug 24th arose
Elder Johnson much better and I enjoying the best of health ate
breakfast and wrote up record. and not being a very good oapening

here for holding meeting, decided to go on to bro McG.
lothens, whee we arrived after a four mile walk
at ten A.M., lounged around until dinner, ate dinner
and spent afternoon reading and studieing, ate supper and
retired.
Pawn Lick, Rodborn P.O. Aug 25th arose
fasted, all well, or at least Elder Johnson felt better, wrote
up journal. spent fournoon studieing, ate dinner at
One P.M. and resumed studieing, shortly a Mr Ham
came in and we had a long conversation with
him on the Gospel. Thus spending the day
until five thirty, at which time per invitation
walked a mile and a half to Jas. Coon’s, ate super
and spent about three hours conversing on religion, had family prayer and retired.
Pawn Lick, Rodborn P.O., Aug 26th,
Arose, weather cloudy, ate breakfast and continued
conversation of previous night until nine A.M.
and thence walked back to bro McGlothen’s wrote
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up record, and studied until dinner time. Ate dinner
at one thirty P.M. and resumed study until four oclock
at which time we walked a half mile to a beautiful
clear pond, and cleansed our bodies, by taking a brisk swim.
Returning bro. McGlothen had received his Star of Aug 26
which conveyed to us the sad news of the death of Elder
T.H. Bell, laboring in Ga., which demise had taken place
Aug 20th and my heart yearned with sadness to that heart
rending seen at the home of his sweet wife at
Glenwood. Utah. Thus the time sped on until ―supper‖ was
echoed. Nothing was echoe doen of any more note until we
assembled in meeting at bro. Mc’s. Elder Johnson spoke
on the Holy Ghost, I also made a few remarks, at dismis
sal accepted the invitation of Mr. Belford Ham to share his
hospitality. On arriving at his house we spent an hour and
half conversing on the Bible before retireing.
Pawn Lick Rodbourn P.O., Aug 27th Arose
feeling pretty well, fasted, and after taking a face wash and
hair comb, wended our way to bro. Mc’s. studied and made
ready for meeting, which convened at ten A.M., at which I
spoke on Atonement and Elder Johnson continued the same sub.
At dismissal Mr. Ham remedied my watch, which had
not run for six weeks. Twelve noon wrote up journal. and
repaired to a little grove and partook of sacrament, and
again convened in meeting at bro. Mc’s at two P.M.
subject dwelt on by Elder Johnson Prope all things.
After meeting acompanied Belford Ham home and shared
his hospitiable supper, after which walked one mile to
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Wm H Thornsburys talked until ten oclock on the
Gospel and retired.
Pawn Lick, Rodborn P.O. Aug 28th arose,
morning cool, ate breakfast, and then walked down to
bro. Mc’s, wrote up my journal and prepared to start
for Ringo’s Mills twelve miles. After an uninsidental
walk through woods and clearings, arrived at bro. Mc.
Robert’s at two P.M. some what fatigued. A few
moments rest was indulged and then we surrounded the
delacies spread by the kind hand sister Mc. A card from
Elder Tharley stating that he desired meeting us here
tomorrow or next day and a letter from Pres. Terry at
Louisvill. Spent the afternoon studieing and going
and helping uncle John fill a straw tick Thus time
wore on until nine P.M. when we retired.
Ringo’s Mills P.O. Aug 29th Arose weather
clowdy, I feeling splendid, Elder J. a little under the weather.
Breakfast over I drove uncle John’s cow a mile and
a half up to Mr Pete Sike’s gentleman cow, all went off
all right and I hiped her back home. Where I had
not been long until Elders Tharley and Perkins were
espied trudging up the road, and naturaly enough as Mormons
are glad to meet thee fellows we acosted them and after
a joyous hand shaking retired to the house and
spent the time until dinner very pleasantly Dinner
over it was desided that Elders J. and Perkins go over to
Brushy and fill our appointment there, while
Elder Tharley and I stay and hold meeting with bro. Mc.
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Acordingly Elders J. and Perkins took their departure
at two P.M. and Elder Tharley and I spent the remainder
of the day pleasantly togather. During afternoon I wrote a
letter to my dear one. Our congregation was somewhat
limited to one man beside bro and sister Mc and myself.
Elder Tharley spoke a short time on prexistance of spirit
and our short mission here. Meeting over retired.
Ringo’s Mills P.O. Aug 30th The pleasing
sound ―breakfast is ready‖ was echoed by uncle John
about fiften minutes pat five. We soon doned our
clothes and made ready for the same. The sun was
obscured from view by a dense layer of clouds
Spent another half day pleasantly chatting with
Elder Tharley. Eleven thirty ate dinner, which over we
prepared to start for Brushy to join our companions
which we did at twelve noon and enjoyed a pleasant
chat along our walk of ten miles, arriving at Brushy
at four P.M. and took up quarters in the school house
until our bro elders came and the people asembled in
meeting. Elder Tharley spoke just one hour on the
Apostacy and restoration, after which Elder Johnson
bore a strong testimony. At dismissal Elder Perkins
and acompanied bro McGlothen home while Elder Tharley
and J accepted the hospitality of Jas Coon and at the
end of a three mile walk found Elder P and I soon down.
Pawn Lick Rodborn P.O. Aug 31st Arose
well and hearty to gaze on another cloudy morn., fasted
arrainged toilet and proceeded to write diary for
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the last three days just past. Spent the fournoon
very pleasantly with Elder Perkins, reading each others letters
and remisences of past events in our missionary labors. Thus
time passed pleasantly on till eleven thirty when it was interupted by the call to dinner. Dinner over sang a few songs
and layed around a while, the walked down to the pond and had
a bath. returning continued spending the time in about the
same way until elders J. and PT. came when we walked back to
pond with them and sat on the shore while they took a plung
Once more in bro. Mc’s house and having obtained bread and
watter closed the door’s and proceeded to partake of Lords supper
bro. Mc. being present. From here we retired to the
woods and held a short council meeting, during which all
spoke and the Spirit of God was made manifest. Returned to
the house ate supper and at early candle light convened in
meeting. I being the first speaker, Elder Perkins, J and Tharley
following all bearing a strong testimoney to the truthfulness
of the Gospel. At dismissal Elders J. and T. acompanied Mr
Ham home and Elder P. and I retired at bro. McGlothens.
Dawn Lick Rodborn P.O. Sept. 1st 1899
Arose morning clear and hot, coppied a song, ate breakfast, and
coppied another song or two, and wrote up my journal. At this
eight A.M. Elder Perkins took his departure for Bath Co.
and Elder bade us good bie a short time after and started
for Carter Co. Thus left we spent the fournoon studieing
ate dinner at twelve thirty and spent the remainder of
the day studieing and writing diagrams. Supper over we
sang a few songs and tended family prayers and retired.
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Pawn Lick, Rodborn P.O. Sept 2nd 1899
Arose, weather clear and hot, all well, fasted, shaved, and wrote
up diary until seven A.M. Walked a bout two miles and
attended a hard shelled Baptist meeting, the most
rediculous of servises I ever attended. After listening
to the Baptist hurrang for an hour and a half, returned
to bro. Mc’s ate dinner and spent the afternoon in
study. About five P.M. doned our grips and started
for one Mr. Wm H. Thornesburys where we had an
appointment to hold meeting at early candle light
Stoping in at a Mr. Ham’s on our way, we were
informed that our maill had been missent to
Muse’s Mills enstead of Ringo’s Mills. And having
in view the getting of our mail on the morrow,
After filling our apppointment and arrainging for
mule and sadle to make the contenpleted journey
returned to bro. Mc’s and retired.
Pawn Lick, Rodborn P.O. Sept 3rd /99
Arose at five oclock, very foggy, saddled bro Mc’s
mule and started for Muse’s Mills, going up Clear fork,
thence on to Rock Fork, etc all the way passing the rural
Ky. farms, arriving at destination nine A.M. received a
letter from my dear one and one from my dear old Father
and Mother. As the head Post Master was not in I rode
about one mile to his house and acquired the knowledge that
he had forwarded three letters of Elder J. to Munson, returned
to P.O. and purchased a card and wrote to Ewing to have mail
forwarded to Ringo’s Mills and started our return journey
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at ten A.M. going down branch to Fox, thence over to Indian
Crick and thence on to Brushy fork of Triplet to Copper school
house, where I met Elder J. awaiting me. I arrived here
at twelve thirty and meeting was appointed for two thirty
and I spent the intervening time writing up my diary
Commenced meeting at two thirty Elder J. speaking
on the ―Gospel‖, I also added a few remarks, at dismisal accepted the hospitality of Richard Cooper, and
shared the delacis of his table, and thence returned to
school house and attended a meeting held by preacher
Riley, at the close of his sermon he granted the privlege
of any one speaking that desired to. Elder J. jumped at
the chance and held them leavel for about fifteen minutes.
On dismissal returned home and shared the hospitality
of Richard Cooper. and were soon slumbering beath his roof.
Brussh Fork of Triplet Rodborn P.O. Sept 4th
All well, arose, ate breakfast, and departed for Pawn Lick
While plodding along apast Mr Ben Con’s, he accosted
us and bade us come in and talk with him, which we
did, and I did the best I could with him while Elder J.
pondered over his Bible; from here we continued on
unacosted down to bro. McGlothen’s, and wrote up my
diary and spent the remainder of forenoon studieing
Ate dinner at one P.M., after which took a short
nap and about three doned our grip and proceeded two
miles towards Munson where we tried for admission
to the school house; but the trustee were not at home so
did not get to see them, and acepted an invitation of Mr. Egard to loge
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Munson, P.O. Sept 5th 1899, Clear and warm,
Arose at five thirty hearty and well, viewed Mr. Egans surroundings

ate breakfast,and while Elder J. made out report, I wrote up
my journal, and then we started out to see the trustee
again, the first one approached readily gave his concent,
the second was not home and at the third ones we not only
gainded his consent but were also blessed with our dinner and
from here we proceeded to the school house to see the
teacher, who, to show his colors streneously objected to
our using the house and said that he had the key and
would see that the door was locked against us, and we
deamed it not wisdom to press matters. Our next move
was to go up to Mr. Egan’s, sing a few songs and then
walk on about two miles up to the Munson P.O. where
Elder J. expected some mail but was dissappointed. While here
we scaned the Louisvill paper; but did not not much
news, At the end of a moments rest thus; we retrased our
steps to Mr. Egan’s, arriving there about sundown, chatted
awhile, ate supper, resumed our former conversation for
awhile and then retired about nine o-clock.
Munson P.O. Sept 6th, 1899 Hot and clear,
ate breakfast, doned my grip, thanked our kind bro and
started for Pawn Lick, where we arrived after a two mile
walk at eight A.M. welcomed at bro. McGlothens. Took two
buckets and went to a neighbors well after water. This done I
wrote up my diary. and studied until dinner, after dinner
Elder J. and I cleaned out bro. Mc’s well, which done I
made out three or four diagrams and did some studieing and
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just before supper made another trip to the well
after water, on returning ate supper and were soon loged in bed.
Pawn Lick, Rodborn P.O. Round Co. Sept 7th/99
Arose, sky clear; but atmosphere hazy, fasted, arrainged
toilet, and wrote up my diary. also a letter to my dear ones.
Nine thirty started for Mr. Ben Con’s, three miles up
the crick, arriving there spent an hour or so chatting on
diffrent subjects. Shared the hosiptality of his table and at
the end of a short rest started across the Mt. for Munson P.O.
On spaning the distance of two and one half miles, arrived there
at two o-clock, and as mail had not yet arrived took seats and wait-

ed for the same. While thus engaged, we were envited to come
out on the back poarch and enjoy a watermellon, which we thankfully did, and thus time passed on until the mail arrived and
we were awarded letters sought, (three for Elder J.) After he
read them we retraced our steps to Mr. Con’s , ate supper and
thence went over to Wm Reave’s, and held meeting. I spoke
about thirty minutes on Faith, at the end of which Elder J.
offered a few remarks, dismissed, and retired with last mentioned bro.

Pawn Lick. Rodborn P.O. Sept 8th 1899 Rained
some during night. This morning still cloudys, Arose, ate breakfast, walked back down the crick to bro Mc’s, and wrote
up my diary, and spent the fournoon studieing. Tewelve
thirty ate dinner and resumed studieing. During the
afternoon it rained quite nicely. Thus the day wore along
until suppertime, at which I ate hearty of sweet potatoes
Amediatel after supper, we convened in meeting as per
appointment. I spoke about twenty minutes on Repentance, Elder
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J. had the heacups and did not take any part in the
servacises. Dismissed and retired at bro. Mc. Glothen’s.
Pawn Lick, Rodborn P.O. Round Co. Sept 9th
Dawned very cloudy, and a drizzling rain greeted me as
I imerged from the house, having thus been coming
down a good share of the night. Fasted, arrainged toilet
wrote up my diary. About eleven o-clock, roasted
some corn and broke our fast, had dinner about one
P.M. Spent the afternoon studieing and gathering
chesnuts. Ate an early supper as we had to walk over
to Brushy Fork of Triplet to fill an appointment there
Accordingly doned our grips and started at five P.M., on
our arrival at Brushy were met by a small congregation
which grew to a large one, and we had a good meeting
Elder J. speaking on Repentance. At dismissal we
were invited home by a Mr. Henry W. Hargis. Ariving
at his house he bot a Book of Mormon of us and shewed us our room and we retired.
Brusshy Fork of Triplet, Hilda Rowan, P.O.
Sept. 10th Arose a little late as it was our fast day, morning cool and pleasant. arranged toilet, strolled around and
chatted some with the family, until meeting hour arr
ived, at which we wended our way to the school house
and convened. I spoke on Baptism. Meeting over we acom
panied Mr Hargis home again and spent the intervening hours of our two meeting pleasantly in his
company. At two P.M. returned to place of worship.
Elder J. spoke on Book of Mormon, and again we
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accompanied our kind friend home and shared the
delacies of his table. And again the time of our evening
meeting was at hand and soon we were in our places
and Elder J. was foging them on the Holy Ghost, This
gathering over we retired with Mr Hargis again.
Brushy Fork of Triplet, Hilda, Rowan Co. P.O.
Sept 11th Arose to behold the light of a beautiful morn
Arranged toilet, ate breakfast, which over we repaired
to our room and had a lengthy conversation on the principles of the Gospel as beleived and practised by our people at
the end of which we suceeded in selling them a red and blue
book, and after a hearty good bie and an invitation to return, we
doned our grips and headed for Ringos Mills, going by way
of Crane Crick, and thence down the Fox to our destination
which was reached after covering the distance of eight
miles at twelve noon. Our journey was rewarded with
a good am’t of mail. I receiving six letters, a bow, and
two photos from my dear wife. also received Stars and News
Papers. We were soon seated comfortably at bro. Mc’s with
mail piled all around us, thus we sat a little while and kind
Sister Mc. bade us eat dinner, Dinner over I will ever remember
how I spent the afternoon in my letters, supper time soon came
and passed. Then sat down and wrote another sheat to my wife,
and about seven acompanied bro. and sis. Mc. to a neighbors, where

we spent the evening and held a family meeting. Returning
to bro Mc’s wrote another line or two, engaged in family prayer
and retired.
Ringo’s Mills P.O. Fleming Co. Sept 12th 1899.
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Arose at five thirty well and refreshed, morning air very
cool and sky cloudless, arranged toilet, ate breakfast, walked
down to the P.O. purchased 80c worth of stamps, sent 70c
worth to pres. ct Louisvill, mailed letters and returned and wrote
up my diary and interested myself in the Stars until
uncle John came back with the mail Received a
letter from T. J. Call of Beechburg, saying that it would
be perfectly safe for us to come there now and
requested us to do so. Our intentions were to start
for above named place as soon as the mail came, and
hence were glad to get his letter. And after eating
an early dinner we doned grip and hit the road
for Beechburg at eleven A.M. all along the way
we enjoyed ourselves, unmolested talking on poin
ts of the Gospel. Thus we truged along over the 20
miles, arriving at Beechburg, at six P.M. Were welcomed at our dear old friend and Bros Levi Housten.
After a happy greeting, we sat down to supper
and enjoyed the same. Supper over bro. Levi went
down and informed bro. T.J. Call of our presence and
he was not long in getting to our side, Happy as a
lark to see us, and to be sure we spent two happy hours
relating experience and goodness of God towards us . Bro
Call leaving, we engaged in prayer with the family and retired to our swet nice bed which we had previous
ly enjoyed, and thanked God for His mercies.
Beechburg, Fleming Co. P.O. Sept 13th 199
Arose after a sweet nights rest, morning clear and
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cool, prepared for breakfast, which over we took a stroll
through our bro’s crops, returning to the house shaved
and at this juncture bro Call came in and we enjoyed another hour reading Selections from Star to them and
talking upon the prophesis of the Bible. Then at
the request of bro Levi, I turned the grinding stone
while he ground the ax all the time enjoying a lively
conversation, one topic touched, was the feasability of
selling the ruins of our little Church House, which
question I recomended submiting to Pres. Rich; but
thought it would be all right to orshore?? of it. Ax
sharpened, I proceeded to write up my diary, and
commenced a letter to my cousin, Mack Billock. At this
juncture T.J. Call came back again and insisted on us
going and taking dinner with him, which we thankfully did and remained in his company and that of
his bro’s most of the afternoon, talking on the
apostacy and restoration, and devinity of Jo’s Smith’s mission. I returned to bro Houstens at five P.M. and left
Elder J. the task. Finished writing to cousin and expland
the parable of the Savior as recorded in Mat. 21st ch.
At this point Elder J. and T.J. C. came in and after a short
conversation and reading a sircular letter to us Elders, engaged in family prayer and retired.
Beechburg, Fleming Co., Ky. P.O. Sept 14th/99
Arose, Morning cool and clear, fasted, arrainged toilet and
proceeded to write up diary, and a letter to my wife,
answering five in one, This done, doned grip and
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bade bro. Levi’s family goodbie, and went over to
bro. T.J. C.’s and took a stroll through his orchard,
breaking our fast on the luscious fruit of the
orchard, Thus time passed on and we returned to the
house, all the time explaining the Gospel to bro
Call’s brother, whom seemed interested. Once at the
house, another gentleman joined our ranks, and we
gave him a little benefit of our knowledge of the Gospel.
At this juncture we were called to dinner, which over
we sang a few songs, and then bade this family
goodbie and walked up to bro. Jas. Rolphes, and there
were hapily received by all the family and also Martha
Smothers, sister McRoberts, daughter. Here we spent a
few happy hours conversing on the principle of
salvation. Supper was echoed and partaken of and
thence we again set out this time for bro. Edd Rolphs
welcomed there, and James Rolph and girls soon following
we had an enjoyable evening togather, winding up
by bro Edd and son favoring us with some music
and tending family prayers retired.
Beachburg, P.O. Fleming Co. Sept 15
Arose to behold a beautiful cool clear morning
all well and hearty, ate breakfast, studied a little, sang
them a song or two, and departed for bro Jim’s. Once
there wrote up my diary; talked with bro. Jam’s
also sister Smothers for an hour or so until dinner
time, ate dinner, and I continued conversation, while
Elder J. took a nap. At three oclock we started
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for Pinevalley, Lewis Co., about seven miles
to our east, where we arrived at five P.M. and called on
one Mr. Dan Call, he being up to one of his sons we
left our grip and walked up to where we found them
building a cellar, talked a while on the gospel, and returned
in company with Mr. Call to his house and there
talked on different subjects, until the kind lady asked us
to supper, which over, one of Mr. Call’s son’s came in Marion by name, and we spent the time until eleven
talking Gospel and reading some news paper clippings
giving an acct of Mormons and Utah. And then retired.
Epworth, Lewis Co. P.O. Sept 16th 1899 Dawned, clear, cool, and we arose as clear as the weather,
washed, ate breakfas, talked awhile and then walked
up to the cellar again, our stay here was short and
giving out an appointment, returned to our grips and
wrote up my diary and I wrote a letter to Bell, then
shaved, and again walked over to Mr. John Call’s where we
had been envited to dinner. Dinner over, we talked
a short time on the Gospel with Mr. Call until he recomed work on his cellar, when we continued back to his
fathers, and once there wrote a letter to E.M. Mc. While
here Oak Call came in, and we had a short talk with him
on the plan of salvation. Thus time sped on, until it was
time for us to return to Mr. John Call’s for supper, which
we did, soon after our arrival there bro T.J. Call and wife came
over from Beachburg. Supper over, we sang a few songs.
While thus ingaged a Mr’s Highfield came in, who seemed to
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be greatly interested in the Mormons, as she had had a
dream in which she dreamed that the Mormons had her
in a big plank pen, and that T.J. Call seemed to be the
only one that could give her assistance. So she being desir
ous of knowing something about the Mormons, Elder J.
took her through the ―Apostasy‖ and Restoration, explaining the
divinity of the mission of Jos. Smith at which elaboration
she seemed well satisfied with. Thus time wore along
until eleven o-clock, and she bade us good night. And after
another hours conversation with those present, retired.

Epworth, Lewis Co., P.O. Sept. 17th, 1899
Did not arise very early as it was fast day; but when
we did the sun was shinning brightly. Arrainging toilet
spent a few moments in study, and at nine A.M. went
into a grove and there arrainged some seats preparetory for meeting at ten at which time we convened
with a nice little crowd present. I spoke on Faith a
short time, at the close of which Elder J. followed on the
same. dismissed and accompanied a Mr. - - - home and
spent the time until two P.M. talking on diffrent
topics of the Gospel. Returning to the grove and again
assembling Elder J. spoke on the Gospel at the close of which
I also offered a few remarks. Again through with our services, we accompanied Mr. Marion Call home and shared
the delacises of his table, and conversed on religion until
dusk, when we again retired to the grove and held services
I being the first speaker. Telling them why I was a Mormon, Elder J. followed, giving out an app’tment for the two
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Ensueing nights, dismissed and accepted the invitation of Mr.
Oak Call to log with him, once at his residence we retired.
Epworth, Lewis Co., P.O. Sept 18th 1899 Stay
somewhat clouded and a southwestern breeze blowing, as we
arose from our sweet nights rest, to wash and eat breakfast, which over, we walked up to Mr. John Call’s and
wrote up diarys and spent the remainder of fournoon
conversing with Calls on the Bible, explaining certain
passages. One P.M. were favored with dinner, which over
we continued about the same line of conversation until
thee P.M., at which time we rode a half mile over to
a tomato patch, assisted in picking a box ful for T.J. Call
to take home with him, also deposited a goodly no.
in our own recepticals, thence proceeded on over to
Mr. Danial Calls, and enjoyed our selves in pleasant conversations for a while. T.J.Call, leaving for home about
five P.M. Thus time sped on until supper was called, which I gratitudeously partook of, super over and
a slight arraingment of toilet, proceeded to grove and
held meeting. Elder J. speaking on the Restotution
of all things. Meeting dismissed, we accompanined Mr
Marion Call home, and shortly after arriving under
neath the shades of his roof were loged very comfortably.
Epworth, Lewis Co. P.O. Sept 19 1899.
It had rained very nicely through the night, and
was still coming down as we arose at six A.M. Once
dressed, we were accomidated with a pitcher of water
and boll which we readily made use of, and were
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soon after seated around a sumptous meal of the
bountes of life, which partaken of and thanked for we took
seats in the parlor and enjoyed ourselves, while nature sem
ed to smile under the refreshing rain; taking those
present throught the prophesis relating to the
coming forth of the Book of Mormon, also the
manner in which it came forth. And succeeded
in disposing of one, to Mr. Daniel Call. Thus time
wore pleasantly along until we received the welcome sound, dinner, it is needless to say that I always
thankfuly obeyed this request. On the elapse of a few
moments, found us filled, seated again in the parlor
and reiterating some of the persecutions which the
Elders had been subjected to. It being our regular day
to shave, and our grip being up to Mr. John Call’s, we took
leave of absence, and proceeded to do the above mentioned
task. While Elder J. used the razor, I used my pen in
writing up my diary, useing the razor later. This
over spent a few moments in study, and then at the
request of Mr. Call weilded the saw to provide wood
for a fire in the fireplace, as it was somewhat chilly
Soon supper was mentioned and over with, and we were
seated comfortably around the fire kindled, with family
and a few neighbors. At their request we held meeting
with them as it was to damp in the grove. The
subject treated was the ―Book of M.‖ by Elder J. One hour
and a half thus spent, we dismissed, and engaged in a
short converation about what a woman had done in refusing to
wash her sons shirt because he had attended one of our mee’t retired.
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Epworth Lewis Co., P.O. Sept 20 1899 Still
cloudy and looking much like more rain. All well, washed wrote
up my diary, and thankfuly relished the breakfast offered.
Breakfast over we repaired to the front room and talked
with Mr. Call for a time, soon his father came up and
shared in our conversation for about an hour, at which
time I doned the Grip, and in company with father Call we
walked down to bro. Marion Call’s, and were evited to stay
until after dinner before proceeding Beachburg. Soon Mr.
Oak Call came in, and we had an enjoyable talking on the
Gospels in diffrent phases, such as Theif on cross, The whereabouts of the spirit of Jesus, the thre days that his body lay in
in the tomb. etc. At twelve A.M. enjoyed a nice dinner
prepared by Mrs. Marion Call. after which we sang a song
or two, and reiterated some of our experiences, and at the
request of Mrs. Call engageed in family prayer, and then a
simpathetic hand shaking, and an entreating invitation to
return, we took leave for Beachburg, where we arrived after
a seven mile walk at four P.M. Were welcomed by bro. Jas.
Rolpl where we enjoyed ourselves, eating supper in the
meantime, until bros T.J.C. and S.H came to join us in
partaking of the Sacrament. We had an enjoyable time togather
instructing the Saints and hearing their testimonies, and
administering the Lord’s Supper. Dismissing we soon retired
Beachburg, Fleming Co., P.O. Sept 21st 1899 Dawned
clear and bright, Arose, arrainged toilet, Fast day, and wrote up
my diary, and comenced a letter to my dear one. Elder J
then being ready we walked down to Beachburg and there
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met Mr. and Mrs. William, of the Johnson school district, had
a short and pleasant chat with them, in which they
desired us to call on them in the near future. From
here we continued on to bro T.J. Call’s, who was in the
garden hoeing Sweet potatoes, chatted here awhile and then
repaired to the house and ate dinner. After which I finished writing to my wife, also wrote a letter to elder E.B.
Snow Jr. while bro Call and Elder J. wrote to bro Figins and
wife, who had located in Brigham City, Utah. Half past
thre, went over to bro. Houstens procured some order
blanks and ordered from the office Cha’t. Three Books of Morm
One Roberts Eclesisastical History, and a vest pocket pencil
holder. Returned to bro. Calls and asisted him in diging a few
Sweet potatoes, After which we enjoyed the delacicises of
his table. Thus being treated we went over to bro. Houst
and spent a pleasant evening talking on the Gospel,
retireing about ten thirty.
Beachburg, Fleming Co. P.O. Sept 22nd 1899.
Arose hearty and well, sun shineing brightly, air cool and
pleasant ate breakfast, and prepared to start for Ringo’s
and after coppieing a song, walked over to bid bro. Call adieu
While there he proffered to cut my hair and I took him
up at his bargain. Hair cutting over and accepting a
nice little lunch from Mis. Anabel, we set out for
Ringos quarter after nine, soon passing through Walingford and then on through Hamburg to a spring by the
roadside, and enjoyed I rer repast. Resting, about an
hour, we continued on unmolested to Ringo’s where
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we arrived at four thirty P.M., called at P.O. and
got my mail, which consisted of two letters from my dear
one, also two from Louisvile. Continued on to bro Mc’s., where
we were welcomed, and awarded News papers, Star’s and Era,
and enjoyed our selves peruseing the same the remai
nder of the day. Ate supper talked awhile and retired.
Ringo’s Mills, Fleming Co. P.O. Sept 23rd 1899
Uncle John routed us out at five o-clock to get ready
for breakfast, washed, and ate breakfast by lamp light,
and were soon on our way to see a Mr. Marcail, elder
of the Christian Church. Our earrand was to obtain their
house; but was fruitless. We did not feel to be beat so
gave out an appointment at uncel John’s for Sunday.
Once more Back to bro. Mc’s, I scaned the news papers
until dinner was called, which was relished. Soon I was
before the glass with razor and brush shaving my face,
which done I wrote up my diary, also a letter to
my darling wife, and one to my sister Eugenia. Thus
time wore on until supper time which was allowed
a few moments of our consideration. After supper I
put on some water in which to take a bath. It
soon being warmed, we renovated our bodies in its
clensing powers, and retired to our beds of slumber.
Ringo’s Mills, Fleming Co., Sept 24th Dawned another Saboth morning, which greeted us feeling
well and refreshed. The sky bore a leaden cast and the
wind moaned with an Autumn tone. Arose about
six, arrainged toilet, fasted, and proceed to study until
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meeting time. Meeting time came but no
one with it. Spent the time of meeting reading
the Era, sang a few songs and wrote up diary.
Mean while Bro. and Sister Mc. had gone up to
their daughters, who had been very sick with fever
and we were left to ourselves. Spent the remainder
of the day pleasantly, reading, writing, and singing. Our
kind bro. and sister returned and prepared supper which
we thankfuly ate of at four thirty. Their chores all done, we
we held a nice little Sacrament meeting, which enjoyed
we retired to the land of nod.
Ringo’s Mills, Fleming Co., P.O. Sept 25, 1899.
Comenced raining about three A.M. and continued pour
ing down until ten o-clock, with but slight intermitions.
Arose, feeling well, about quarter to six, arrainged toilet and ate
breakfast. Having some letters to mail and desireing to purchase
stamps to square up acc’t at Louisvill, I went down to the office
and did so. Returning, I coppied several songs from Elder J’s
selections. Thus time passed until uncle John came with mail
bringing me two letters from my dear one, also the books,
which I had sent to the office at Chatt for. One of my letters
contained a dollar bill, which was thankfuly received, and all
was well at home. Dinner soon being ready, we grat
itudiously partook, which over, we took up a tramp in quest
of a house to preach in, and after a ten mile walk and seeing
all of the trustee of the Emins school house, and obtaining their
consent to the use of it returned to uncle John’s ate supper, after
which helped them peal a tub of apples and retired.
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Ringo’s Mills, P.O. Sept. 26 , 1899. Peering
forth from the land of rest about half past five, I gazed upon
a leaden sky, Washed, ate breakfast, milcked the cow, helped
uncle hook up, and then proceeded to write up my diary.
After which sat down with my book to pass away the
time until uncle returned. Returning, he had two
letters for Elder J.; but none for me. Afew moments elapse
ing we ate dinner, which over I perused my book while
Elder J. wrote to his wife; this done, we supplied ourselves
with tracts and proceed to tract the Emmins district. Thus
spending the remainder of the day. At five P.M. we retired
to the school house with a few roasting ears, and roasted
them in the coals which were still alive from the fire
of the school. The corn was soon roasted and relished, and
we sat down to await the time of meeting, which so
on came, and with it about twenty young men; but no light.
After making two or three unsuccessful trials for a lamp
we gave it in despair. Meanwhile we sang several songs
and envited the young men to meet us there on the following evening, with oil in their lamps and we would
try and make it pleasant for them. It was just eight
oclock as we left the school house for bro. Mc’s where we
arrived at the end of a two mile walk, once there, retired.
Ringo’s Mills, P.O. Sept 27th 1899. Having
cleared off during the night, morning broke very cool and
with appearance of frost. Arising about five, I was soon
washed and seated at the breakfast table, and did justice
to the same, which over I carried water, wiped the dishes
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choped wood, churned, and helped sister Mc in washing
in diffrent other ways, and at intervals wrote up my diary.
and studied from Eclesastical H. a while. Uncle John came
bringing Deseret News and Stars, which we perused until din
ner time, and then ate dinner, which over we were again
buried in the thoughts of the news awhile. About one P.M.
supplied ourselves with tracts and continued to tract the
Emmin’s district, land at the school house about half
past five. Elder J secured some corn and rasted it and
soon we were gratifieing our apetites. Thus time sped till
we asembled in meeting Elder J. presiding. I spoke about
twenty five minutes on Faith, Elder J. following on the same
and there being a Minster of the ―Church of God‖ present Elder
J. requested a few remarks form him. In the course of which
he did his best to hit us a stunner on the Book of Mormon
and other points of doctrin, which we retaliated by anounce
ing that we would speak up on the above mentioned Book
the following Sunday. At dismissal, the kind preacher
envited us to share his hospitality, which we thankfuly
accepted and soon covering the distance of two miles, we were
escorted into his abode, and as it was a getting a little late;
without any serimony he asked Elder J. to read a chapter
and lead in prayer, which done we showed to our room.
Far Branch, Ringo’s Mills P.O. Sept. 28th 1899
Arose after a night spent in the Arctic regions of Ky.
almost chilled to the very center, having slept in an
oapen room with but one light quilt over us. Our first
move was to hug the stove and thaw out our shins. Aside
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from this all was well and we were soon useing the
knife and fork to a good advantage. This done and seated arou
nd the parlor stove, the tug of war began, first we were
puffing over the organization of the Church Then back to the
days of the Savior, then into the ―dark ages,‖ then a glimpse
at Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon, then on to feet washing
and the holy kiss, then a deadly assault upon Elder J. for wearing
jewelry as he had on a gold ring, and then we parted with
him leaving him our testimonies as to the divine mission
of Jos. Smith. However we parted on friendly terms, and
soon traveresed the four miles between us and uncle John’s,
where we arrived about noon. Chatting a few moments
we ate dinner, and then I helped uncle grind his ax, which
done I returned to the house and wrote up my diary, and a
letter to my dear one. Spent the afternoon studieing
and at five were seated around sister Mc’s table and
gratified our apetite. This done, we were soon on the
road for the Emins house, uncle John acompaning, Our
meeting was small in number. I spoke on repentance.
Dismissed and returned with Uncle John and retired.
Ringo’s Mill P.O. Sept 29th 1899. Rained
some during night, and was still cloudy as we arose about
seven o-clock. Fasted, arranged toilet and sat down to study
which I continued to do until ten o-clock. and then
helped uncle John unhook. Talked a while with an
old lady who had come in visiting, and ate dinner
which done wrote up my diary, and started out to see
the trustee to the
Chapple Schoolhouse, which oc
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cupied the remainder of the day. And our journey
was crouned with success as far as we went, seeing to of
the above mentioned board. It was just sundown as we app
rached the Emmin schoolhouse with a half doz. ears of
corn which we roasted in the stove and proceeded to
satisfy our apetites. About seven o-clock they began
to drop into our meeting until the number reached fifty.
Elder J. foged them about twenty five minutes. Dismissed
and returned to uncle John’s and retired.
Ringo’s Mill, P.O. Sept 30th Jack frost
made his appearance during the night his tracks
were noticeable on every hand as we arose, washed
ate breakfast, and I milked the cow. Warming my
skins a little I filled a little sack with nuts to
send to Clio, and wrote up my diary, and sat down to
study till dinner, which was eaten about half past eleven
Which done and dishes cleared away, uncle and aunt went to a
funeral, and left Elder J. and I to bake the bread. While the
bread simered away in the oven we went to our books. Soon the
bread was done and cared for, and uncle and aunt came back and we

helped uncle haul a couple of loads of wood. This done it was sup
per time, and we dined, and went to hear a Reform preacher
in the ―Christian Church‖ came back and retired.
Ringo’s Mills Oct 1st Dauned beautiful and
bright. Arose arainged toilet. Being Sunday fasted and
perused books until eleven when we again attended
the servises at the Christian Church with no insident
worthy of note. Returning to uncles, we buisied ourselves
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until two P.M. at which time we started for the Emmins
school to fulfill our appointment. Speaking on the Book
of Mormon for about an hour and ten minutes; after which
we gave any other person desiring to speak the privilege
to do so. A preacher of the ―Church of God‖, by the name
of Geo. Molten was soon on his feet defameing us and
calling us the false teachers that should come in the
last days. About half of the congregation left before he
had spoke ten minutes, and he soon quit. and we dismissed
the remainder. Which done we parleied with Mr. Molten
a few minutes on one thing and another, and retraced our
footsteps to uncle Johns, and as aunty had prepared supper
we were soon gratifieing our appetites. Supper over
uncle and I washed up the dishes, and then I procured pen
and paper and wrote a letter to my dear one, and retired.
Ringo’s Mills, Oct 2nd 1899 Arose about five;
well and hearty. Elder J. got breakfast as aunty was still
at her daughters. Ate breakfast wrote another line or two to
my dear one, made up the bed, washed the dishes and straigh
tened up the kitchen, sewed up some rips in the linings of
my coat, and wrote up my diary and coppied a few songs,
Meantime uncle came with mail, and aunty with him
bringing me a letter from my dear one, which was gladly
received and perused, also read from the Star that Geo. Morris
had been assigned to the ―Georgia Confrence.‖ Dinner is rea
dy says mamy and we soon relished the same and I again
took pen and paper and ordered 100 Tracts from the Office and
enclosed $1.25 to the Office, also wrote a letter to bro Housten.
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While I was thus engaged, Elder J. packed our grip and
at one P.M. we took leave for the Arnold’s Chapple schoolhouse
and visited the third trustee to obtain his consent to the use
of the house; but however he was not at home. so we proceeded
to the schoolhouse and got the teacher to give out appointm
for us that evening, and then walked a short distance into
the woods and waited till school dismissed , and then returned
to the school house; procured a few ears of corn from a
neighboring cornfield and rasted them to answer the place
of supper. Thus time sped along till dark and three or four
boys came around but did not stay long; but we waited intil
half past seven, and locked the door of the house and started
in quest of a nights loging. Calling on a Mr. Jas. Pierce and
making our wants know, were granted them and were soon
ushered into a nice bed roon and left to ourselves. Thanked
Heaven and retired to the nice bed provided.
Arnold Chapple dstrict, Grange City P.O. Oct 3
Arose thankful for a sweet nights rest, arrainged toilet and
were soon seated around the table spread with the bounties
of life appeasing our appetites. After breakfast we talked
an hour or so with our hosts and then after receiving dir
ections from him; thanked him and started for Mr. Williams in
the Johnson district. Saluting one of the trustee by the way
obtained his consent to the use of the house Arrived at Mr.
Williams at ten o-clock, and after a hearty welcome and a pleas
ant chat wrote up my diary. Were soon called to dinner
and thankfuly partook After dinner continued our err
and and seen the trustees and gained their consent to the
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use of the house, and gave out an appointment altho
ugh a little late. Going back to Mr. Williams and relishing
supper we reparied to the school house and convened in
meeting with about fifteen present. I spoke about fifteen
on our duty to God. Elder J. followed with a few apropriate
remarks. Dismissed and returned to Mr Williams and at
the end of a short conversation retired.
Johnson school District, Grange City. P.O., Oct 4th,
Arose, morning beautiful and clear and pleasant, arrainged
toilet, ate breakfast and shaved, and then wrote up my diary
penned a card to Elders Freestone and Perkins, laboring in Bath
Co. inviting them to come over and spend a few days with us
and then set out to Grange City to poast the same. Arriving
there at nine thirty after spanning the distance of three
miles, completed our erand and returned to Mr. Williams and
busied ourselves eating appels and digging sweat potatoes until sup

dinner was called. Partook of the same, talked awhile with
Mr. Williams and to then located on the porch for a while
with my book. About three P.M. finished digging the swet
potatoes and strolled around until supper time ate supper
and prepared for meeting and soon repaired to the schoolhouse
and convened Elder J. speaking on ―Faith and Works‖, I followed with

a few remarks, dismissed, and returned to Mr Williams read a
clipping from a paper relating to the Mormons and retired.
Johnson School district Grange City P.O. Oct 5
Arose around half past seven, fasted and spent most of
the fournoon down in the woods studieing returned to the
house and wrote up my diary. and ate dinner; which done
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having procured a brace and bit, we went over
to the schoolhouse and fix a stapel in the door so as
to lock it. Retuning to Mr Williams, studied awhile
and then went over in the woods where Mr. Wms
was making covering boards, and tried my mussel on the
saw for awhile until quiting time for Mr W. when we
returned to the house, ate supper, and proceeded to
the school house and convened in meeting. Meeting over
returned to Mr Williams and retired.
Johnson’s School House, Grange City, P.O., Oct.
6th, Arose early ate breakfast and hit the trail
for Ringo’s where we arrived at nine thirty. But were
dissapointed in our mail as all we received was our
News Papers and Stars, which we perused with some sa
tisfaction and enjoyed the time with uncle and aunty until
three P.M. meanwhile eating dinner, and at the time
afore mentioned, light hearted and gay we tripped back
to the Johnson district, arriving about supper time
at Mr. Williams, and found Elders Freeston and Perkins
there, who had received our card. It is needless to say
that our meeting was a happy, and pleasant one. A
few moment of reiteration of past remisiances and
supper was ready, which was thankfully partook
of and we were soon gaily tripping towards the school
house where we held meeting. Elder Freestone speak
ing on the ―Kingdom of God‖ Meeting over and we all
returned to Mr. Williams chatted a while and
thent went into our room and knelt in prayer and retired.
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Johnso district, Grange City P.O. Oct 7
All arose about six oclock refreshed and well. Arrainged
toilet and were in a few moments located around the
table defending our appetites. After repast we sang and
talked awhile and then went out into the grove and spe
nt the remainder of the fournoon talking on diffrent
topics, of which the Gospel received due consideration.
Returning to the house, we were soon seated around
the staf of life again appeasing our appetites. A
few moments later we were in the parlor sing som
selections after which Elder J. read the ―Misterious Preacher‖
from the Star. At this point I prepared and shaved
While Elder Perkins and I were thus ingaged the other
brethren went out into the grove again, and after we
had finished our task were soon in their company. and
conversing hapily to gather. About thee oclock, Elder F.
desireing me to acompany him over in Bath and Elder P.
stay with Elder J and continue our meetings over Sunday and
then come over and join us in Bath. All being agreeable
we set out for Odessa about seven miles over in Bath
Arrived there about sundown and were made welcome at
a Mr. J. Anderson’s ate supper and repaired to the school
house as per appointment. On our entrance to the school
room we were surprised to see it packed to overflowing
and well lighted. I spoke about one hour on the principle
of ―Faith‖ enjoying the Spirit of God immensly. After meet
ing and on declining thankfully several invitations, acompan
ied Mr. Anderson home again. Once with in the doors
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of there hospitable house and surrounded with a refi
ned and lovable family, we talked pleasently to gather for
some time , and then were left to ourselves in the beaut
iful parlor in which was a nice bed. Thus left to our
selve Elder Freeston presented two or three plessings
of his which I read with much satisfaction, this done I
perused with him the letters he had received just
before meeting. Thus time passed until eleven oclock
and we made use of the nice bed provided.
Odessa, Bath Co. P.O. Oct 8th It had
rained some during the night, and was still cloudy and
drizzling away as we arose from our reclining positions
well and refreshed. Having been provided with a nice
bowl of water and towel, proceeded to arraing toilet. Were
cordially envited to breakfast; but declined the invitation
as it was our custome to fast on Sunday. After the fam
ily had eaten breakfast, the daughter of the house and
a visiting young lady came in played a few pieces
on the organ and sang some songs. I returned the com
pliment, doing my best in one or two selections. The
clock at this juncture pointed half past ten and
prepared to go to school house in accordance with
appointment. I spoke about fifty minutes on
―repentance.‖ At dismissal we accompanied a Mr Jos. A.
Harber home as per invitation of night before, ate
a delicious dinner and talked upon the Gospel until quarter
to three and again wended our way to the school house
and Elder F. spoke upon ―Baptism‖. Dismissing accompanied
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Mr. Harber home and again shared the delacises of his
table and talked with him and family also singing songs
until six oclock had rolled around and we were again
wending our way to our house of worship. Once there
and the regular opening exersises Elder Freestone deliberated
upon the ―Holy Ghost‖ and I was requested to sing the
―Dieing Child’s Request again as I had sang it the
night before. Thus requested I did my best. At dismiss
al we again accompanied Mr and Mrs Harber home
and talked with them upon points of doctrin until
eleven P.M. Talking principly upon the organization
preexistance of spirits and degrees of glory, with much
pleasure and satisfaction to each one of us, and retired with
a hearty and warm goodnight.
Odessa, Bath Co., P.O. Oct 9th. Dawned a
little foggy. Arose well and refreshed, washed and ate breakfast. By this time the fog had cleared away and the
sun was shining brightly as we seated ourselves arou
nd the old hearth to continue our conversation upon
the plan of salvation and other topics. Finally the requested that I sing ―Willie‖ which I did and nothing would
do but hear some more of my selections and I gave
them the best I had. And now they must have
the ballad of ―Willie‖ which I wrote off for them
and desireing to get a letter of to my dear one I beged
leave of absence and repaired to Mr. Andersons where
Elder F’s grip was and went to work. Soon Elders J. and P.
came over from Johnson and joined us. My letter written
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and posted, we enjoyed an hour at the organ singing
Thus time sped until dinner was called which was
gratitudiously partaken of. And we were soon to be
seen again within the halls of the beautiful parlor
engaged in diffrent tasks of study. A lady of the
house came in with a pitcher of water and bade us
make ourselves at home as she was a going out for
the afternoon. And I will ever rember that afternoon
so pleasantly and comfortably spent. Declined the in
vitation to supper and were soon within the spacious
school house again filled to over flowing. Elder J. spoke
upon the ―Restoration‖ of all things. God raised up plenty
of kind friends to administer to our wants at the close
of meeting and Elders J. and F. went home with another Mr.
Anderson, while I and Elder P. shared the hospitality of
a Mr. Isaac S. Stevens, in whose company we enjoyed a
conversation until about eleven oclock and then were ushered in to our rom and could soon be heard snoreing.
Odessa, Bath Co. P.O. Oct. 10th. elder P. and I
rolled from our beds of slumber about six oclock washed
and gazed upon a beautiful morning. The welcome sound
of breakfast was soon heard and we ralied to our places.
Breakfast over we took up our position in the front
room and deliberated with our host upon principles of
the Gospel and sang songs, also I coppied ―Willie‖ off
for them until our kind hostess greeted our ears
with the sound of dinner which was relished and we
were again to be seen and heard in the front room
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talking and singing. It was about two P.M. as we
bid them adieu and took our departure for Mr. Andersons
where Elders J. and F. were, once there and introduced to
the family we sang a few songs and bid them
farewell. Elder J. and I having an appointment at the
Johnson district for which we started Elders F. and P. acc
ompanying out aways, and we bid each other a hearty God
spede and parted. Museing on the events of the past two
days we plodded along to Johnsons where we arrived about
sundown and went to Mr. William’s and ate supper and got our
books to fill our appointment Elder J. spoke upon
the ―Thief on the cross‖. again returned to Mr. Willims and retired.
Johnson District Oct 11th Arose about half
past five. and on peering from the house were greeted
with a drizzling rain. Ate breakfast and as it look
ed so much like rain that we bid adieu to Mr
Williams kind family and departed for Ringo’s Mills,
where we arrived about quarter to nine. I received
one letter form my dear one also my county paper.
perused them with pleasure; noting that all was
well at home. Uncle John came back bringing a
letter for us from pres. Tharley, stating that he
had word from pres Rich that he would send three
or four Elders to our confrence, and that I and Elder J
had been selected to one apice of these new Elders if
they were sent and in accordance we informed that
we would meet them at Farmcity the 15th o 16th.
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This was a great surprise to me as I was so young
in the ministry. But resolved to do the best I could
by the help of God. Thus meditating I began to
write up my diary, for I was several days behind on
acct of going over into Bath. I had not been long at my
journal when aunty bade us come to dinner to which
I complied and statisfieing my appetite I was again
at my record and by three oclock was up to the mark
with the same, and after staightening up my acc’t
book, I spent the remainder of the afternoon in study
Ate supper about six P.M. and then put on some
water to heat preparetory to taking a bath, which
done retired about eight oclock.
Ringo’s Mills P.O. Oct. 12th Arose at half
past five to behold the sky still laden and every now
and raining a little. Arrainged toilet and abstained from
breakfast and buisied my self some time in study and then
penned a letter to my dear one. Meanwhile uncle came
with mail bringings my star and news papers. ―Dinner.‖
Says aunty and I was once more satisfieing my apetite.
Appeasing the same I packed my grip ready to take up
my march for ―Brusshy‖; and at twelve noon bid aunty and
uncle goodbye and was soon to be seen making steady strides towards my destination, where I arrived, after covering
the distance of eight miles, at three P.M. and was welcomed at
Mr. Hargis’ Where we soon entered upon a spirited conversation about certain points of doctrine. Mr. Hargis having
many questions to ask on acc’t of his perusal of the
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books we had previously sold him. (Book of Mormon, Voice
of Warning, and Mr. Durant) Thus time sped until eight o-clock
only being interupted at our sojourn at the supper table and
as I have stated were rolling in the feathery land son after eight.
Brushy Fork of Triplet. Hilda P.O. Oct 13th 1899.
Arose about six and made ready for breakfast, which was soon
at our disposal, and our degree of health can be manifest by the
way we used the knife and fork at the table Breakfast
over I coppied the ballad of ―Willie‖ for Mrs Argis and then
penned up my diary. At this time Mr. Richard Cooper
came in and tendered us the use of the school house, which
was thankfuly accepted. Talked for some time on difrent subjects and then at the request of Mrs. Hargis coppied the ballad of ―Just Break The News to Mother.‖ Thus the fournoon passed

and dinner was did justice to, and the next three hours were
spent singing talking etc. At three oclock walked down to
the school and requested the teacher to anounce an appointm
ent at early candle light for us and then continued on a short
distance to a grove and there waited studieing until sundown
at which time I repared to the school hous to await the
results of our anouncement, which was not very fruitful, as
there was only a few young folks gathere and not bringing
any light we adjourned until Tuesday night, and returned to
Mr Hargis’ sang a few songs and retired at eight P.M.
Brushy Fork of Triplet Hilda P.O. Oct 14th, 1899.
Dauned beautiful and bright. Arose well and refreshed
about six, arranged toilet, and ate breakfast conversed
a short time and then proceeded to write up my diary
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and started for J.W. Royce’s on the North Fork of
Triplet, going around by Pawn Lick and taking dinner
with bro McGlothen. Arrived at Mr. Ryces about sundown
and found sister Royce feeling much better. After greet
ing ate supper and had a lively conversation with a
Mr Hall and then retired.
North Fork of Triplet Oct 15th. Arose and
doned our appearal and were soon doing justice to breakfast. Which over we started for Farmers to meet new
Elders. But after a day spent in the waiting room
with no results returned to North Fork and held meeting
at a Mr. Fosters which over retired with him.
North Fork of Triplet, Moorhead P.O. Oct 16 Arose
ate breakfast and started again for Farmers and spent
another day in the waiting room of the depo but to no
avail and returned to north Fork and held meeting
again at Mr. Fosters and again accepted his hospitality.
North Fork of Triplet. Moorhead P.O. Oct 17 Dawned clear and bright. Arose ate breakfast and contemplated
another trip to Farmers. Having an appointment on
Brusshy it was desided that Elder J. go fill it while
I take the afore mentioned tramp. Another fruitless day was
spent in my journey to Farmers and back. I shared the
hospatality of J.W. Royce that night.
North Fork of Triplet, Moorhead. P.O., Oct 18th
Dawned clowdy. Arose early, ate breakfast and set out for
Farmers again, arriving there at nine thirty in
time to accompany the Post Master, from train
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to office and was awarded a card from Pres Thorley
stating that he had heard nothing from the elders
but was looking for them on every train and caution
ed us to look out for them. So accordingly I waited
until the one twelve train came in and retraced my
steps to North Fork, and met elder J. at the gate of Mr. Ryce
as it was an eaven race between us he coming back
from Brusshy Were made welcome at Mr. Ryces again.
North Fork of Triplet, Oct. 19th, Arose, ate breakfast
and tramped over the distance to Farmers again arriving there about nine thirty, just in time to meet
the incoming train which bore our new companions, Elders Christian Olson and Jos. H. Hammond, After a
hearty greeting and thus reinforced we began our retreat
towards North Fork. By the way one of the new elders
stepped into a store and purchased crackers and salmon
and we enjoyed a repast from the same as soon as we
came to a siutable place in the woods. Our trip back
was spent pleasantly chatting with new companions
Arrived at Mr. Royces about one P.M. and elder J and
I retired to the woods by ourselves and asked God to
direct us in our chooseing of companion. It was desided
as Elder Olson was the best qualified that he and I go to
gather. So accordingly Elders J and Hammond soon left for
Pawn Lick while I and EldO. remained the afternoon
at Mr. Royse’s and in the evening called on Mr Foster
where we were made welcome and spent a very
pleasant evening togather before retireing.
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North Fork of Triplet, Moorhead P.O. Oct 20th.
Arose, weather cloudy, ate breakfast, and after a short
chat retired to Mr. Royces, shaved, wrote a letter to
my dear one, bade them, the Royce Family, goodbye and
started for little Brusshy, riding part way as per.
invitation of an unkown bro. arriving at Little B.
we called on the chairman of the board of trustee and were
granted his consent to the use of the school house, thence called at another trustees; but he was not at home and
so we continued on to the third one, and found him to
be very bitter as he ordered us out of the house as soon
as he found out that we were Mormons. From here we
continued a mile and a half onto Bull fork of Triplet and gain
ed admition to the school house there, and norated an appointment for that night. Took supper with one Boston
Logan as per invitation, and convened in meeting. I
spoke on ―Faith.‖ At close of which accepted the hospatal
ity of Mr. Logan, and were soon to be found snoring.
Bull Fork of Triplet, Rown Co., Oct 21st Dawned
beautiful and bright as Elder O. and I arose and made ready
for breakfast which was did justice to. Thanking for
the same we stroll up the road awise into a secluded
little grove and spent an hour or two in study, and thence
walked on up the roas and norated our appointment
calling at the house of Mr. Gose were invited to
dinner, and remained the afternoon in conversation
with them on points of the Gospel, and at their request
shared the delacises of their table again before going to
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meeting where I spoke on the principle of Repentance.
Meeting over I returned home with Mr. Ghose and retired.
Bull Fork of Triplet, Rown Co. Oct 22nd Another
beautiful clear morning met our gaze as we peered
from the land of nod refreshed and well. Fasted, blacked
shoes, and brushed up a little, and at ten oclock were on our way
to the school house, where we soon convened in meeting
and I spoke on Baptism. Meeting ended we desided to stay
at school house until time of after noon meeting. And I
spent about two hours talking with a brother on the
Gospel. Our afternoon meeting was a fizzel as no one came
out. About four o-clock we accompanied Mr. Gose home
and ate supper and then returned and held meeting in the
evening. I spoke on the Atonement. At dismissal we again
wended our way to the home of Mr. Gose and were made
welcome and soon retired as they had allready gone to bed.
Bull Fork of Triplet, Rown Co., Oct 23rd Brought
another beautiful morning, and we arose, feeling as bright
as the morning, ate breakfast, went to the spring and
got a couple of buckets of water for sister Ghose, helped
Mr. Ghose grind his ax, and bade them goodby and took
our departure for Ringo’s about four miles where we arriv
ed about ten o-clock and were welcomed at uncle Johns, where
I was awarded two letters from my dear one, one from
my dear Mother, one from my sister Bell, one from Rone, one
E.M. and one from Pres. Tharley also Co. and Deseret News papers

Stars etc. As we sat peruseing the same, my former com
panion Elder J. and his new comp Elder Hammond came in
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and we continued reading our valuable news until, ―dinner‖
was sounded by aunty and we enjoyed her delisious meal
prepared. After which Elder J. and I settled up our little acct.
and I and companion, who by the way was Elder Christian Olson
of Logan Cash Co. Utah, prepared one of our grips and took
our leave for Three Lick about six miles to our south
east, where we arrived, after going a roundabout way,
at dusk. and found shelter at Francis Pervis’ and spent
about two hours talking on the gospel, and then being
ushered in to aroom containing a nice bed soon occupied the sam

Three Lick, Rown Co., Oct. 24th Bright weather
still prevailed as we arose refreshed and gazed upon the
beautiful sunlight. Arrainged toilet as the pitcher and boll
had been offered and were soon seated around a palatable
meal, which we did justice to. And after enjoying a short
chat with Mr. Pervis and getting the names of the elders of
the church started to search them out and if posiple
gain admition to the Church house. The first one called on
was away from home, and the second we met on his way
home with a load of corn. He declined our reques but ask us
home with him to dinner, which invitation was accepted
and after shareing his hospitality, we procured the names of
the trustee of the school house and called on them and were
this time successful; but not in time to get out an appoint
ment for that night as we had to wait until dark for one
of the trustee to come in from work. On intation to sup
with him we did so. After supper he bade us stay all night
and we thankfully did so, retireing about eleven oclock.
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Three Lick, Rown Co. Salt Lick, P.O. Oct 25
Were awakened from a refreshing nights rest about five thirty
by our host, and were soon ready to do justice to the nice
meal offered. The morning was a little smokey and the sun
appeared as a red ball as it arose above the eastern horizon.
It was just seven oclock as we took our departure from
Mr. Carters, thankful for our nights treatment. Repaired
to a small grove and offered our devotion God, and contented
ourselves in study about an hour and thence continued to
the school hous and requested the teacher to anounce our
appointment, and then continued on to Mr Pervises and
proceeded to write up my diary as I had gotten behind
with the same. Thus the time sped on until noon when
the men came in from work, and my attention was turned
to Mr. Pervis in conversation until dinner was called, and
it is needless for me to say that I did my part at the table.
After dinner we took up our quarters again on the porch
and spent the afternoon pleasantly talking with old gentleman Pervis. Ate supper about five and a few more words
in conversation, we excused ourselves and repaired to the school
house and convened in meeting. I spoke on the ―Atonement.‖
At the close of meeting accepted the invitation of school teacher
Fannen to share his hospitality and were soon to be heard snoring.
Three Lick, Moses Ferry, P.O. Oct. 26th 1899. We arose
at our leasure about half past six and made ready for breakfast which was offered. After breakfast I took a seat by
the the old hearth and went to my diary determined to catch
up as I was a long ways behind. After thus spending
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an hour we supplied ourselves with tracts and went
forth to tract part of the neighborhood. Spending the
day thus until three oclock, meantime getting our dinner, we took up quarters in the woods and perused our
books until sundown and thence proceeded to Mr.
Fannen’s and got our grip which we had left there
and wended our way to the schoolhouse and convened
in meeting. I spoke on ―Faith.‖ Dismissed and returned
to Mr. Fannins at his request, and being left to ourselves
in a room I was able by some little writing to catch
up in my diary. Elder Olson is now snoreing and I
will be soon; so good night my dear parents, bros, Sisters,
wife and family.
Three Lick, Mores Terry, P.O. Oct 27th 1899.
The sky bore a leaden cast as we arose and made ready
for breakfast which was thankfully partaken of and we
settled our selves down to writing to our dear wives. Which
done we set out for the P.O. to post the same, which
required a walk of four miles it being across the river into
Bath about one mile and a half. Nothing of note transpired
until we were on our return when a buggy drew near
which was headed our way, in which were two men
with whom we engaged in coversation walking along
at the side of their buggy about three quarters to the
end of their journey where I stopped and talked some
time on diffrent points of the gospel principly with
the one named H.F. Dayton who sed he lived about
three miles below Pleasant Valley in Nichlos Co. and
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requested us to call on him if ever in that part. Parting
with these gentlemen we continued to retrace our
steps to a point on the banks of Licking River where
we sat in study until four P.M. and then continued
trading calling at three houses. The hostess of the
last one bade us to supper. After supper we proceeded
to Mr. Fannen’s where we had left our grip procured the
same and repaird to the school house and after waiting some time for a light convened in meeting. and I
spoke on the principle of ―Repentance‖ At dismissal
accepted the hospitality of a Mr. Cook who lived about
one mile and a half from the school room. Once
within the portals of his house we deliberated some
time on one topic and another before retireing
Three Lick, Mores Ferry P.O. Oct. 28th, 1899.
The sky still presented its leaden hue of the previous day. Arose well and hearty ate breakfast and wrote
up my diary, shaved and spent the remainder of the
fournoon in study. Ate the luscious dinner provided
about one oclock. Meanwhile Mr. Cooks father came
from a visit to Bath Co., and I spent most all of the after
noon in conversation with him. It began raining
about two and continued with out sesation until along
in the night. Ate supper and desided that it was
most to rainy for any one to come to meeting so spent
the evening pleasantly with the kind family of
Mr J.J. Cook talking on the gospel. Being ushered
into a room containing a nice bed at ten, I forgot all for a
while.
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Three Lick, Mores Ferry, P.O. Oct 29th 1899.
Dawned still cloudy as we arose well and refreshed.
Fasted and wrote up my diary while the family ate
breakfast. Talking a while, we repaired to the school
house and there I comenced a letter to Bell while we wer
waiting for our congregation to assemble. At our fournoon meeting I spoke on ―baptism.‖ Spent the time
bettween fournoon and afternoon meetings writing and
studieing in the school house. At our after servises I
spoke on the ―Holy Ghost,‖ Going home after the same
and taking supper with Mr. J.J. Cook, and again returning
to the meeting place and convened. Speaking on the
wages of sin. At dismissal again accepted the hospatality of Mr. Cook and once inside his house we were
favored with some nice singing by members of the
family before retiring to the comfortable bed offerd.
Three Lick, Rown Co., Oct 30th Arose to
behold the light of a beautiful morning with not a
cloud to be seen. Ate breakfast and bade goodby to
the Cook family and walked over to the Riddle distri
and applied for admition to the school house. But as
the Chairman was off on a brooze we did not get a
definate answer so continued on to Uncle Johns and
found Elders J. and H. there. Received and read letters
from my wife and sister Rand, and EB. Snow Jr Ate
supper and held a short meeting, in which all of us
spoke well, and enjoyed our meeting. All prenouncing
blessings on the kind family. retiring about nine.
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Ringos Mills, P.O. Oct 31 1899 Arose, Fasted
prepared and took a bath, shaved, chopped a little wod for
mamy, and wrote a letter to my dear one and wrote up
my diary. Ate dinner and chatted awhile until aunty got
the dishes washed, and then held a sacrament meeting
enjoying ourselves basqueing in the Spirit of the Lord!
Imediately at the close of our meeting, we all bid goodby
to uncle and aunty and separated for our fields of labor. Elder
O and I returning to Riddle school district and were granted
the use of the school house; but not in time to get
out an appointment for meeting, and as we were walking
down the road we were accosted by Wm Pickrell, who
said he would oapen the ―Fair View Church,‖ at any time
if we desired to preach there. Thanking him for his kindness continued Mr. F Culls and gained entertainment, soon
a crowd came along expecting that we were going to have
meeting, and I invited them into Mr. Culls and we enjoyed
the evening singing and conversing. Retired about nine.
Riddle District, Grange City P.O. Nov 1st 1899
Dawned bright and clear and we arose refreshed and made
ready for breakfast which did justice to we took up quarters
in the front room, looked at the family pictures and
showed them what few pictures I had and wrote up diary.
Spent the fournoon basquing in the sunlight talking with
Mr. Cul on one thing and another. Shared the hospitality of their
table about one oclock, and were shortly afterwards to be found
in a grove buried in our books until about three o-clock at
which time we proceded to the school house to anounce
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our appointment, and being requested by the teacher,
Mr. Turner, we took seats in the school room til school dis
missed, and then being envited by a young Mr. Rolins acom
panied him and the school teacher home all the way conve
rsing on the Gospel, and once at our destination, continued the
same line of argument. Meantime eating supper, we wend
ed our way to the school hous at half past six and convened in
meeting with a goodly number present. I spoke on the ―Atonement

after which Elder O. added a few remarks. At dismissal we
accepted the invitation of Mr Wm Rolins to share his hospitality and were soon with in the hospitable doors of his mansion
talking upon the horrors of hell and the chances of repentance
hereafter. Thus the time sped until ten oclock when we retired.
Riddle School dis., Grange City P.O. Nov. 2nd 1899.
Was awakend by the call to breakfast about four A.M. But declined

the invitation as it was our fast morning. Being thus roused I
lit the lamp and lay in study until daylight, and then talked
with companion until after eight before ariseing to behold a
leaden sky and to feel a stinging cold. Arose feeling splendid, arra-

inged toilet and wrote up my record. It comenced raining during
the fournon and continued all day and all night. Being so
damp outside, we stayed with the house pretty close all
day. However at early candle light we repaired to the
school hous and there being two young men present, sang
several songs and held a short meeting. returning as per
invitation to Mr. Wm Rolins’ took up chairs around the
old hearth, while it still rained, and conversed an hour
or so before retireing to the comfortable bed provided.
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Riddle School Dis., Grange City, P.O., Nov 3 /99
The rain had almost turned to a sleet as we arose about
seven o-clock and made ready for breakfast, which put out
of sight, again took up quarters by the cheerful hearth
and wrote up diary. And then supplied ourselves with
tracts and proceeded to put in a day of tracting, meeting with
very good success and treatment, as in our rounds we
were favored with a nice dinner and supper. At dusk we
repaired to the school house; but it being very cold and
snowing some, there was no one came out but a young
Mr. Cull, who bro’t a lantern by which we could see to
do some singing. Thus engaged awhile young Cull asked
us home and soon we were around his fathers hearth studi
ng how six of us were going to sleep in two beds. Finally
it was desided that young Cul and his uncle go over to a neighbors and seek shelter while I and Companion occupied their
bed. Thanking them for the sacrefice made to us, retired.
Riddle School Dis., Grange City P.O. Nov 4th 1899
Dawned cold and cloudy as we peered from our slumber about
five o-clock and made ready for breakfast. Eating the luscious
meal by lamp light, we repaired to the front room and
contented ourselves reading and talking with Mrs. Cull until
her bro. came in and I gave him quite a tacking to on the organization and gifts and blessings which should be enjoyed by
the true Church of Christ, and I think he got his fill for he got up
and left us without saying a word. A few more words
with Mrs. Cull, and we departed to Mr. Wm Rolins’ where our
grip was and I wrote up my diary, and then shaved, blacked
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my shoes etc. Abot ten thirty having supplied ourselves
with tracts comenced busines and visited all of four houses at
one of which we were favored with dinner. It was four thirty as
we again aproached Mr. Rolins where we were made welcom
and enjoyed our suppers before going to meeting in which
I spoke upon the principle of ―Faith.‖ No one inviteing us
home at the close of meeting, we returned to Mr. Rolins
as per invitation, and were soon comfortably lockated in a feathey

Riddle School Dis., Grange City. P.O. Nov. 5th/99
Did not arise until eight oclock as it was fast day for us.
The sky met our gaze without a cloud, as we arose and
went in search of the wash basen, and arrainged toilet.
Thus done and seated around a sparkling fire, on invitation I sang a few songs before starting to meeting whe
I spoke upon ―Repentance.‖ At dismissal having no invitation to do otherwise, remained and contented ourselves in
the school house writing up diary and studing. About half after
three ten persons came in and we convened in meeting. I spoke
on the ―Kingdom of God.‖ At dismissal we were again left to our
selves, and having fasted all day desided that the Lord helped
them that helped their selves and so we walked down to Mr.
John Bramele’s and meeting the gentleman at the gate he
invited us in and we were soon appeasing our appetites at his
kind request. Talking with him a short time after supper
and receiving an invitation to share his hospitality further
we repaired again to the school house and convened in mee
ting. The subject touched by me was ―Baptism.‖ At dismissal
acompanied the above named gentleman home and sing a song or two retire
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Riddle School Dis., Grange City P.O., Nov 6 /99
After a refresshing nights rest, and feeling well and hearty
arose at six thirty. The sky was clear and bright and the ground
was covered with a hoary white frost and the air was quite braeing. Arrainged toilet and seated around the breakfast table
enjoyed ourselves for about one half hour. This over and
being comfortabley seated around the parlor hearth, our host
excused himself as he was somewhat excited over election
and bade us remain and content ourselves at his hospitible
fire. I then wrote up my diary before starting out to
see about getting the use of the Fair View Church
which had been previously offered; calling on Mr. Pecker
who had said that he would oapen the doors for us. By the
way while waiting for him at his fathers, we engoyed
a delissious dinner. Seeing the above named gentleman, he
did not seem to have as much authority as when previously seen
and directed us to one Mr. Davis, who when called upon objected
to our using the house. From here we returned to Mr. Bram
ele’s, and spent the time until dusk, meantime enjoying our
supper. At our meeting I spoke on the ―Holy Ghost.‖
Dismissing we accompained a young man by the name of
Page home as per. invitation of night before, arriving at
their humble cot we talked a while before retireing.
Riddle School Dis., Grang City, P.O. Nov. 7th 1899.
Rested and well we arose and beheld another beautiful morn.
Arrainged toilet and ate breakfast and talked some time with
the men folks before they went to the polls. They bade us
remain and as it was election we desided not to stir about much
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and so we consented ourselves singinging, talking, shaving
and about twelve noon I got time to write up my diary.
Enjoyed our dinners about one thirty, and remained and
talked with the womenfolks until quarter after three
and then took our departure for uncle Johns where we arrived at twenty five after five and found uncle and aunty
well, and was awarded a letter from my dear one and one from
Pres. Thorley aside from News papers and Stars. Spent the even
ing reading the same and writing a letter to my dear one,
retireing about ten o-clock.
Ringo’s Mills, Nov. 8th 1899. Desiding to have a
fast day did not arise very early. When we did the sky
presented a leaden cast. Arrainged toilet and spent fournoon
studieing and writing. The afternoon was spent in about the
same way only I went up to the store and had some shoe
laces given me and purchased some postal cards and dropped
one to Elder J. Ate supper about dark after which I read
to the family the new ―Tract Mormon Faith‖ and then
talked on the same a few moments before retireing
Ringo’s Mills, Nov 9th 1899, Dawned beautiful and
clear, arose and ate breakfast by lamp light, helped uncle gear
up and get off with the mail. made a little sack to cover my
oil bottle, to protect it from breakage. and dear old aunty
patched my coat where I had tourn a shot slit in the
back, and this was all done and I sat down and wrote up my diar
at eight o-clock. And then packed my grip. Uncle came
bringing a letter from Gene and also News papers and Stars
which we perused until dinner, after which we held
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a short sacrament meeting with uncle and aunty
before bidding them goodbye at one P.M, and started
for Louis School House which we reached about sundown
after getting off the road several times and having to enquire and be directed aright. Calling on John Graham the
chairman of the board of trustee, we made known to him
our errand but received no defenite answer; but were envited to supper which we thankfully partook of and again
seated around the blazing hearth talked on the topic of
the day for a short time, read a chapter held family
prayer, and were showed to a room containing a nice
bed, about nine o-clock, which was soon occupied thankfuly.
Locus School Dis. Sherbin P.O. Nov 10th, 1899,
Arose hale and hearty about six thirty made use of the
wash basen which had been put on the porch at our disposal
and were soon cleansed and seated around a bounteous breakfast
which was enjoyed and we repaired to the parlor, and again
approached our errand, and were informed that meeting was
to begin in the neighborhood Satudarday as did not insist on
our request being answered. Our host leaving us to attend
to his work, I wrote a card to Elders Freestone and Perkins and a
letter to my dear one. It was half past ten as we bid good
bye to our host adn started for South Lick Dis., a mile and
a half. Arriving there called on one Mr. Wm Arnold and
enjoyed ourselves talking to one of his sons until Mrs. Arnold
bade us to dinner. While eating dinner Mr. Arnold came in
and after dinner we repaired to the front room and com
menced a conversation on the Gospel, and sang some songs
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at the request of Mrs. Arnold, and all went well until I
had given Mr. Arnold a ―Mormon Faith,‖ tract and he read along
until he came to ―We believe the Bible to be.‖ etc. and this clause
throwed him off the handle. He carried on a great deal and would
not listen to any explanation, and said he did not want any thing
to do with any such a people and got up and left us. Thuse left
we explained matters a little to the family sang another song or
two and with the best of feelings took our departure for Concord
mailed card and letter written and wrote a card to uncle John in regards to

our mail. Continued on to a Mr. John Smith’s about three miles
by the way we asked at a house for entertainment and were refus

Once at Mr. Smiths were welcomed and served with supper after
which over were ushered into the front room and spent a pleas
ant evening singing, and talking before retiring about nine.
Sherbin, Nov 17th, Dawned a little cloudy and all
was well as we arose washed and ate a hearty breakfast. Our host
excuseing himself, we went to the parlor and I wrote up my
record and then took a shave before taking our departure
for Pecks ridge arriving there about eleven we called
on the trustee and obtained the use of the school
house and spent the most of the afternoon norating
our appointment for that night and the morrow. At
four we called at a house and remained chatting
until meeting time. Assembling in meeting
I spoke upon the Atonement. At dismissal accepted the invitation of Mr. J.T. Becannan to accomp
any him home. Once within his house we were gra
nted our suppers and talked along till ten oclock and retired.
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Pecks Ridge, P.O. Nov 12 , 1899. Did not
arise very early as it was fast day; but on arising we
beheld a beautiful clear morning. Arrainged toilet and
talked with family until ten o-clock and then repared
to the school house and convened in meeting. I spoke
on ―Faith.‖ Dismissing accompanied Henry Barnard
home and spent a few hours pleasantly until time for
afternoon meeting. Soon in the school house I was
speaking on ―repentance‖ This meeting over we accepted
Mr. Becannan’s hospitality and went home and took supper
with him. And at early candlelight were again at
our post and I spoke upon Baptism. At dismissal we
again accompanied Mr. Bechannan home and talked
and sang until half pat ten before retiring.
Pecks Ridge, P.O. Nov. 13th 1899. Arose about
seven o-clock, and beheld a clear morning, washed and ate
breakfast and wrote up my record, and made out report It was eleven oclock as we took our departure
for the P.O. a mile and one half distant, where we
mailed letters and called on Mr. Jas. Sapp and applied
for the use of the school house in this neighborhood
but were not granted our desire; but however he bade us
take dinner with him. Dinner over we repaired
to the parlor and remained talking on the gospel until
three oclock, and were acquainted with the knowledge that
the lady of the house was widow Greys daughter at Tea
Run. Returning near to Mr. Becannan’s we retired to
a grove and spent an hour in study, about sundown app
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eared at his house and partook of a nice supper before
going to meting in which I spoke upon the Holy Ghost
While at meeting we were informed that we would have to
pay for the coal used. At the close of meeting we returned to
Mr. Bechannan’s and after a short talk retired at 9.30 P.M.
Pecks Ridge, Nov 14th Dawned a little cloudy
Arose all well about half past seven and made ready and
partook of breakfast. After which assisted in catching
some turkeys. This done we returned to the house and I
shaved and wrote up my diary. And about eleven oclock
started down to see trustee Emmins about what coal we
had burnt. Once at his house we were welcomed and
left in the front room to ourselves until dinner was called
and we seated at the tabel enjoying the same, which over
were again ushered into the parlor, and left to ourselves again
until the lady of the house came in and talk with us until
after three oclock, and then we went into the smokehouse
where Mr. Emmins was salting meat and enquired our bill
for the coal, and were informed it would be nothing, so
thanked him and walked up the road a short distance and
sat down to study until nearly five oclock and then walked up
to a house near the school house and were favored with supper
before going to meeting where I spoke on ―The Kingdom of God

At dismissal, Mr. Newton Smith bade us welcome and once within his house we talked along until eleven and retired.
Pecks Ridge, Nov 15th, Arose, weather still
cloudy, washed, ate breakfast and talked awhile before go
ing down to the Blue Lick Spring about two miles
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where we drank freely of its waters, which had a peculiar taste as well as small, smelling allmost lik rotton eggs.
Retuning to Mr. Smiths we ate dinner and shortly
after left and called at Mr. Becannens and procured our
grips and took our departure from Olive Branch going by
way of Pecks Ridge P.O.; but received no mail, continueing, nothing transpiring of note, arrived at Mr. Jas.
Hammonds, on Tea Run, about five o-clock and were
welcomed, and had a pleasant chat before supper, and
after supper continued our conversation until after nine
before retireing to the land of nod.
Tea Run, Hill top, P.O. Nov 16th, 1899
Dawned still cloudy as we peered from our beds of slumber
Fasted, and while the family ate breakfast I wrote up
my diary. The boys coming in from breakfast talked
awhile before leaving to their work. Thus left I wrote a
letter to my dear one and one to E.M., sang a few songs and
then the boys came in and we had dinner. After which
we started for Ewin, visiting Mr. Argo and Evins by the
way and found them all well, arriving at Ewing I rece
ived a letter from my dear one and one from Sabra and
comenced the retracing of our steps, arriving at Mr.
Hammond’s at six P.M. ate supper, and seated around
the old hearth and talked till nine before retireing.
Tea Run, Hill Top, P.O. Nov. 16th. Arose at
six o-clock. Weather clear and pleasant, ate breakfast and
bade the family goodbye and started for bro. Bussells stoping
a few moments at Mr. Michels, and then continued on to
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widow Greys where we were invited to stay to dinner
which invitation was thankfully accepted. While waiting in
the front room I looked over the latest news papers and wrote up
my diary before we were called to a delicious dinner and relished
the same. After dinner we had an enjoyable chat with sister
Grey before continuing to Mr. Bussell’s where we received a hearty wel

come and talking a short time ate supper and after supper

continued talking and singing until eleven o-clock before retiring.
Mexico, Pleasant Valley, P.O. Nov., 18th. As we arose
the sky presented a leaden cast. Arranged toilet and ate breakfast
and then wrote up my diary. before starting in quest of the
use of the Pleasant Valley S.H. First called on trustee H. Grey and
obtained his consent, and thence on to S. Huse’s and were informed

that the school teacher had gone home and taken the key, and
ten long miles distant our plans fell through. While at Mr. Huse’s were

were favored with dinner and talked an hour or so on the gospel

before going to the P.O. and thence back to bro. Bussells. As we
neared Mr. B’s. it began to rain. As the rain slacked a little I
got a Mr. Michel to cut my hair and shave me, and then I cut Elder O

hair. By this time supper was ready, and soon partaken of and we
seated around the blazing hearth continued singing and talking
until ten o-clock before retiring to our beds of slumber.
Mexico, Plea. V. P.O. Nov 19th Dawned cloudy and
raining most of the night things were quite damp. Fasted and
while the family ate breakfast wrote up my record. Spent the
fournoon talking and singing at bro. Bussells and three
P.M. repaired repaired to a small house of Mr Bussels
and held meeting in which I spoke on the Atonement
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After meeting we returned to Bussel and enjoyed sup
per an again met in our little meeting house and I spoke
upon the Doctrins of Christ. Dismissed and returned
and retired at Mr. Bussells.
Mexico Nov. 20th Arose well and hearty ate
breakfast, wrote a letter to my wife and one to Gene
and made out report to Pres. and then wrote up my diary.
Walked down to the office and mailed letter, return
ing ate dinner and then packed and heated water and
took a bath. After which I studied until supper time
partook of supper, and convened in our meeting
house and held meeting. I spoke on the ―Kingdom of
God‖. At the close of meeting returned to Mr. B’s
and enjoyed ourselves singing, talking and eating ap
ples until nine thirty before retiring.
Mexico, Nov. 21st, Arose ate breakfast and ta
lking awhile, bade Mr. Bussell and family goodbye and
started in the direction of Popular Run, stopping by the
way and passing the time of day with sister Grey and
then on and stoped at Mr. Hammonds awhile and then
continued on in the mud and rain to Mr. Glaspies on
Popular Run and made applications for the use of the S.
H. but were refused. and being invited in the house talked
awhile and I wrote up my diary. Desireing to stay all
night our request was granted, and after enjoying a
nice supper, talked on one subject and another
until about ten oclock before retiring to a
nice bed in the parlor.
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Popular Run, Ewing, P.O. Nov. 22nd
Arose, weather cloudy and raining some, ate breakfast,
talked for some time, and then in a drizzling rain
departed for Mr. J. Argo’s a mile and a half distant, once
there were made welcome and enjoyed the fournoon
singing and taking on the gospel in company with
Mrs. Argo as Mr. Argo was out stripping tobacco. About
twelve noon he came in and we enjoyed ourselves in
conversation until dinner was sounded. Dinner over
we continued our conversation until about two oclock
when Elder J and com. came to the door. Greeted them
and passed a few moments more with the family and
then took our departure. Calling on one Mrs. Ramey
and making applications for shelter, were informed that
she would willingly keep us; but her husband was very
bitter, as some time ago she had wanted to be baptized in
to our church; for says she I beleive and know you are preach
ing the true gospel. From here we continued up the
Pike and gained shelter at a Mr Blairs, ate supper and
conversed upon the gospel before retiring.
Popular Run Nov. 23rd Arose about six oclock
and ate breakfast, soon after started for Ewing in quest of our
male getting the same continued on to Cown and received a
letter and then continued ont to Popular Run to Mr. Evan’s and
as we neared there it began raining. Stayed and ate dinner
with Mr. Evans and then went back to Ewing in time to
take the afternoon train to Paris, Elder J and Com. Joined us
there, Once at Paris engaged a bed for 25c and occupied the same.
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Paris, Nov 24 Arose at six oclock went
to a lunck stand and purchased a lunch and the continued to
the depo and ate the same before the train started, and
taking passage were soon on our way for Louivill
where we arrived after an enjoyable and pleasant ride at
one P.M. walke to the Victora Hotel and there joyfuly
met the presidency of our Con. and others of the elders who had
gathered in My coat being a little dirty and having a hole
in the seat of my pants I took them to the tailor and
had them cleaned and patch and consequently had to rem
ain quite most of the afternoon. Ate supper about seven
and soon convened in meeting in the Parlor of the
Hotel. Meeting over we soon retired, Elder MS. Terry
sleeping with me
Louivill Nov. 25th, Arose, fasted. and having
a registered letter at the office from my dear one
Elder Terry accompanied me to the office where I got
the letter containing five dollars. Returning to the
Hotel in time to meet Pres. Rich and Arrowsmith as
they arrived Greeting them we reparied to the Parlor
of the Hotel and met in councl meeting and received
a lecture on the Apostacy by A. Arrowsmith. Dismissing
ate dinner and walked down to the photo galery and
had a group picture taken. Retuning to the Hotel
we met in meeting a gain in the Parlor and received
some good instructions from Pres Rich. Meeting over ate
supper and enjoyed a walk around the City sight
seeing Thus time sped on till ten when we retired.
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Louisvill, Nov. 26th Arose well and refreshed
ate breakfast, and chatted awhile until meeting time and
then repaired to the Hall that had been hired
and convened in meeting, not being a very large
congregation, Pres. Rich ably took most of the time
At dismissal returned to Hotel and ate dinner
and were soon again wending our way along the
buisy streets to our Hall, where we met and after
opening exersises I was called on by Pres. Thorley to
to speak. It almost thunderstruck me as I had
no idea what ever of such a thing; but however
I responded, after which Pres. Arrowsmith took
up the reminder of the time speaking about
one hour and a half. Dismissed and returned to
Hotel ate supper and again reparied to the
Hall and Pres. Rich ably defended Mormonism.
Dismissed and once more back to the Hotel
convened in the parlor and Pres Rich gave up
some timely and fatherly advice before taking
his departure. After his instructions we were
assigned our companions and field of labor. I
being assigned to labor in Bath Co. with Elder Geo. Jones
and tending to a little more busines retired.
Louisvill, Nov. 27th Arose feeling well ate
breakfast and arrainged grip preparetory to leaving
for field of labor. Before starting called at the office
expecting a letter containing five dollars from my
dear one; but not receiving it returned to the
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Hotel and borrowed four dollars from Elder Chas Pettit
to pay R.Y. fare to field of labor. Then wrote a letter
to my wife and bade goodbye to the elders and in company with with Elder J. and Com. walked down to the
S and N. Depo and purchased tickets and started on the two
P.M. train for Pleasant Valley, where we arrived after
a pleasant ride of 180 miles at seven P.M. and wended our
way a mile and a half on to Mexico Hill and were welcomed
at Mr. Bussells, and after talking a short time retired.
Mexico, Pleasant Valley P.O. Nov 28th
Dawned beautiful and clear, and we all arose feeling refreshed, washed and ate breakfast, after which went out
and watched the men folks kill a few pigs, while out
there I finished a letter comenced to my wife and
returning to the house sang a few songs and departed for Mr. H. Greys and dined with him and spent
the whole of the afternoon with him in an un
broken conversation of the Bible ate supper about
six o-clock and repaired to Mr. Bussell’s vacant house
and there met Elder J. and Com. as per. apppointment and
held meeting. Elders J., Jones and myself doing the speak
ing. After meeting I and Elder Ure went home with
Mr. Bussel while elder J and Jones went to Mr. Greys.
Once at Mr. Bussells I and Elder Ure were soon snoring.
Mexico, Nov. 29th Arose, ate breakfast wrote
a letter to Bell. While out at prayer Elder J and Jones came
in and we sang several songs before bidding the Bussell
family goodbye. Elder J and Ure accompaneied us
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a short distance and parting they bade us God
speed in our labors. And thus parted we continued
to widow Greys and there got into an argument of
Poligmy with Mr. Samuel Grey. dinner was called
and did justice to and I continued talking with Mr.
Grey until nearly two oclock; when he sang a
song or two and we seperated with the best of fel
ings and continued our journey. Calling at Mr. Ham
monds and found widow Hammond feeling very
poorly. Passed the time of day with them and
continued to Olive Branch and were welcomed at
Mr. Jas. H. Barnet’s and were enformed that our fun
rel had been preached by their circuit preacher
Ate supper and talked on one subject and another
until ten o-clock and then retired.
Olive Branch, Strawberry Rige P.O. Nov. 30
It was eight o-clock before we arose as it was fast day
with us. Arising washed and I improved a few
moments writing up my Record as I was a long
way behind in the same. While I was thus occupied Elder Jones shaved and when he got through
I did the same. This done we sang a song or two
and bade them good by and continued our march
and about eleven thirty called at Mr. John Smiths
and spent a couple of hours. Meantime eating din
ner and talking on the gospel with Mr Smith.
Before leaving him I loant him one of the Orson
Prat’s Works. Continueing on into Bath Co. and
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into the neighborhood of Fairview Church and called on
a Mr Ane Pow and as it was allmost night we settled down
for the same not making our wants known to him
that night as he was one of the Elders of the Church and
that was our business with him. The eavening wore
pleasantly by singing and talking until nine thirty
when we were ushered into a room containing a feathery
bed which we thankfuly made use of.
Fairview Dec 1st, 1899 Arose at six thirty
to behold the sky laden and looking much like rain
Arrainged toilet and ate breakfast and then went to the
writing of my diary which I wrote up to the present
After talking with Mr. Powell a while, called on a Mr
Cilbert and finding that he was not at home, returned to
Mr. Powell’s and doned our grips and proceeded to Mr. Wm Woodard’s

one of the trustee of the S. H., (And by the way we had been
that the Church House was closed against us) and waited until
after dinner to see him about the House; but our stay
was in vain aside from getting a nice dinner. Sang
them a few songs and continued to the next neighbor
hood, Oakley, and met a gentleman who directed us
to a Mr. Greys to get enertainment and said he I will
get the S.H. for you. Going to Mr. Greys were welcomed
and after supper repaired to the S.H. to attend Prayer M.
but the leader failed to come and cosequently there
was no meeting. Several requested us to preach but thin
king it might cause feeling declined by singing a song
or two, and then returned to Mr Greys and retired.
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Oakly, Wyoming, P.O. Dec. 2nd 1899
Arose about seven o-clock and were greeted by the dawning of a
beautiful morning. Arranged toilet and ate breakfast, reparied
to front rom and sang and talked until dinner, which
was thankfully partaken of after which I wrote up my
diary. and then started to see about the prospects of
the S. House and meeting the gentlemen who had
so kindly proffered to get the house for us, were informed that they had met with succes and that every
thing was clear for us to preach and as we had given
out our appointment in prayermeeting the night
before did not need to norate it around, so returned
to Mr. Greys and passed the intervening time. Declined
supper, and at meeting I spoke on The ―Atonement‖.
At close of meeting returned to Mr. Greys and retired.
Oakley, Dec 3rd Dawned more with the appea
rance of winter as it was raining and blowing. After arising
arrainged toilet and made ready for meeting and I spoke on
the ―Doctrins of Christ.‖ At the close of meeting having an
invitation to acompany a man by the name of Jas. Floor
home did so remaining there until time for S.S. and
then according to agreement called at Mr. Greys and got a
―B of M‖ for a Mrs Stewart. Met her son at school house and
gave to him. As it was snowing there was no S.S. and so
we called at Mr. Zachria T. Crane where we had been previously
invited and enjoyed ourselves in conversaition until supper
which was thankfuly partaken of and we went to S.H. and held
meeting I spoke on ―The Kingdom of God‖ then returned and retired at Mr. Crane
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Oakely, Dec. 4 Was called from our bed
of slumber about six oclock and were soon washed and en
joying a platable breakfast by lamp light. Break.
over and desireing to reach Odessa in time to catch
the mail for Owenvill excused ourselves and with thanks bade Mr. Crane adieu and called at Mr. T. Greys and
got our grips and thanked him before leaving. A brisk
walk of one mile and a half brought us to Mr. George
Stewart’s where we left our grips and continued to Odessa
in the rain and snow in time to drop a card to Owensvill
to have our mail forwarded and write a letter to uncle John Mc.
This done we retraced our steps, facing a blowing snow, to Mr
Stewarts and were cordially received and dinner was waiting us which was did justice too. Being enformed by Mr. S.
that everything was clear for us to preach in the Davis
S.H. and that it was well norated, we contented ourselves with
him as it snowed on. This was a pleasant afternoon for
me talking with Mrs. Stewart on the Gospel. She was
such a nice bright reasonable lady and seemed in search
of the truth of the Gospel. Supper over and facing a keen
wind we made our way to the S.H.; but not having
any hears, after waiting awhile returned with Mr. S. and
son and talked on for an hour or two before retiring.
Davis School, Odessa P.O. Dec 5th Dawned
cold and clear but soon clouded up. Ate breakfast and enjoyed
another of the pleasantest few hours of my mission.
Ate dinner and as Elder Jones did not feel verry well. I desided
to go to Odessa and get our mail and being tendered the
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use of a horse and saddle by Mr. Stewart thankfuly
accepted and was soon enjoying the pleasures of a horseback
ride in a bracing wind. Once at destination, received a
letter from my dear one, one from E.M. and a card from
Pres Clegg stating he would visit us soon. Repled to him
by card and then answered my dear one Mounting my steed
I returned to Mr. Stewarts and found my companion not
feeling any better. Passed the time pleasantly till supper
and did justice to the same. And again tried our luck
for meeting; but again met with no success. Returned with
Mr. Stewart. Elder Jones not feeling very well retired while
I stayed up until twelve oclock talking with Mr and Mrs
Stewart on the blessid message of a crucified Redeemer
such as the coming forth of B. of M. mission of Jos. Smith etc
Davis School. Dec. 6th ushered in another nice
clear morning; but a little cool. Elder Jones still felt poorly
and did not eat any breakfast. After breakfast as we were sea
ted around the fire pleasantly talking we noticed that
elder Jones was breaking out with a rash and on more
closely examining him desided it was the measels
Continueing poorly he did not eat any dinner only drank a
cup of coffee. A short time after dinner kind sister Stewart
made him a cup of catnip tee which he drank and layed down
At this point I walked out awhile with Mr. S. and looked at
the timber growing on his farm. Returning to the house
it took me until four oclock to write up my diary; Soon
supper was called and I called Elder Jones but he did not
have much of an apetite. Supper relished and sister Stewart
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having made a cup of catnip tea, I took it to elder Jones
in the bedroom and he drank it and quited down while I
spent another pleasant evening talking with the
kind family on the Gospel of Christ before I retired.
Davis School District, Dec. 7th 1899. Arose after
a restless night having been up several times with
elder Jones through the night. He did not feel any better; but
was well broken out. I fasted and so did Elder Jones; aside
from drinking a cup of coffee. He got up and I washed and
combed him; however he did not sit up verry long as he
was verry miserable. Thus time passed along until nine and
I wanting to drop a card or two; accepted the use of Mr. S’s horse
and rode oaver to Odessa. While there I received a bunch of
tracts and my Co Paper. Came back in time for dinner
and found Elder Jones feeling about the same. The afternoon sped by with me talking to Mrs. Stewart and nursing
elder Jones. Supper partaken of I spent another two hours
pleasantly talking with the family before I retired. after
admistering to elder Jones, who felt verry badly.
Davis School Dis., Dis. 8th Dawned clear and
bright as I arose. Elder Jones felt some better and got up
and dressed himself and ate a little breakfast. The four
noon passed quietly by with I and com.; as we were
left to ourselves; the time of the famiy being
ocupied in pig killing. Dinner over, Mr. Stewart
and I walked up into the woods on Mr Stewarts farm
where some men were spliting rails and spent a
few hours. Returning to the house supper time
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soon came and we enjoyed the same; but elder Jones was
still dainty. The eavening was pleasantly spent talk
ing on the gospel. I retired about nine and Elder J. imediately after supper

Davis School Dis. Dec. 9th The sky had a
hazy cast, as we arose; elder Jones feeling much better
having had a verry good night. Ate breakfast by lamp
light, and in fact we did every morning while at Mr.
Stewarts. The fournoon passed pleasantly away as
we talked and studied the gospel. After dinner, Mr.
Stewart having gone to mill with some corn. which
I forgot to say we had shelled during fournoon, and Mrs.
S buisy about her work I shaved and then went for a
rabit hunt with Mr. S’s boy. Returning about three
o-clock I spent an hour studieing. The shades fo night
soon hovered around us and we enjoyed supper. After
which we talked awhile and Mr. S having the bead
ache I applied for a tub and took a bath before
retiring. As we retired elder Jones felt much better.
Davis School Dis., Dec. 10th Elder Jones having suffered considerable through the night with
a pane in his back; did not sleep any after midnight and
so arose as soon as the family were up and in a short time
I joined him feeling verry well. As it was the Sabath and
my fast day I respected the same. After breakfast
Mr. S. excused himself and went over to his mothers
and as soon as Mrs. S. done up her house work she
came in and we talked and sang a short time until a
Mr. Jessie Coliver came in, (he was a little lame
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in the upper story) and my attention was turned to
answering some questions propounded by him; he being
infidelic in his views. Soon Mr. S. came back and joined
in the conversation and Mrs. S. left for the kitchen and
in a few moments came back with a cry ―dinner is
ready, and while the balance accept Mr. Colliver enjoyed
the same I coppied a song ballad. Dinner over and work
done we again resumed our former position and the
after noon wore pleasantly away until Mr. S. went
to his chores and Mrs. S. to kitchen and I to the writing up
of my diary. Supper soon being called I enjoyed
the same and then had another long talk upon the
gospel before retiring; elder Jones feeling some better.
Davis School Dis. Dec. 11th 1899 Dawned verry
cloudy and wet having rained quite hard through the
night. Arose elder Jones feeling verry well, ate breakfast
after which Mr. Stewart excused himself and went to
Owingsville and I spent the fournoon talking on
the apostacy from the primitive church with Mrs. S.
until dinner. Dinner partaken of I spent another
hour talking before venturing out with elder Jones on
our way to Odessa about two miles distant where we
arrived after a slow walk it being the first walking
elder Jones had done for a week; but he stood it verry well leat
ed at the office but did not get any mail and then continued
on to Mr. Jon Gudgels in a drizling rain, were welcomed and
enjoyed a nice supper and a long talk after it on
the gospel with the family before retirring at nine P.M.
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Odessa, Dec. 12th 1899 Dawned with a heavy
wind blowing having rained verry hard through
the night; but had seased as morning appeared. Arranged
toilet ate breakfast and then began to think about half
soling my shoes Mr. Gudgel did the same. for me after
which we went in search of the trustee to get to
preach in the school house. In our travels we met
up with dinner at a Mr. Stevens. Gaining admition
we proceded to norate our appointment; in our
erand we called at the office and I received a letter
from uncle John and one from the P.M. at Owingsville
stating there was a registered package and two parsels
there and for me to call and get them. Then repaired to
the school house and awaited our congregation which
was a little slow in asembling, to which I spoke on
―Faith in Christ.‖ At dismisal accepted an invitation
to go home with a young Mr. Garner, and as the family
had retired; we were soon to befound doing the same
Odessa, Dec. 13th brought to light an
other beautiful morning and we both arose feel
ing very well; elder Jones being much improved Ate
breakfast and then enjoyed a short talk with the fam
ily before shaving and starting for Owingsville to get
my redister and parcels. It was about nine A.M. when we
started and the walk of seven miles was uninsedental save
a short nervy talk with a gentleman who had accosted
us by the way. The talk being principly upon the
devinity of the mission of Jos. Smith. Once at Owings
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I received my expected mail; the register being a fivedollar bill from my dear one and two suits of under cloths also
received a letter from Pres. Terry, and our D. News, Stars and Erie.

Retracing our footsteps we again called on Mr. Garner
where we had left our grips. and were soon envited to dine
by Mrs. Garner, which we thankfuly accepted and spent
the intervening time between meeting pleasantly talking
with the family. At meeting I spoke on the ―Atonement‖
and at the dismissal accepted Mr. J. A. Harber’s hospitality
and once within his doors we enjoyed ourselves an hour and
a half talking on difrent topics before retiring.
Odessa, Dec. 14th Did not dawn very bright as
we arose about eight oclock. Did not arise very early as it was
fast day with us. Arising washed, talked awhile and at the
request of a lady neighbor coppied a song ballad and then
wrote up my diary. and spent the remainder of the
remainder fournoon talking with the old ladies of
the house. Ate dinner and then resumed conversation
of the fournoon until nearly four o-clock when I wrote
a letter to my dear one and proceeded in a driving rain
to the office to mail same and see if there was any
mail. Did not receive any for my self; but received a
half doz. letters for elders Benson and Clegg Returning to
Mr. Harbor’s ate supper and shortly repaired to the school
house; but no one coming soon returned to the same
family and sang a few songs, read a chapter from the
bible and retired to our beds of slumber.
Odesa, De. 15th Brought to light another
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cloudy morning Arose, washed ate breakfast wrote
a letter to Pres BE Rich and then wrote up my diary
Proceeded to the office and mailed the same and then
went on to a Mrs. Darnells and spent the day enjoyabely.
Leaveing there about half past four we called at the
office and received a letter from Pres Terry and then to
the S house and made a fire and then on to Mr Harbers
and got our grips and returned and held meeting. I spoke
on The Doctrins of Christ. Dismissed and accompanied
a young man back to Mrs Darnell’s and there was shelted
Odessa, Dec. 16th Dawned beautiful and bright
the night being the coldest yet. Arose about seven
washed and ate breakfast, after which we talked on the
gospel until ten A.M. at which time we took our departur
and called at Mr. Garner’s where I wrote up my diary
and left my grip and proceeded on to Mr. Stewarts and
received a hearty welcome, enjoyed dinner and sat down to
a three hours talk with sister Stewart. who had read the
Book of M. almost through and was highly delighted with it and
said she knew that no iliterate yout had compled such a
book. As we were about to leave; sister Stewart requested me to rember her and write her as soon as my
mission was finished. Continuing back to Odessa called
at Mr. Garner’s and were invited to supper. After which
we repaired to the school house and convened in mee
ting. and I spoke on the doctrins ―Kingdom of God.‖
At the close of servises we returned and were
made welcome at Mr. Garners and retired.
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Odessa, Dec. 17 Bro’t to light a clear bea
utiful morning. Did not arise until eight oclock as it was
fast day. About ten o-clock we chopped an arfull of wood at
Mr. Garners and repaired to the S. H. and kindled a fire for
meeting which soon convened and I spoke on the Wages of Sin.
Meeting over we acompanied Mr. J. Stevens home where we
enjoyed ourselves until half past two o-clock and then
repaired to the S. H. had not been long there when Eeder
Brigham Clegg of Heber City Utah, and Don C. Benson of
Logan Utah came in and after a happy greeting comen
ced meeting. I presided and elders Benson and Clegg did the speaking. At the close of meeting, we all went home with Mr. John
Gudgel and enjoyed ourselves eating apples and at the organ
singing until meeting time again. Once more at the S. H.
I presided and Elder Clegg spoke very ably on the gospel for and hour

and ten minutes. At dismissal Pres. Clegg and I accepted the
hospitality of Mr. Anderson and elders Benson and Jones accepted

the kindness of Mr. J. Gudgel. After arriving at Mr. Andersons we warmed our shinns before retiring.
Odessa, Dec. 18th After enjoying pleasant chats and dreams with Pres. Clegg one night. arose well and refreshed
ate breakfast. A short conversation took place after breakfast and
then repaired to parlor where Miss Anderson sang a song or
two and we in turn did the same. From here we retied to
Mr. Garner’s and did some writing and then on to the P.O. and
mailed letters and did some more writing before retiring to
Mr. Anderson’s and enjoyed dinner; after which enjoyed a
pleasant hour or two at the organ singing. While Bro. Clegg
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I were singing in the parlor several ladies had gathered in
the adjoining room to listen to us; and when we departed our
position at the organ were surprised to meet the ladies
whom we talked to a while and then enjoyed some more
singing. Leaving here we went to the office and there
met the other elders. Stayed ther until the mail came in
and all went to Mr. Gudgels. On our way up there it comen
ced raining. After taking supper at Mr. Gudgels we repa
ired to the S.H. in a rain, held meeting with a small
congregation. elders B., C. and J. doing the speaking while
I presided. Meeting over Pres. Clegg and I accompanied Mr. Harbor

home as per invitation, while elders Benson and Jones retired
again with Mr. Gudgel. Pres. Clegg and I spent the night
with Mr. Harbor plesintly talking on the gospel and did
not retire until about eleven oclock.
Odessa, Dec. 19th. Dawned with a steady ran
rain pouring down which had continued through the
night. Arose, ate breakfast, and spent the fournon
writing; ate dinner and did a little more writing; before
going in search of the other elders it having seased
raining and cleared off. After proceeding a short dist
ance up the road we met them and desided that elder B.
and I go over to Oakely and hold a few meetings and get out
an appointment at the Davis School H for the other elder.
Acordingly I called at Mr. Garner’s and got my grip and in
mud and water wended, in company with elder B., my way
to Oakely; where we arrived about four oclock; to late to get
a meeting, Called at Mr. Z.T. Cranes and got entertainment.
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Oakley, Dec. 20 Dawned beautiful and
bright. Arose well, arrainged toilet, ate breakfast and took
the names of the trustee and started in search of them
meeting one at the store obtained his consent and then
went on to Mr. Dentons another of their number; but
found that he had also gone to the store and we then
retraced our steps to the store and were readily granted
his consent and gave out our appointment and thence continued on to the Davis School and gained the use of it
and gave out our appointment there for the next
night. Having thus met with success and enjoyed a nice
our dinner began the retracing of our steps with light
hearts, and after a short walk soon found ourselves at Mr. Z.T.
Cranes again and enjoying another nice meal before going
to our meeting where elder B. did the speaking. After
meeting again returned to Mr. Crane’s warmed a little
and retired to our nice bed again.
Oakely, Dec 21st Bro’t to light another bright
morn, clear and frosty. Arising at seven made ready and
partook of breakfast thankfully and then I wrote up
my diary before starting to meet elders Clegg and Jones
at Davis School. Arriving at Mr. Stewarts and not finding the
elders continued on to near the school house and were enter
tained at a tobaco barn; where eight men were at work
and the lady whos tobaco was being striped, had appeared with
a nice basket of picnic and we were cordially envited to
partisipate in the repast; which was very delicious and put me
in mind of a scene that I had often experienced at home.
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While thus enjoying ourselves, elder Jones came bounding
down the branch with grip on back as though going clear through.
He having left elder B. Clegg at Mr. Stewarts we all repaired
to that point and enjoyed ourselves to gather until half past
three o-clock; at which time Pres. Clegg and I left to fill appoint
met at Oakley; elders Benson and Jones remaining to fill app’t
at Davis School. Pres. Clegg and I having been informed that
a Methodist preacher also had an app’t at the Oakely S. for prayer
meeting called on him to reconsile mistake and were decently
received and enjoyed the delacies of his table before accompaning
him to the school H. where he held a short meeting and
them gave over to us and Elder Clegg spoke very interestingly
on ―love.‖ At dismissal were envited home by H. Stevens and
after a two hours talk upon the gospel retired.
Oakley, Owing Wyoming P.O., Dec. 22nd 1899.
Arose after a refreshing nights rest abut half past
seven arrainged toilet and ate breakfast and spent the
fournoon agreeably talking with the family. Dinner was
accepted at one thirty and the larger part of the afternoon
was spent about as the former until sundown when I
walked over to Mr. Cranes and got my grip came back and clea
ned my shoes. At this point Mr. Gudgel came in from Odessa
bringing some mail for elder Clegg; but none from my wife
as I had expected. Pres. Clegg took a short peep at his
before we went to the S.H. where we were greeted with
a large crow and elder Clegg very ably entertained them
telling why he was a Mormon - an hour and a half. Retuning
to Mr. Stevens warmed our toes and ate a piece before retiring.
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Oakley, Dec. 23 1899. Dawned with a pouring
rain as we arose feeling well and ate our breakfast and then
I wrote up my diary. Contentend ourselves the greater part of the day studieing and talking gosp
el. Did not eat dinner until two o-clock and
while we were thus ocupied loked out the
window and espied elders Benson and Jones ploding
towards us through the mud Arriving we
desided that as they had had a tramp through
the mud that Pres Clegg and I would go to
fill our appointment at Odessa while they
filled app’t there. It was nearly three when
Pres Clegg and I set out through mud and water
having to jump the branch many times and
some times missing our aim would light in
the middle of the stream. Thus plodding we
reached Odessa about dusk called at the office and
received a letter from my dear one and after
reading it proceeded to the school house and found all
was dark; but espied a lantern coming up the road
which was carried by Mr. Harbor who took us home
with him and we enjoyed the evening talking gospel.
Odessa, Dec. 24th Bro’t another cloudy mor
ning. As it was the Sabbath, we did not arise very
early. fasted and spent the fournoon pleasantly talking
gospel and about twelve noon I walked out with Mr.
Harbor to feed and salt his cattle; it having cleared up and
the wind was blowing very cold. Returning to the
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house I enjoyed myself a short time popping
and eating corn. Abot two P.M. relished a nice dinner
after which did a little writing and then spent some
time eating Hickory nuts. Having been envited
up to Mr. Garners, we then went up there and spent
an hour before going to meeting where I spoke a
short time, Pres. Clegg following. At close of which we
returned to Mr. Garners and retired for the night.
Odessa, Dec. 25th Dawned clear and cold but
the ground had a white coat on which had been left
during the night. After breakfast I did some writing
and made out my report; forom here we proceeded
to the office mailed letters and were met by the
other elders; who waited for the mail while we
went on to Mr. John Gudgels; But by the way
I will say that ere we left Mr. Garners we had
eated candy and grapes to our heart content
At Mr. Gudgels we again were given candy and
I wrote a letter to my dear one. About two
P.M., the other elders having previously came
in; we relished a nice Xmas dinner; which
consisted of delacises like roast turkey, pie cake and
custard etc. The afternoon and evening was spent
in singing talking and thus we enjoyed ourselves
until about ten thirty when we retired, and
were soon slumbering after having spent a pleasant
Xmas day. I will just say that I rec. a Xmas present from my dear
a muffler and kerchif.
th
Odessa, Dec. 26 Found us all up refres
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hed and well, ate breakfast talked and sang an hour or
so and then being granted the use of the Parlor
and having procured some bread and water partook of
the sacrament and held a council meeting. elder Benson
being the first speaker then in order, myself, elder Jones
and Pres. Clegg. All spoke well and encouraging and expressed
the sentiments as having enjoyed each others society.
Meeting over we bade the Gugels a fond farewell and started
calling at the office, then at Mr. Anderson ate a piece of
cake chatted awhile and then a goodbye and on to Mr. Garners
and bade them goodby and on to Mr. Harbors and bade
goodbye and on to Mr. Steven’s and bade goodbie again and
then the last goodbye was between us and Pres. Clegg
and Benson who went onto Ringo’s Mills while I and
elder Jones continued about five miles to Nailors Bran
ch and called on a Mr. George Goodpasture. Being inform
ed by him that it would be useless for us to try
and hold meeting in the S.H. because it was so open
and cold, and he invited us to stay with him and
hold meeting which we gladly did I spoke on the
mission of our Master. Thus the day passed and we retired.
Nailers Branch, Wyoming P.O. Dec. 27th.
Arose to see the country with a whiter cast
and still snowing; ate breakfast wrote up my
diary and having directions for Mr. Sam Shultz near
Pea Sticks; started in the snow storm; the snow being
about four inches deep. One obstacle lay in our way
which was Slate Crick. Elder Jones wanted to wade
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it; but I was not so brave as the crick was
flowing with mush ice. Seeing a gentleman across
the crick I called to him and he willingly got his
horse and put us over the river and we soon found
our way to Mr. Shultz’s and enjoyed the warmpth of
his fire. After warming we ate dinner and enjoyed
a pleasant afternoon talking gospel. As the day wore
on elder Jones began to feel miserable and retired at
dusk while I talked gospel with the family for
a couple of hours before retiring to the land of nod.
Peasticks Dec. 28th Did not arise very
early as we were fasting; sorry to say that elder Jones
arose feeling very miserable and did not sit up long.
Feeling thus depressed I enjoyed my self as best I
could with the company of the family who had
come in to enjoy a holiday dinner. The party consisted of eight gentleman and four ladies and four children.
The company looked to me for entertainment mostly
and I did the best I could. It was about two
before we ate dinner; which consisted of rast turkey
roast ham, all other substancials; desert pie, cake,
custard and candy. Dinner over and the work done up
the company requested that I speak about fourty minutes
which I gladly did. Telling them why I was a Mormon
after which I sang a few songs and answered questions
and talked along till the company left and then I got
elder Jones up and washed him and he ate a little dinner; but
did not sit up long; but I stayed with it until nine oclock.
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Peasticks, Craigs P.O. Dec 29 Dawned
bright and cold as I arose; elder Jones not feeling any better
so did not arise. After breakfast awhile I went in and
had him get up and washing ate a little; but soon lied
down again and I studied and talked until one o-clock and
then had elder Jones get up again and wash and get ready for
dinner; but did not eat much and again layed down about
four o-clock and I went out and chopped some wood and
helped Mr Shultz get a load of fodder. The weather
being bitter cold I was glad to get back to the fire.
The evening was pleasantly spent talking gospel
within while bitter cold prevailed without I retired
very thankful for such a shelter at eight P.M.
Peasticks, Craigs P.O. Dec. 30th 1899 Bro’t
the coldest morning yet; but it was clear and bright and
as elder Jones feet wer very cold I got up and warmed and
then had him get up and come to the fire and warm
He felt a little better, I think; for he ate a little
breakfast. Breakfast over I wrote up my diary and
coppied a song ballad. It was about eleven thirty when
I took my departure for Owingsville after our mail
The Slate crick having froze over I was able to
cross on the ice and spede on my journey over froz
en roads. Although the thermometer registered
two below zero; I could keep verry warm walking
My trip was frutless as they had forwarded our mail to
Odessa. I sent a card to have it forwarded to Craigs and
waited until the mail came from the west; which
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brought none for us and I beat a hasty retreat towards
Mr. Shultz’s where I arrived at half past three and found
elder Jones not feeling any better. As the family had eaten
dinner I had to eat alone. The remainder of the day and
evening were spent in talking gospel. Elder Jone’s retired about
six thirty and I joined him about eight o-clock.
Peastick, Craig’s P.O. Dec. 31st The last day of
the year dawned clear and colder I think, than any day
of the winter thus far. Elder Jones had a verry restless
night; complaining a great deal of his back aside from
his throat; which had developed into the quinzie of
a painfull nature. I arose and dressed and helped
him to dress; (as we had layed cold all night,) and get
to the fire. Elder Jones did not eat very much breakfast
and I ate none at all as I desided to fast. After the
family; which by the way consisted of Mr. and Mrs Shultz
and Mrs. Shultzes sister, ate breakfast and had done
their work up; we had a long and interesting talk on
the Apostasy and Restoration and the signs following
the beleivers. Thus time wore on till the middle of
the afternoon and dinner was made ready and partaken
of; elder Jones still having no apetite and no better. I spent
a few hours reading Orson Prat and then went out and
chopped some wood. Again in the house; Mrs. Shultz said
she was agoing to make a Camelite out of me and I told her
all right and we went at it; until elder Jones wanted to retire and
I assisted him. This done I asked Mrs Shultz why she we wanted
me to change my beleif and she had to acknowledge that the
Mormons had a better sivilation than the Christians. Retired.
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Peasticks; Craigs P.O. Jan. 1 1900. ―A Happy
New Year has dawned a little cloudy and some warmer
Elder Jones rested some better; not that he felt any
better; but had slept warm and comfortable; which
I can not say for the two nights previous. The reason
we had been warmer was accounted for this this way
Sister shultz had heated a jug of water and put in the
bed. that kept warm all night. We arose about six and
I got water and elder Jones washed; but did not eat any bre
akfast. After breakfast I wrote up my diary and made
out my report and started a letter to my dear one;
but was interupted by Mrs Shultz and began an
argument on the gospel and polygima and as to the
question was Jos. Smith a prophet of God. Did not get
to write any more until the middle of the afternoon
as Mrs. Shultz’s brother came in and the two of them
kept me buisy. However I got my letter writen and
went up to the office with a gentleman who had
come in; talking with him by the way and getting the
the names of the trustee. I met one of them at the
office and obtained his consent before returning to Mr Shultz’s
and chopping a little wood and comfortably seated around the
hearth and talked gospel and ate appels until eight o-clock.
Peasticks; Craigs P.O., Jan 2nd, 1900 rolled in
to the calander of time beautiful and clear and a little
warmer. We arose about six thirty elder Jones feeling
much better and I as hearty as ever; having the previous
day weighed one hundred and eighty-two lbs. Ate breakfast
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and repaired to the parlor where I did some studieing until
the ladies got their work done up and came in and the gospel
talk began again and lasted an hour when I went out and chop
ped a nice lot of wood. Dinner was echoed and relished
and I cleaned my shoes and shaved: by this time Mr Shultz
came in with our starrs and a package from elder Jones
wife containing Xmas delacies, such as candy, raisons, pinenuts
almonds and cakes which we feasted on and read the stars
till candle light and then drifted onto the Bible doctrin
again and dwelt on that until after eight o-clock.
Peasticks, Craig’s P.O. Jan. 3rd, 1900. Arose after
a restless night; elder Jones having suffered acute pain
in the small of his back which kept him awake the
biggest part of the night and he rolled so that I kept
him company. As soon as he arose he felt better.
Relished breakfast and wrote a little in my diary; but
being interupted by Mrs Shultz was into an argument on
the authority of the ministers of the Christian Church.
Thus time passed untill ten thirty A.M. and I excused my
self and proceeded to Peasticks school trustee and gained
admition to the school house and then proceeded to norate
the appointment and met up with my dinner at a Mr.
Louries and thence proceeded to office and got Mr Shultz
mail and thence on to Mr. Shultz’s and studied awhile
before returning to Peasticks to fill my appointment
I spoke about thirty five minutes on the ―Atonement
and gave out an appointment for the three succeeding
nights. and returned to Mr Shultz and warmed before retiring.
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Peasticks, Craigs P.O. January 4 1900 Dawned
a little hazy and much warmer. Elder Jones suffered all through
the night again with his back; but as soon as he would arise
this pain would have him. I did not eat any breakfast and
took my bible to learn a verse. When the folks came in
I sang several songs and then went to the writing of my diary
While thus engaged two neighbor ladies came in by
the name of Jones and Bailey and after introduction and a short
conversation with them I was requested to sing a few
songs. This done I exibited the photoes of my dear ones and
studied until dinner was called; which was relished; but by
the way I forgot to mention that I chopped a pile of wood
and helped Mr. Shultz fix a sled before dinner. Dinner
dishes done up and at the request of Mrs. Shultz I held a
short meeting and spoke on the mission of our Savior. The
remainder of the day was spent in study. At five thirty I
departed for the S house and held meeting. Text 1 Peter 8.15. At
close of meeting accepted the hospitality of Marton Sexton.
Peasticks, Craigs P.O. January 5th 1900 ushered in
a cloudy and warm morning. Arose and ate breakfast and talked
awhile before starting for Mr. Shultz where I arrived at eight
thirty and found the family well and elder Jones feeling better
Wrote up my diary. and studied awhile. But being acosted
by Mrs. Shultz by saying that the Aronic priesthood was
done away with at the time of Christ. Thus we had it
she trieing to prove that it was and I that it wasen’t un
till dinner interupted our confersation; but as soon as it
was over we were at it again and I think that I
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proved to her that the priesthood confered upon
Aron was an everlasting priesthood; before taking our
departure (elder Jones being well enough to acompany me) to
fill appointment. On our way we called at the office
but received no mail. Convening in meeting I spoke
on the Kingdom of God. At dismissal we had no invitation
home; accept the Shultz’s had invited us back. As it was rain
ing and very muddy and some distance to Mr. Shutlz, we thought
we would try for a place nearer by; and for an excuse called
in at a place to borrow a lantern and gave many beod hints
for entertainment and exausting every means but the
kick continued through the mud to Mr. Shultz’s and were
welcomed and retired after warming, I having not felt
very well all day having had the simptoms of the quinzie.
Peasticks, January. 6th, 1900. Dawned after a restless
night with me; having been very feavorish and my
throat very sore. However I arose and determined to stave
it off if possible; I washed and seated my self at the table
as well apparently as any of them; but when it came to eat
ing I had to expose myself; only being able to crowd down
a half a biscuit. Feeling so miserable I changed our program
by taking to the bed most of the day. Meantime taking three
quinnine capsuls and having elder Jones administer to me. I
ate a few spoonfulls of bread and milk about dark and gargled my throat

with pepper and vinigar and again took to my bed.
Peasticks, Jan. 7th Rolled into existance. I having
had a very good night considering all things. As I arose I felt
very well accept my throat being being very sore,
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washed and combed and seated in the old arm chair I spent
the fournoon talking and writing up my diary and ocasionly taking
a look at my throat which was badly swolen and covered with little

white blisters Ate a little dinner about two o-clock and still
mending I wrote a letter to my dear one and made
out report and talked on with Sisters Shultz until
seven P.M.; Mr. Shultz. having gone off in the
morning to see his sister; At which time I retired
Peasticks, Jan. 8th Dawned cloudy and warm
and I arose feeling verry well. Arrainged toilet and
ate breakfast, after which did a little writing and as
Mr. S was going to Owingsville I gave him letters to mail
and told him to request Post Master to forward our mail
to Forge Hill. I then shaved and packed grip and bade the
kind family of Shultz goodbye and started for Forge Hill and
there called at the homes of the trustee; but they
were all away to Owingsville; And calling at the office
after the mail had come in; but no mail and then
on to a Mr. Jon. Vices and gained shelter Enjoying a
nice supper and chat, retired about eight oclock.
Forge Hill, Jan. 9th 1900 Ushered in clear and
pleasant; having cleared off the night before I arose
about five o-clock feeling splendid aside from a little
cold; but poor elder Jones suffered all night with his
back. Ate breakfast and wrote up my diary before
starting to see the trustee about the house. Every
thing being favorable and having norated our app’t.
we returned to Mr. Vices about noon ate dinner
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and as Mr Vice; who was blind was going off for an
hour or so, we wer left to ourselves and engaged in
study until he came back; when we chatted with him
until supper time and awhile after before leaving
for the S.H. By the way we called on Mr Furgeson and
waited until some one unlocked and made fires. Our
audience was small. But I spoke a while on faith in
Christ, but my throat got so sore that I had to quit.
Were envited home by Mr. R. Furgeson and retired early
Forge Hill, Jan 10th ushered in cloudy and
dismal. Arose about half past five feeling misierable
my throat having kept me awake a big share of the
night. Crowded down a little breakfast and rubbed
my throat with oil and turpentine, then droped a
card to Owingsville and wrote up my diary. And as
the family were going off visiting we had to hunt
other quarters. I first called at the store and bo’t some
quinine and took a doce and then walked about a mile
in a drizling rain to Mr. John R. Jones and were shelter
ed and I under the sircumstances tried to enjoy my
self. Could not eat much dinner and continued to feel
poorly all afternoon. At half past three we started out
again in the rain for the office and I received the long
looked for mail; thre letters from my dear one, two
from Pres Terry and a letter containing name cards from bro
Housten, and also papers, Stars and Era; Feasted on their contents
before calling at Mr. Furgesons prior to meeting; where although
I felt so poorly I spoke a half hour. Returned and retired at Mr. F’s
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Forge Hill Jan. 11 1900 rolled into the
calendar of tim with a pouring rain. I feeling no better
only took for breakfast a cup of coffe and a half biscuit. After
breakfast reread letters; and Mrs. F. having a box of pills I
purchased them and took a doce before writing up my diary
at fifteen minutes pat ten still a pouring down rain.
Sat and read all day because my throat was so sore
that it was an imbarisment for me to talk. Still fee
ling very poorly I retired at six thirty; after having
drank a cup of salt and pepper and vinigar and bathed
my feet in hot watter.
Forge Hill, Jan. 12th Dawned some colder
than the prevous few days having snowed a little through
the night and still sleeting a little. Had a very restless
night during which I took two more pills and a quinine
capsul. My throat did not feel any better and I only drank
a cup of milk for breakfast; furnished by kind Mrs. Furg.
then washed two of my kercheifs and sat down and read
till dinner at which a cup of tea was all I forced down
Then seated by the fire again I wrote up my diary
and instructed elder Jones about his. While thus engaged
my throat broke and seemed much easier and the remainder
of the day I felt well enough to talk a great deal; which
I did with sister Furgeson and felt in my heart truly
thankful to God for the releaf that I had received
That was a great change from the prevous two nights as
I sat up and talked gospel with Mr. F. and family
until nine thirty before retiring; feeling very well.
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Forge Hill, Jan. 13th 1900 rolled in with
the sky still bearing a leaden cast as I arose with
thanks and gratitude in my heart to God for the improve
ment of my health and such a sweet nights rest. Arraing
ed toilet as though I was going to eat as much breakfast
as any one; but when I had eaten a biscuit and a half
desided I could stand it utill dinner. Brusshed up and
blacked shoes and talked awhile with Mr. F. before writ
ing up my diary. While thus engaged Mr Geo. Riddle came
in and I talked gospel with him a short time before walking down
to Mr. John Vices where we were welcomed, ate dinner and spent
the afternoon pleasantily as possible all things considered retired
early my throat continueing to improve.
Forge Hill Jan. 14th ushered in bright and clear
I did not arise until seven o-clock as it was fast day and I
did not feel the best. As I arose my mouth tasted very
nasty and I soon made use of my tooth brush and washed and
talked with Mr Vice until ten o-clock; when we left for meet
ing which was not verry well attended I spoke on the Doctrins
of Christ. Accepted the warmpth of Mr Furgesons fire until
three oclock time appointed for meeting No one came and
after waiting awhile proceeded to Mr Vice’s and read a
while before supper. after which sang a few songs and
talked awhile before retiring to our room where I
wrote a letter to my dear one amid the snores of
elder Jones before retiring at nine thirty.
Forge Hill, Jan 15th 1900 dawned bright
and clear. And I arose feeling much better; having
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been called about four thirty was up and washed
and eating breakfast at five and then finished my
letter to my dear one, talked awhile with Mr. Vice
then made out an order to the office for elder Jones and
one for myself for a pair of Cuffs, collar, comb, leather revolver
and packet of envelops. Thanking the family for their
kindnes; we left at eight thirty called at office and posted
letter, then on to Mr. Furgesons and shaved and procured
books loant them and started for the Furgeson school
district about two miles to our east. Once there called on
J.N. Right who was not at home being down at his fathers
Our business with him was that he was one of the trustee
encountered him at his fathers and gained his consent and then
ce on down to the banks of the Licking to trustee Rollins’ where
we were blessed with dinner and his consent also, then a dart
after the other Mr. Barber but did not find him at home so our
hopes of meeting for that night vanished and we called on Mr.
Wallace Wright for a nights lodging and were readily granted it and

enjoyed the remainder of the afternoon and evening talking on
micelaneous subjects, retiring about eight thirty.
Furgeson School District, Forge Hill P.O. Jan. 16 1900
Came in cloudy with a slight sprinkle about daylight as
I arose and made ready for breakfast which was soon did
justice too And we fearing that Mr. Barber might get off
started to see him at eight oclock. Finding him at home
and he also being favorable; we supplied ourselves with
tracts and proceeded to norate our appointment. Making a
circile in which we visited about ten families; we again
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found ourselves, at quarter to twelve, at Mr. Barbers where
we had left our grips. Entering the house and at the close of a
short conversation with Mrs. Barber wrote up my diary and red
and studied awhile before enjoying a lucious dinner
Dinner over and seated by the old hearth, I wrote a letter
to Mr. John Bussell and then talked awhile to Mrs. Barber
before thanking her for her kindness and starting for the
school house. By the way as we were greatly in need of
some washing being done I called at a place and made ap
plicaition but the lady said that her little one
was so miserable that she did not know weather she
could accomidate us; but said if she could she would
let us know at meeting that night. This done con
tinued on to school house and surved things and after
setting things in order a little sat down to wait
developments. About half past five the people began
to gather in and at h six we had a nice little audience and at the expuration of a few songs comenced
servises. I spoke forty minutes on the ―Atonement.‖ At
the close of meeting we gladly accepted the hospitality of
a Mr. Riddle and once with in the shades of his roof talked
untill nearly eleven oclock before retiring.
Furgeson School Dis. Jan. 17th 1900 came in
warm with the sky bearing a leaden cast as we arose
feeling very well about seven oclock washed and enjoyed
breakfast. After breakfast I talked awhile with Mr. Riddle
before writing up my diary as he left and went to work
but he soon came back and we talked on awhile
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until the sun came out and we walked out to basque in
its rays and I busied myself for about an hour splitting
shingles untill dinner was called. Which was thank
fully enjoyed and another short talk indulged in and I
split a few more shingles. But as a couple of gentlemen
came up my attention was truned to talking to them
upon the ide that it was false to hold that a man
could be saved no matter what his beleif was just so
he was sincere Thus time sped on till five P.M. and
we all started for the school house and held meeting
I spoke on ―Faith‖ and at close of meeting accepted the
kindness of a boy by the name of Whittington and at the
end of a three mile walk were ushered into his fathers
house where we were cordially received and converced an
hour and a half before retreating to the land of nod.
Furgeson School. Jan. 18th 1900 dawned cloudy
having rained most of the night and still sprinkling a
little as we arose about seven declined breakfast and while
the family enjoyed the same wrote up my diary. and
cleaned my teath. At this point an old rebel soldier
came in and we talked on remicinces of the war.
No sooner had he gone than an old Presbeterian
preacher came in and we got along allright, ate dinner
peasabl togather and he stayed but a short time and
continued without mentioning the gospel. The afternon
went by in study, and we ate an early supper and at five P.M.
in company with our host and son proceeded to the school
house and at six fifteen comenced meeting. I spoke on
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Repentance; at close of which we returned with Mr.
Whittington as per invitation. A walk of three miles found
us singing a few songs at his home before retiring.
Furgeson School District Jan. 19th ushered in
very cloudy and warm. Arose about seven oclock, washed and
ate breakfast, then brusshed up a little before writing up
my diary. After getting sister Whittington to do our wash
ing we took our departure for the office at Forge Hill
where we arrived at one thirty and I received a letter from
my dear one, one from Sister McRoberts and a parcel from
the Comisary. After reading letters and finding all well
at home; but bro. and Sister Mc. not feeling very well
I proceeded to answer their letter at once, and then
waiting for the mail which arrived about three; but
there being nothing for us, I dropped a card to Owings
ville directing our mail to Salt Lick. And then began
our return towards Furgeson and through a pouring rain
we called at Mr S Riddles and were sheltered and enjoyed
supper before repairing to the school house. It was
still raining consequently our audience was small. I
spoke on Baptism. And at dismissal returned with Mr
Riddle through a pouring rain and got very wet as I
had to take the rain for it having let Mrs. Riddle
take my umberella. Once within the humble cot
we dried ourselves before a blazing fire before retiring.
Furgeson School District, Jan 20th dawned with
very little variation in the weather except having turn
ed a little cooler. It was nearly eight before we arose
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and washed and ate breakfast. This done and seated at the
hearth we talked untill ten thirty at which time we
started in a drizzling rain for Mr. Whittingtons. At the
end of a three mile walk through mud and rain we reached Mr. Whittingtons and were kindly received by Mrs W. as
Mr W. was away from home. While Mrs. W prepared dinner
we looked into our Bibles. After dinner I comenced to
sew up a rip or two in my shoes but being so awkward
Mrs. W. did it for me; this done and shoes blacked I shaved and
wrote up my diary at which time Mr. W came in and
I passed the time of day with him and continued in con
versation till supper; which was thankfully partaken of
It was so dark and stormy that we did not go to fill our app’t
but spent the evening talking gospel with the family
till nine when I having warmed some watter took a
bath and retired.
Furgeson School District, Jan. 21st ushered in
to existance cloudy and dismal as we arose about seven o-clock
fasted and talked till ten at which time we started
for school house; but were not favored with a very large
audience but held a short meeting. While thus engaged the
sun peered through a broken place in the clouds – quite
a treat for we had not seen the sun for at least
ten days. At close of our meeting went home. and spent
an hour or two with a Mr. John Furgeson. Our afternoon
meeting was fairly well attended, and when it was over
we retired to Mr. Furgesons and enjoyed a nice supper
before meeting in our evening meeting which was
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the best one yet. I spoke on the ―Kingdom of God‖
Again we shared the hospitality of Mr. Furgeson and after
talking an hour or two on the gospel and other topics retired.
Furgeson School District, Jan. 22nd Arose at six
thirty well and hearty and beheld a beautiful clear morning.
I inproved a few spare moments in starting a letter to
my dear one; but ere I got one sheet finished was called
to breakfast; which was relished. And over with I again
went to my writing; but was continually interupted by
Mr. F. in questions on the gospel. Thus talking and wri
ting the time sped until eleven oclock when we dep
arted for Mr. Whittingtons. Once there and passed the
time of day I wrote up my diary; then talked untill
dinner; which was relished with thankfullness. Dinner
over we prepared to depart and took our leave at two
P.M. after giving Mr. W. one of Orson Prats Works; Going
in a south eaterly direction to the Hederick S. D is
about four miles. Calling at two of the trustees homes
found them to be absent; but found the third at
home; who was approached about dark and we were
envited to lodge for the night; which we thankfully
did and after enjoying a palalable supper, talked on the
Roberts question; and well ventilating it he conseded
that Roberts had ought to be allowed his seat It
was about nine o-clock when we were piloted to
our room. Where I asked him about the School
house; to which question I was answered that he having
left and went to Ill. he had nothing to say about it.
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Hederic School Dist. Jan. 23 1900 brought
to light another beautiful morning, verry clear and bright
Arose at six and enjoyed breakfast and desiring to see a
Mr. Highly started early but were to late for him as he
had gone over accross the river and so we waited until
he came back; which he did about dinner time and
after tending to our busines and eating dinner we left
for Salt Lick where we arrived after a muddy walk
of four miles called at the P.O. and received letters from
my dear one, Bell, Dunk and Pres Terry also papers. and then
being directed to Bro. Thos. Moorland, a member of the church; we called on him and were cordially received. He was a
widdower with a little girl eight years old. Spent the
afternoon and night pleasantly retiring at ten oclock.
Salt Lick, Jan. 24th 1900 Arose about six
thirty after a varid experience of the slats falling out
and turning our heals. Were greeted with a beautiful clear
morning, relished a breakfast prepared by Mr. Morland
then talked and read until eleven A.M. at which time
we left to await on a colord man by the name of Dick
Iles. Called at his residence but he was not at home
and we retraced our steps and passed the time in study
until dinner; which was partaken of at two thirty
and we again went in search of Mr. Iles our bus
iness with him was to get a church. Found
the gentleman and gained his consent. and thanked
him Then returned and stayed with bro
Morland awhile. Then being envited to ac-
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company his nephiew, John Moreland, did so
talking awhile before supper was enjoyed and then continued our conversation for some time sang a few
songs and was showed to our room; having met and
enjoyed the company of a family that I think are
destined at some future date to become members of
the church; retired feeling well and in good spirits.
Salt Lick, Jan. 25th brought to light a
wet dismal morning, having rained nearly all night
and was still drizzling down as we arose and prepared
for breakfast; which was thankfully eaten about eight
A.M. Breakfast over and seated around the parlor stove
we talked gospel for awhile before going down to Bro.
Thomas Morelands where we enjoyed ourselves talking and
studieing while it blustered with out until three oclock
at which time we called at the office and I received a
card from elder Chas. Pettit in regards to four doolars ($4.00
I borrowed of him at our late confrence; which I had
long before sent and had him credited at the office for
Then called at Mr. Iles and got the key to the chur
ch house and then back to bro. Thos Morelands and
thence to Mr. John Morelands; but stayed there
but a short time before going to the church
house and lighting up and making our own fire.
After a lapse of a half hour about a half dozen
came in and we held a short meeting and left app’t
for next night. Accompanying Mr. John Morland
we retired at ten after having spent a pleasant eve.
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Salt Lick Jan. 26 1900 dawned with a
few fleeting clouds over head as we arose about six thirty
and enjoyed breakfast; by this time the clouds had
sentrilized and began snowing a little as we sat comfor
tably in the parlor and sang and talked untill eleven
oclock; before leaving for bro. Moreland’s where I did some
writing and talked gospel to a man that come in. Thus
time rooled on till three P.M. and we ate dinner and
then went to the office and elder Jones received a
picture of his wife, one of his bro., and one of brother
in law. and I received what the little boy shot
at. Returning to Mr. Morelands passed the time
until five thirty before going to the church house
lighted up and made a fire and rang the bell; but to
no avail as we waited until seven and no wone have
ing put in an appearance blowed out the lights
and returned to bro. Morelands; who oapened a can of
prepeared meat and sat before us with some crackers
which we relished before retiring.
Salt Lick, Jan. 27th 1900 dawned cold and
clear as we arose and enjoyed breakfast; which done
I talked scripture to bro. Moreland awhile and then
did some writing. Wrote one letter to Duncan and
commenced one to my dear one; Then being
interupted by a caller talked gospel to him for
some time. Ate dinner about two P.M. did a little more writing—wrote to Pres. Rich—before going to the office
where elder Jones received pictures of his wife; brother and
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brother in law, then called at the store of a Mr.
Shouse and borrowed a paper containing an acc’t of the
kicking out of Congressman Roberts, and then retiring to
bro. Morelands and read with regret and also amusement the
account. It was about dusk when we retraced our foot
steps and returned the borrowed paper. I approached Mr
Shouse on the subject but he would not oppose me; but
said that perhaps the majority of the Congressmen had
more women if not wives than Mr. Roberts. Being in
formed by Mr. Shouse that the Rev. R. B. Neal would appear
at the Christian Church that night we hurried back to
tell bro. Moreland and go to hear the Reverened.
We entered the church early and when Mr. Neal came in he
would not have payed any attention to us had it not been for
a Dr. by the name of Blair who called him over and gave
him an introduction to us. He did not manifest any spirit
to opose us. His remarks were based upon Luke 17. 32 and in all
his remarks he did not make any insinuations. Meeting over we
returned to bro. Morelands and reviewed the sermon before retiring.

Salt Lick, Jan 28th came forth clear and
windy. As it was the Sabath and fast day with us, we did
not arise verry early. When we arose I washed and did
a little writing and a goodeal of talking prior to eight A.M.
when we left for Church as Mr. Neal was on deck. Went early
so as to het to talk with him; and was gratified to do the
same; but could not draw him out much accept upon the
Roberts question and not much on that. Meeting closed and
we imerged from the building into a bitter wind
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and called at Mr. John Morelands and spent the day
pleasantly talking and singing. - Mr. and Mrs Coth being
dry land Mormons. It comenced snowing about two P.M.
and continied throughout the evening so we did not go out
to hear Mr. Neal; but remained and spent a comfortable
evening with the Morelands, retiring about nine P.M.
Salt Lick Jan. 29th 1900 My birth day dawned
cold and cloudy. After arising and relishing the report of
Mr. Moreland and talking with the family a while, left
and called at Mr bro. Tos. Moreland and found that Mr. Neal.
had been there for us and wanted to get some books, and so
I grabed up an Orson P’s. W. and followed after him and
overtook him in the office of Drs. Robins and Blair and
sold him the Orson Ps W. and agreed to write about him a
Pearl of Great Price. While in the office the Drs envited
us to discuss the gospel with them which invitation
was gladly accepted and after bidding goodbye to Mr Neal
as he had to catch the nine oclock train, I started on the
gospel with the Drs first touching on the laying on of
hands for the reception of the Holy Ghost and second on
the necessity of the Apostles and other officers being in the
Church, and thirdly poligamy. It was now dinner time
and we retreated to bro Morelands and relished the
same Then called at the office and I received a letter
from my dear one containing proofs of their photos
and one from Emma containing a silk hankercheif as
a birthday present. Reading letters we again called
at the Dr’s office and continued conversation reviewing
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the mornings talk and then touching on latterday revelation and the Book of Mormon one of which
I succeeded in selling them Thus the day was
spent and the clock pointed seven thirty as we
bade each other a friendly good night and I retur
ned to bro. Morelands and talking an hour retired.
Salt Lick, Jan 30th dawned clear but cold
Arose and shaved before breakfast, after which I
went up to Mr. Morelands where I had lost part
of my collar butten. Got it and returned and
doned grip and started for Ringos; but before
leaving S.L. I called at Dr Robins and loant
him an Orson Ps.W. About thee miles out we called
at a trustee of the Hederick S.H., but he was not
at home nor any of the rest of them so we contin
ued on to the Licking and calling across the river
to the owner of the boat asked him if it would
be all right for us to row over in it. Receiving the
answer we embarked I at the ores; but we went
down the stream so fast that I gave way to
Elder Jones and we finally pulled to the shore
along ways down the river and Mr. Atchison who
had been standing on the bank laughing at us got in
and rowed us back up the river to the landing and we
thanked him and went on our way rejoceing to a Mr. Page
whom I was acquainted with and stopped at his request and
relished dinner and spent a pleasant two hours with him.
While here it began snowing quite briskly and we thought
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best to press on as it was nearly seven miles to
uncle Johns. It continued snowing untill we got with
in two miles of our destination when it quit and began
blowing briskly in our faces from the north. Arrived at
uncles about sundown and found them both well; and I
must state it was a happy meeting as it was next thing
to returning home to me. Chatted pleasantly for awhile
and then enjoyed the delacies of aunties table. And once
more seated around the sparkling hearth spent two
hours on remisiances of the past before retiring.
Ringos Mills, Jan 31st 1900. The last day of the
month dawned clear and cold and the ground had a white
coating of about an inch It was five thirty when we were called
by uncle and were soon enjoying a nice breakfast after
which I helped uncle of with the mail and then to the
house snuggled close to the fire talking on one topic
and another and reading from the star. Soon uncle
came back and I unhooked for him. Warming he went
up to the office and returned with eight or ten of
my Wash. Co. News. which had been laying at the office
these I perused till dinner and for some time after
with much pleasure. Continued enjoying the asocia
tion of the dear old couple all the afternoon and evening untill nine o-clock when we retreated nod land.
Ringo’s Mills, Feb. 1st ushered in clear and
bitter cold; but as we were fasting did not arise till seven
o-clock. After arrainging toilet and going a chore or two I
got dear old aunty to patch the seat of my pants
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and a few little snags in my coat while I worked the button
holes in my vest and sewed up rip in my shoe Thus we
were engaged when uncle came back. But soon
aunty had my clothes done and went to prepare dinner
which was relished about one P.M. Aunty getting her
work done up and knowing that we desired taking a
bath left us to ourselves and called at a neighbors and we
with steaming kettles began to scald the pig which
was enjoyed and soon uncle and aunty came back and
aunty made ready for supper which we did justice to
and spent another pleasant evening, and about seven
thirty all having retired but my self betook to my
diary as I was several days behind, which written up
I started a letter to Emma; but getting sleepy did not
finish it and retired about nine thirty.
Ringo’s Mills, Feb 2nd came in as cold
or colder than the previous day arose about five and
were eating breakfast by halfpast; which over I
took to the Bible for a while untill aunty had
got her work done up and came in and drawed my
attention in conversation; a half hour passed
in this way when an old gentleman came in
and aunty left me talking to him while she
went about getting dinner. however the old man
proved to be a little rong upabove and I did not
talk to him long and he soon got up and left.
Then uncle came and we enjoyed the delacies of
auntys table; then held a short sacrament
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meeting before taking leave of the old folks about
one thirty P.M. and walking about seven miles to
a Mr. Elias Pages who was verry friendly and at
their request loged with them, spending the
evening singing and talking, retiring early as
Mrs Page did not feel verry well.
Riddle School District, Grange City P.O.
Feb 3rd ushered in bright and pleasant the weather gaving moderated the previous day. Breakfast enjoyed, a song ballad written, and one or
to sang we departed for Bath crossed the Licking
in a little boat and then called at the homes
of the trustee of the Henderson school house
but they were all away so continued on to
Salt Lick; calling at the P.O. and then on
to Bro. Morel and found all well and spent a
few hours with our letters and papers. Ate
supper about four oclock - and spent the evening
in conversation with Bro. Moreland, retiring about nine.
Salt Lick, Feb. 4th came to light wet and
nast having rained a great deal through the
night. Elder Jones did not feel verry well. Arose arrainged
toilet and fasted, and as it was dissagreeable out of dores
we stayed close to the stove and studied as bro
Moreland had to go off on business being gone most
of the day. He came home and got supper which we
enjoyed about five o-clock. We had intended to hold a
sacrament meeting; but Bro. Moreland did not
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feel that he was worthie and so did not desire
us to hold said meeting; but said that he would
try and live so that he would feel allright and by
the end of a month he would be pleased to have
us come around and administer sacrament. So in
stead of holding meeting sang a few songs and
I talked to him upon the sacred ordanance above
mentioned for some time before retiring.
Salt Lick, Feb. 5th ushered in cloudy
and dismal arose about six thirty, relished breakfast
sewed up a slit or two in my shirt, and then
Mr. Moreland having shaved elder Jones, did the
same to me and we departed for the upper Salt
Lick School house and seeing and getting the
consent of the trustee, proceeded to norate
our appointment. In our rounds we called
at a prearher Davis’, who supplied us with
dinner and after a short chat with him and
rendering a song or two, we continued our
tramp untill twilight and halted at the
School House, made a fire and convened in
meeting, with an audience of about twelve I
spoke on the Atonement. At dismissal we
accepted the hospitality of John Basford, and
once within his hospitiable rooff chatted
for some time on the condition of things
in Ky. namely the killing of Gobel and
so on. Retiring about nine.
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Upper Salt Lick, Feb. 6 dawned wet and
sloppy having rained considerable through the
night. Arose about six o-clock and were able to take
our rations. Breakfast over we seated around the old
hearth and talked for some time untill Mr. Basford
went out to work the wrote in my diary untill
dinner was called, which did justice to I continued
to write in my diary untill half past twelve, and
then departed for S.L. P.O. Elder Jones received two
letters; but I none; but calling at Mr. Morelands
I found that he had been to the office and got
a letter form my dear one, also their photoes, which
were received with thankfullnes, they, in my
judgement being verry good. It is needless to say that
I spent a good deal of time looking at them and reading my letter which consisted of eighteen pages.
Mr. John Moreland having come in we talked for an
hour or so before begining our retreat; which was accomplished by five oclock and after showing my photoes
ate supper and repaired to the school house and in
meeting I spoke on Faith and Repentance. and a Methodist
preacher being preasant I called on him to speak
which he did endorsing our remarks and singing called on
him to dismiss us. He then invited us home and
covering the distance of a mile through the
mud entered the shades of his hospitable roof
and found all were a bed and so we did not
linger long. but soon occupied the same land.
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Upper Salt Lick, Feb. 7th weather still
continued cloudy as we arose and shared the dela
cises of Preacher Sextons table; He seemed to be a very
friendly and hones man, and as he was going to help
dig a grave and tend the burial of a little girl who
had died the previous day; he asked us to accompany
him which we willingly did. A walk of about three
miles brought us to the place of interment where we
found men allready at work on the grave. Here
remained talking with diffrent ones on the gospel
and country till one o-clock and then being envited
to a neighbors near by as it had commenced
raining retreated to the house and were soon
enjoying a delicious dinner, after which Bro. S.
and I had a little argument on points of Bible
doctrin. Thus time wore on untill nearly Four
o-clock when they came with the corpse, which
was oapened for a little while; but as the rain
was pouring dow; the soon proceeded to bury
After Bro. S. had offered the dedicatory prayer he
asked me to dismiss the people; which I did and
being invited home by a Mr. Williams thankfully
accepted his kindness. Enjoyed a pleasant con
versation, ate supper then sang a few songs
read a chapter, tended family prayer and retired
Upper Salt Lick, Feb. 8th came to light
clear and windy. It was nine o-clock before we ate
breakfast and then seated around the parlor
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stove and talked and studied untill dinner which
was spread about two oclock. Dinner over we sang a song
or two and took our departure and called at a Mr. Wells
just in time to escape a drenching rain. As it
continued to pour down all the evening we did
not go to the school house; but remained in
conversation with Mr. Wells until after nine and retired.
Upper Salt Lick, Feb. 9th ushered into the
calander of time cloudy; but soon after we arose
the clouds lifted and the beautifll sunlight showered upon us as we started for White Sulpler school
district to see the trustee. About one mile and a half
on our way we were accosted by a young man
to come in and warm; which we thankfully did
The gentleman proved to be a Dr. by the name of
Young, who said he was a relative of Brigam Young
We were soon into an argument on baptism which
lasted about three hours when we ate dinner and
soon excused ourselves as we did not have any too
much time to make our rounds. The Dr put us
over the river on a horse and the next thing of note
I was talking to a man by the name of Bob Coil
then continued to the home of one the trustee; but
he was away from home, retraced our steps as far as
Mr. Coils and got into conversation again; elder Jones got nerv
eous and we continued to another trustee but did not get much
incouragement, then on to Mr. Wills, ate supper and on to school
house and as there was no one came after a short stay returned
with Mr Wells.
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Upper Salt, Lick, Feb. 10th dawned a little
cooler but still cloudy, Breakfast over we sang
a song or two before taking our departure for
Corlus Norths to see a Mr. Darl one of the trustee
of the White Sulphur School. A walk of a mile and a
half brought us to our destination and we found
the gentleman sought but did not receive any
definite reply. From here we started for Salt Lick
to get our mail, calling by Mr. Basfords left our grip
and continued was in Salt Lick at ten oclock and
received our mail, among the half doz. letters I got
was one from R.B. Neal asking an explanation of the
65th verse of the 132 Sec of Doc., which was layed on the
table for future refrence, also a letter from Pres. Terry
cautioning us about the trouble existing at the Capitol
of the State over the Governorship that we should stay
near a telegraph office so that he could reach us
in case of necessity. The time sped till the one o-clock
had come in and we had called at the office and started
for the Upper Lick and called at Mr. Basfords and had
supper before going to fill our appointment, which
done were envited home by Preacher Hunter and
walking about two miles loged with him.
Salt Lick, Feb 11th, came to light a slight
bit clearer as we arose and arrainged toilet, fasted
and made out report, before going to Bro. Moreland
and while elder Jones shaved I mailed report then
shaved myself and started to fill appointment
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which was done by myself speaking on the baptism
of watter and Spirit. Meeting over we contented ourselves
at the school house, I writing a song ballad and a
letter to my dear ones. Thus time went till our cong
regation came and spoke to them on the Kingdom
of God, at dismissal I accepted the hospitality of
Mr. Sexton. Once at his place and supper enjoyed
we spent a pleasant evening discussing Bible
doctrin and singing some, retiring about nine thirty.
Mud Lick, Feb. 12th, the sky still had a
leaden cast as we arose and looked much like rain
Were both able to do justice to the food set before us
after which we chatted awhile, sang a song and bade
the Sextons many thanks and started for Oapen Grove
District two mile and one half to our north west. On
arriving in the neighborhood found that all of the
trustee were away to Owingsville, so called at a Mr.
Robert Statons and contented ourselves talking with
him on the Gospel while the rain came pouring
down. About four we ventured out to see the trustee
but only found and got the consent of him and return
ed as per invitation and lodged with Mr. Staton.
Oapen Grove, Olympia P.O. Feb 13th 1900
dawned verry blustry with a heavy wind and rain
from the west. Breakfast relished, we started in
the driving storm to see our men but found them
still absent from home and as the would not be
home untill evening we continued to Salt S.
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and got our mail. I received a letter from
my dear one and one from Belle, all were well
Spent an hour our two with Brother Moreland writing
and talking before retracing our steps to Oapen
Grove and got consent to use the School House and
proceeded to norate appointment. Calling at
Mr. Statons we got our grip and called on Mr.
Crouch, a Christian Preacher, and were made
welcome and after supper was relished repair
ed to the house of meeting and convened I
spoke on the ―Kingdom of God‖. At dismissal
we returned with Mr. Croush at his request
sang several songs and talked till nearly
ten before retiring.
Oapen Grove, Feb 14th dawned beautiful
and clear a wide contrast of the prevous morn
After breakfast I wrote up my diary and
then my time was mostly occupied in conversation
with Mr. Crouch who was verry favorable to our
people saying that it had been the motto of his
life ―not to say any thing about people that manist
greater faith than he did.‖ And this he said was undo
ubtedly the case of the Mormon Elders. Dinner en
joyed we walked up to Olympia in compliance to
Pres. Terrys request; that we keep near a telegraph office
that perhaps he might be under the necessity of telegraph
ing us. if the trouble at Frankford should get more serious.
Not receiving any news farther than that thing
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were moving along about as usual, we retraced our
footsteps to Mr. Crouches chatted and read untill mee
ting time. At meeting I spoke on the ―Atonement
of Christ.‖ Meeting dismissed we accepted the hospitality
of a Mr. McCarthy and enjoyed a short chat and a pice
of pie with the kind family before retiring.
Oapen Grove, Olympia P.O. Feb. 15th 1900
put in its appearance a little cloudy as we arose
and arrainged toilet. It was our custome to fast; but
as the dear sister insisted that if it was not an iron
clad rule with us she would be pleased to have us eat
with them, so giving away to the temptings of ―Eve‖
we enjoyed a delicious breakfast; after which we chatted
awhile and I read a sermon of George Q. Cannon’s
to the family. Then Mr. McCarthy excused himself
and went to Olympia; and we had him enquire for us
while we passed the time reading the Des. News
and conversing with Sister McCarthy. and I will
have to say that I spent a little of the time withe
their baby girl of eighteen months who was quite cute
and put me in mind of my dear little ones at home
Dinner was relished and I accompanied Mr. Mc.
up into the woods while he cut a little timber.
Returning to the house, were soon enjoying supper
and proceeded to fill our appointment. Elder Jones spoke
a short time on faith and I followed on Repentance.
Servises over we were invited home by Mr. Crouche’s
son and once there warmed our toes and retired
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Oapen Grove, Olympia. P.O. Feb 16th
dawned with a wintery appearance; it having
snowed during the night to the depth of six in
and was still snowing as we arose and prepared for
breakfast which was relished, and the fournoon was
spent reading, talking and writing and as I now lay
aside my diary it twelve noon. and dinner is
ready which was relished the afternoon was
spent in study and conversation. Not feeling
verry well I declined the invitiaiton to supper.
Supper over we faced the snow and wind to fill our
appointment; but however our faith, on account of the
condition weather, was that there would be no one
come; and having an invitation to return and hold
meeting with bro. Crouch, we did so after a short
stay at the school house. While I was speaking
at bro Crouches a verry faint feeling came over
and I had to sit down; and after rubbing some campfire
on my forehead I felt better and elder Jones went on
with the meeting, which over we retired.
Oapen Grove, Feb 17th came to light cold and
cloudy; and breakfast enjoyed we stayed close by the
fire chatting and reading. Just before noon I ventured
out with Mr Crouch to see to his sheep and the wind
was so sharp and cold that it allmost froze my face
and I was thankfull to get back to the fire and stay
close by it the rest of the day. Supper over, we sang
several songs before retiring about nine o-clock.
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Oapen Grove, Feb 18 ushered in cold
and cloudy with a keen breeze from the North west.
Did not arise untill after the family had enjoyed
breakfast as it was fast day with us. Once up we
washed and chatted awhile before chopping an arm
fool off wood and going to the school house and
making a fire; soon two young men came in
and talked a while; but as no one else came left
and I then wrote up my diary. Remained in the
school house untill nearly half past four when we
called on a Mr. McCarthy and were hospitably received
and after supper enjoyed the evening singing and
listening to singing by Mr. Mc. and his wife and a
neighbor man. The clock painted ten as we retired.
Oapen Grove, Feb. 19th presented our gaze
with a clear blue sky and the atmosphere much warm
er. It was nearly seven o-clock when we arose and ate
breakfast, then bid the Mc’s goodbye and called at Mr.
Crouches and thanked and bade goodbye to them before
heading for Salt Lick where we arrived a little
after noon and calling at bro. Morelands were heartily
welcomed; but to our sorrow found that his little girl
was not feeling verry well. As soon as we got straightened around bro. Moreland presented me with our
mail which, among the seven letters that I receiv
ed, was one from my dear one and one from E.M. Mc. A
hasty glance at them told me that all was well
with my loved ones, and the one from Pres Terry,
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stated that from all appearances that the political trou
ble had passed the dangerous crisis. I then answered a
letter of the Rev (S.) R.B. Neals. Explaining to him that
the Law of Sarah refered to in 132 sec. 65 verse of D. and C.
ment the administering of Sarah to her husband in
giving him wives according to the will of God.
I then started a letter to my dear one; but oft being
interupted by questions from different persons I
did not get it finished. At the request of Mr John
Moreland we accompanied him home and after eat
ing supper and conversing untill ten oclock I
took a bath before retiring
Salt Lick, Feb 20th. the sky had changed
her gow of blue of the previous morning for a
coat of grey. Arose and as breakfast was not ready I
busied myself writing to my wife which done
we ate breakfast and departed for bro. Morlands
where we packed grip and started for the Lewis S.H.
six miles up the narrow gague R.Y.. Arriving
there a little after noon we called on the trustee
but were refused the use of the house and our
next move was to get shelter for the night
Calling at a farm house, were informed that
no Mormons ned apply for entertainments and
then on about a mile up the road and
called at another farm house and were cord
ially received and spent a pleasant evening talking on the gospel retiring at ten
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Ragland Farm, Feb 21 1900 came to
light with pouring rain. Arose about six o-clock
and although the gentleman whom we were stay
ing with had said the night before that he had
never heard any thing of the Mormons; but dur
ing the night I presume him and his wife had
collected their thoughts; for the first thing that he
asked was about Mormons and polygama; which occupied
our time for some time; but he was very reason
able. After breakfast I wrote up my diary while
our host did his feeding; and when he came in we
thanked and bade goodbye to him and started for Licking
Union. As we walked along the R.Y. a gentleman accosted us; knowing our profession, and invited us in; but
as he was a travling pohotographer; and was just staying
at the house cautioned us not to say any thing about
religion as the old gentleman was verry bitter. When the
old man came in where we were we introduced ourselves
not as Mormons; but he surmised who we were and asked
our proffession; and when told, says there is the door
and we passed out and on to Licking U. and traveled
around all day in the rain and mud trying to get
into a church house; but, about dusk, after a futil attem
pt, we continued on up the track and called at a
farm hous and were cordially received and enjoy
ed a nice supper; and spent the evening plea
santly singing, hearing singing, and talking
untill about ten o-clock.
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Daily Farm, Feb. 22nd dawned a little
cooler and raining as we arose and ate breakfast
After which we talked a little while before leaving for
Yale about one mile up the track. Once there we called on a Mr. Green one of the trustee who said that the
trustee Church elders had the house in charge; but was verry
kind and envited us to stay and have dinner, which we
thankfully did, after which we called on a Mr. Cassiday
and gained his consent to the use of the house; and
then called on a Mr. Eaton but were deniged empha
ticly our request. So we shook our feet and proceeded about
a quarter to Buck Crick, Menifee Co., ang getting the
names of the trustee; called on a Mr. Carpenter’s and as
it was getting late and was snowing as it had been
all day, we thankfully accepted the hospitality ex
tended and we spent a pleasant evening talking
gospel; but learned that our host was not a trustee.
Beaver, Crick, Menifee Co. Feb 23rd came to
light very clear and beautifull, After breakfast we
walked up to Mr. Jonsons one of the trustee; but he
was not at home; but his son spoke in his favor that
it would be all right to use the house, and then on
to a Mr. Hunts and found a biter vorment and
were denighed our request. From here we continued
our march to wards Beaver, stopping by the way
and partaking of the sacrament. Once at a Mr. Wells
we spent the remainder of the day there while two of his
boys gave out an appointment which we filled and loged with Wells
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Leatherwood, School House, Feb 24 1900
came forth with a leaden sky and a drizzling rain
which soon turned to snow. Ate breakfast and stay
ed close by the fire and talked gosple for some
time untill I got elder Jones started to entertain the
folks while I wrote up my diary. The rain had
by this time turned into a blinding snow; the
wind blowing bitter cold; so we did not ventu
re from the fire untill after dinner; when the
storm had abated and the sun showed her self and
the wind somewhat moderated. It was about one P.M.
when we started out and made a tour of part of the
district distibuting tracts and norating our appointment. And as we drew near Mr. Well’s again began
snowing; and so after supper was over we did not
attempt to go to the school house; but held a meet
ing with the family before retiring.
Leatherwood, School Dis. Feb. 25 presented
a clear blue sky; but the air was rawn and
cold as we arose and prepared for breakfast.
But remembering it to be fastday we declined
the meal offered; desiring to feel after the Lord
for his Spirit. Time passed on untill ten A.M.
when we began to think of going to fill our
app’t; but were unable to get across the river as
the boat was on the other side. This being the
case I walked down the river about a half mile
and after await of an hour got over the river
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By this time it was twelve o-clock; but however
we proseeded to the school house, made a fire, made
out our report, and awaited developments. A little after
two there was about a half doz persons came in and we
held our meeting. I speaking on the ―Kingdom of God‖
for about an hour. At dismissal we returned to Mr
Wells’ and had supper. I then talked on the B.ofM. for
awhile before ging to a neighbors by the name of
Maneers; at his request and holding meeting. After
which we returned to Mr. Wells’ and retired.
Leatherwood School Dis., Feb 26th ushered in
clear and cold; but soon clouded and began snowing.
Breakfast enjoyed I wrote to my dear one and shaved
before starting up Leatherwood crick for an unknown
destination: Halted at a farm house, about three
miles up the crick and were served with dinner. and
then on to a little school house; and being informed
by the trustee that there was not chance to make
a fire in the building continued on to White Sulplur and being blessed with entertainment thankfully
accepted it; and as I was verry sleepy retired early.
White Sulplur Feb. 27th greeted us with
another beautifull clear morning as we arose
about six and prepared and ate breakfast. I had
quite a cold caused by my feet getting wet the
previous day; the soles of my shoes being so worn
While Bro McClair did his feeding I wrote up
my diary and when he came in talked and
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sang awhile before departing for Salt Lick
where we arrived, after a three mile walk, about
eleven oclock and found the Morelands all verry well
and after passing the time of day with them con
tinued to the office; where I was dissapointed
about my mail; where as I had expected a letter from
my dear one and only got one form Pres Terry.
Returning to the Morelands I declined dinner and
that afternoon helped Mr. John build a pattio
while elder Jones (according to agrement; if I would
get the shoe last: he would half sole my shoes)
half soled my shoes. I then wrote letters to Mr-John
Gudgel, and Jas Harbor-friends at Odessa. Supper enjoyed we
spent a nice envening with the Morelands before retiring.
Salt Lick, Feb 28th the sky had clouded again
for a change as we peered from our refreshing slumber
I feeling much better of my cold. Breakfast served
I did a little cobbling by sewing up a rip in my
shoe: arranged toilet and attended the funrel services
of Mrs. Whitcons belonging to Methodist Church
after which we called at the office; but did not get
any mail; then back to our S.L. home – the Morelands
and as it was so near dinner time waited for it
before leaving. As we left Bro John Moreland
told us that he wanted us to do something for him
before long; which made my heart swell with joy
as we departed headed for Mud Lick five miles S.W.
On our way we visited Mr. John Basford and
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found his dear old mother not feeling verry well
a short stay here we proceeded on our way coming
in contanct with two Preachers Sexton and Davis; who
occupied some of our time; but kept far away from
the principles of the Gospel. Then on we went in the
rain; (as it had began raining as we were talking with
the preachers) a little way farther and were accosted
by and old Corlonl of the Civial war who bade us come and
shelter from the rain, which we thankfully did
and found our hoast to be a verry clever old gentleman
and a single hand talker. And I think I will allways
remember the bigl talk I had with them that night
Waters of Mud Lick, March 1st 1900, The month
indeed came in like a Lion as it had rained
all night and was still raining as we arose at five
o-clock and relished breakfast. Mr. North had not
lost his tongue; for although he had got up early to
get off on busines; he cept talking and would get as
far as the door and would come back untill seven o-clo
struck and he bade us remain which we did talking
to his son as it rained and snowed. Time passed and din
ner was partaken of and I wrote up my diary. Dinner
was then served and we again resumed conversation
and contented ourselves as it continued to snow. Supper
was did justice too and seated in the parlor we
talked a long while with Mr. North Jr.; but Mr and Mrs.
North coming interupted by requesting us to sing
for them, which we did and then continued talking till ten
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Watters of Mud Lick, Mar. 2 , 1900
Continued like a lion as we arose and relished
breakfast, then a short talk and a good bye to the
Norths, we started in the direction of Mud Lick
S.H. calling on one of the trustee and gaining his
consent pressed on but found the other two away
from home. Continueing a little farther found one
of them at a little store. I got into a conversation with
a gentleman on the gospel while elder Jones approached
the trustee, who seemed a little obstanate about the
house as there was so much drinking in the
neighborhood. Not feeling much impressed to presist in
our efforts for the house as the weather was verry bad
having began snowing. So delivering a few tracts here
we continued through snow and mud towards Sour Springs
and called at a Mr. Paxton’s and gained shelter and
relished a delicious supper and talked some time before retiring.
Sour Springs, Mar. 3rd came forth with
a clouded sky and the ground was white with snow.
Arising about five thirty ate breakfast and then wrote
up my diary. before starting out for Iknownot Called at
the first house we came to and the second and then
the third here we met with a talker by the
name of Lafyett Frisby who proved to be a
frinend; we here held a short meeting and left with
an invitation to return and hold meeting the follo
wing night. Continueing to Mud Lick School district call
ed at the remaining trustee to be seen; but he was
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not at home: So having heard of a friend some
two miles to our north, started for his place where
we arrived about four o-clock and were cordially recei
ved and spent a pleasant evening talking gospel
and singing, retiring at quarter to ten.
Branch of Mud Lick, Mar 4th came forth
warm but with a hazy sky as we arose and
arrainged toilet; but fasting we stayed at the hear
th untill the family had partaken and then I
talked for some time to Mr. Staton - our host - when
his brother came in and after passing the time of
day with him continued our talk untill dinner
which over we held a short meeting; and bade
goodbye and started for Sour Springs to fil our appointment; stopping by the way and calling on a
widow by the name of Swartz; whos husband had
recently died; leaving a death bed testimony that
the Mormon elders were preaching the pure Gospel
and his children all promised him if they ever joined
any church, it would be the Mormon. Then on to
Mr. Frisby’s where we were to hold meeting, and had
supper before the crowd came in to whom I preached
on the Kingdom of God. At the close of servises we were
invited home by a Mrs. Smith where we soon retired
Sour Springs, Olympia P.O. Mar 5th usher
ed in with a rain for a change as we arose and
ate breakfast; after which we shaved and sang
a few songs for the folks; before starting for
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Salt Lick where we arrived at noon after a seven
mile walk and found the Morelands all very well accept
Mrs. M. who felt quite poorly. After dinner we called
at the office and I received a letter form Pres Terry stating
that he would be with us on Thursday, one from my
dear, and one from Mr. Jas. Harbor of Odessa; which read
I wrote a letter to my dear one and after supper I had
a long conversation with a Mr. Basford on the street; and
then returning to the house retired.
Salt Lick, Mar. 6th Still raining and muddy as
we tumbled out and ate breakfast and did a little writing
before starting for a school house about two miles up the
river; but getting as far as Dr. Robin’s office stoped in and
had a short talk with the Dr. and a methodist Pastor by
the name of Howe, the latter of whom soon pulled out
and the Dr. having a caller we pressed on and called
at Mr. Mansfields the head trustee of the house inquest
were favored with dinner; but not the house: Thus being
foiled we spent the afternoon tracting; and received
shelter at a Mr. Doyels wher I had a short conversaition
on the Gospel. But the time has come when they will
not indure sound doctrin so I had to change the
subject before retiring
Clell Ewing Farm, Mar. 7th came forth
with a little chang over head the sky being clear
Breakfast eaten we talked awhile before starting to
tract in the direction of Salt Lick; but our tracts
gave out and we went on to S.L. and were welcomed
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at the Morelands; then called at the office and received
four letters for Pres Terry, then back to the Morelands and
wrote up my diary and some other writing; before calling at a Mr. Clarks, as per invitation, and holding
meeting which was fairly well attended and turned out to
be a prayer meeting. Meeting over, and the expression
of some of the people given vent to as they were surprised in the gospel from a Mormon; we retired.
Salt Lick, Mar. 8th 1900, dawned bright and
clear as we arose and ate breakfast; and the seated
at the hearth sang a few songs; while the family
tore up things preparetory to a move. And I will say
here that it is the custome of the people to move about
this time of the year. The wagon having come, we
left and called at Bro. Morelands and spent the time
untill one o-clock in study and writing; and as we did
not fast at breakfast we did at dinner. Called at the
Station at one o-clock and met Pres. Terry and elder D.C. Benson and escorted them to the Morelands and spent
a very enjoyable afternoon talking on remisances
of the past and of future work. They were both well.
As we had been deceitfully ukered out of a house to
preach in; by a good(s) M.E Minister, we went to hear
him; who after finishing his sermon grabbed his
hat and book and sped out of the house not stop
ing to dismiss his meeting; and a colored bro. had to
do so for him as it was a colored Church. Returning to
the Morelands we passed a few coments before retiring.
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Salt Lick, Mar. 9 presented us with
the light of a beautifull morning; as I arose after a
nights rest with Pres. Terry. All were well and ate a
hearty breakfast; after which we retired to a pile of
R.Y. ties and Pres. Terry gave us some good instructions
Thus time passed and the visiting elders left on the
ten A.M. train and elder Jones and I retired to the
Morelands and did some writing before dinner; and then
called on Dr. Robins who was going to show us that
Mormonism was a hoax and to do so he took the
prophesy of Jos. Smith on war on which subject we
had it up and down untill dark stoped us and we
parted friendly. Elder Jones and I retiring at the M’s.
Salt Lick, Mar 10th dawned a little cloudy
as we arose and ate breakfast and arrainged our grips to
depart. Having pulled a half sole off my shoe we ca
lled at Mr H Jones’, a colored man; and he kindly rehalf
soled it for me; but had so much to say that it took him
till noon to git it done; when we called again at the
Morelands and ate dinner and then called at the office
before starting for Open Grove about four miles to the
west; and once in that neighborhood we were welcom
ed at a Mr Thos. McCartey’s and stayed and had supper
before going to a christion bro., by the name of
Blevins meeting, who treated us like we were men
by inviting us up to take part in the services. I
spoke at his request after he got through. And at
dismissal as per. invitation went home with bro Crouch
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Open Grove Mar. 11th, -Olympia P.O.- The dawning
of the Sabath was beautiful; and we arose well and fasted and at
ten A.M. repaired to the S.H. and joined in the sevises of
Mr Blevins. I speaking at his reques after he got throu
gh. Meeting over we went back to Bro Crouches and ate
dinner about two o-clock and returned to the S.H. and
convened in meeting. A methodist Preacher by the name
of Sexton was the first speaker and I followed; and then
gave out an appointment for that night. Going home
with a Mr. Geo McCartey ate supper and enjoyed ourselves till
meeting time. Once within the S.H. sang several songs
and comenced meeting I spoke about forty minutes on
the Holy Ghost; elder Jones following with a few remar
ks. Dismissed and returned and retired at Mr McCartey
Open Grove, Mar 12th came forth bright and
clear with a keen east wind a blowing. Breakfast over
and a short chat we started in company with Mr Mc for Olympia; Once

there showed or informed us where to find the officers of
the Churchs on whom we called; but to no avvail: we then
called on the trustee of the S.H. and met with the same
results. And from here we continued to Sour Springs and
gave out an appointment at a widows by the name
of Swarts; distributing a few tracts the shades of evening
closed upon us and we retired to the place of appointm
ent and after a wait of some tim and much sing we held
a short meeting; and then went home with a Miss
Smith and were cordially received by the family
who had retired and we were soon in the same atitude
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Sour Springs, Mar 13 –Olympia P.O.- With
joy we greeted the beautiful sunshin that dawned upon
us. Breakfast enjoyed: Mr Smith asked us to stay and hold
meeting with him; which invitaition we accepted and I sat
down and wrote up my diary as I was several days behind also
wrote a letter to my dear one; By this time it was
noon and ate dinner; the sang a few songs before
walking over to Olympia to teh Office; but did not
get any mail. Returned to the Smiths and held
meeting then talked awhile before retiring.
Sour Springs, Mar. 14th was as beautiful
as the morning before as we arose feeling well and
ate breakfast and then I sewed up a rip in my
shoe and talked with the family untill a Mr.
Frisby came in and I had a long talk with
him; meantime eating dinner. After he left
we took and baths and I shaved before starting
for a Mr Clarks to fill an appointment; once
there we continued on to Olympia and I receiv
ed a letter from my wife. Then back to Smith’s and
eating supper convened in meeting and I told
the audience why I was a Mormon At dismiss
all sang a few songs before retiring about ten.
Olympia, Mar 15th The weather had
changed from beautiful Spring appearance of
the previous day to that of Winter; as the gound
was covered with snow and still snowing as we
arose and ate breakfast and as it continued
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snowing we stayed with the Clarks all day and
did a great deal of talking on the Gospel. At night
fall a Mr. Frisby came in and he and I talked
for some time; even untill halfpast ten o-clock
Olympia, Mar. 16th Arose well and were
greeted by the appearance of a bright morning
and enjoying the delacises of the table wrote up my
diary. before starting for Jackson School House about
three miles to our north; calling at the Office at Olympia
I received a letter form Pres Clegg and one from John Gudgel contin

ueing on in the snow and called on Mr. Goodin Chairman of
the trustee of the Jackson H and gained his consent. By
this time it had began snowing and we fased it to
Mr. Jas Shrouts; but the gentleman being away from home
waited by the warm fire for him; it was after six
P.M. as he came in and at our request granted us
shelter for the night.
Jackson S.H., Olympia; P.O. Mar 17th came
forth blustry and bitter cold. Breakfast over we chatt
ed awhile before I wrote a letter to elder Johnson.
It was so cold that we did not venture out untill
after nine oclock and then did not stay out long
as the wind was so bitter that we called in and stayed about two hours at the firest house we came to
Then on to the next and met up with our dinner
which over and the weather moderated a little; we continued to tract and norate our appointment. Which we
filled and at the request of a Mr. Clark loged with him
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Jackson S.H. Mar 18 , The Sabbath
came forth with all of the appearance of Mar. as we
arose and obstained from breakfast and brushed up for
meeting which was held with a small attendance at elev
en A.M. Spent the intervening hours between the
afternoon meeting at Mr. Clark. At close of afternoon servises returned to Mr. C. and ate supper before
fill our appointment at night. Once back to Mr Clarks
we talked untill eleven oclock before retiring;
Jackson S.H. Mar 19th The weather was
getting no better fast as it had rained nearly all
night and was still pouring as we arose and enjoyed breakfast and wrote a letter or two before starting for Owingsville. The rain had moderated as we immerged
into the oapen air. Turned aside from the road into
a little grove and partook of the Sacrament; on our way
to O. the rain seased entirely before we had gone far
and with nothing of further note we reached O and I
received a white shirt from my dear ones; but no letter
Returning about one mile and a half down the Pike
we called at a Mr. John Shrouts a dry land Mormon and
were gladly welcomed and aside from enjoying a nice din
ner we had a long talk on the Gospel with him; in
which he said if he ever joined any church it would
be the Mormon Church. It was about four o-clock as
we continued towards Jackson and called at Mr. Clarks
and were provided with supper before going and fill
ing our appointment and returning with Mr Clark.
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Mar. 20th was spent in study and gospel talk
at Mr Clarks. Holding a meeting at night returned
and loged with Mr Clark.
S Jackson S.H. Mar. 21th dawned a little
brighter. Arose well and ate a hearty breakfast
then sewed up a tear in my coat and wrote up my
diary before leaving for the Kennel Springs about four
miles to the south west; where we called at at Mr Huse
one of the trustee and gained his consent to the use
of the S.H. and being bade to dinner with him
thankfully partook and then went on to a house
near the S.H. and deposited our grips and on we went
to see J. Ginter another trustee and gaining his con
sent; we proceeded to tract and norate our appointment for meeting that night. It was about sundown as
we drew back to Mr. Greens where we had left our grips
Here we were provided with supper and an invitation
to stay all night. Which invitation was accepted after
meeting was over. The lady of the house was suffering with consu
Kennel Springs, Crooks P.O., Mar 22nd was a
beautifull bright day and we both felt well; except elder
J. having a slight cold. Spent the fournoon studying and
reading. After dinner; we supplied ourselves with tracts
and proceded to tract the balance of the district and
norate our appintment farther. The last house
called at was a Mr. Wm Ginters who appeard to be
verry friendly; with him we chatted untill meeting
not eaiting any supper as we desired to fast for the
blessings of God. Had a good meeting and returned and
shared the hospitality of Mr. Wm Ginter. retiring early.
Kennel Springs, Mar 23rd dawned with a
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hazy sky as we arose and relished breakfast
and I wrote up my diary. and a letter to uncle
and aunty. About ten o-clock we started for
Preston about two miles to mail our letters and see
the trustees about Preaching in the Preston S.H.; call
ing on them were informed that the house was
not to be used for preaching at night; but could be
used in the day time on Sunday; with this knowl
edge we returned to Mr. Ginters and enjoyed the
hospitality of his table ad spent the afternoon in
study. At the going down of the sun supper was
served and we repaird to the S.H. and met a good
congregation and I spoke to them about three quarters
Text being John 5: 39th At the close of meeting we
accompanied a Mr Jacob Ginter home at his request
Once within his shady portals; talked for some
time before retiring about eleven o-clock.
Kennel Springs, Mar. 24th ushered in
bright and clear with a cool east wind blowing as we
arose and shared the delacises of our hosts table. He being
a farmer excused himself and set out to his work feed
ing about fifty head of steers; he had not been gone
long before he came to the house and asked us to go
out and look at them which we gladly did; finding
them to be a fine stock of beeves. Then chatting along
towards; we enquired the shortest rout to Owingsville
to get our mail; but he told us his daughter was aging
and she could do that for us. Thus being robbed of a
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six mile walk we spent the time hapily in study
and strolling around the farm with our host; who was
sowing clover seed. The dinner horn was blowed about
eleven oclock and we rallied to the fray and took an
active part in it. Soon after dinner the young lady came
back bringing a letter from my dear one, and from aunty an
papers and Stars. and the afternoon was spent in perusing
them and talking and singing to the family and a few
young folks who had come in. As the sun sank to rest we
ate supper and pulled for the S.H. and met a good congregato
and I spoke to them on the ―Kingdom of God.‖ And after
meeting was over returned and retired with Jacob Ginter.
Kennel Springs, Mar. 25th As we imerged from
the land of nod a poring rain was gracing the Sabbath
Did not get verry early as it was fast day for us; but
once up we arrainged toilet and sang and taked for an
hour before starting to fill our appointment; which
pooved to be a failure; as the windows of heaven seem
ed to have been thrown wide open as the rain pour
ed down all day and robbed us of our hearing this day
We stayed all day at the S.H. all day talking with a
few young gentlemen and doing some writing. At four
P.M.; Mr. Wm Ginter having come up invited us
home; where we relished a delissious supper and
spent a pleasant evening singing and talking while
the rain poured down in bucket fulls. The closing
of this day presented the closeing up of this diary
it being a brief acc’t of my travels at to the present

